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FOP 'WORD

The conference reported in these proceedings originated with
the Futures Committee of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. The Council, recognizing the many changes that
our country is undergoing, saw the need to draw together information on these changes and assess their implications for vocational education and training programs. This conference became
the vehicle to accomplish these objectives.
George Fellendorf, the chair of the Futures Committee of the
National Advisory Council, sought the support of the other cosponsors in the planning and conduct of this conference.
Each
The
of the cosponsors contributed staff and financial support.
coordinating committee consisted of Dr. Fellendorf; Stephen
'Baldwin, National Commission for Employment Policy; Ralph
Breaman, National Advisory Council; Charles Buzzell, Office of
Vocational and Adult Education, U.S. Department of Education; and
Morgan Lewis, National Center for Research in Vocational. Education.
Morgan Lewis's editing and Sherri Trayser's word processing of these proceedings were supported financially by the
National Advisory Council with funds provided by the National
Commission.
,

The National Center is pleaseA-to make these proceedings
available to those interested in the preparation of the nation's
work force.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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PREFACE

This document represents a virtually verbatim
transcript of
the total conference proceedings.
It is not completely verbatim
because all speakers and panelists were given
the opportunity to
review and edit a typed transcript of their
presentation.
This
assured that their spoken words had been
accurately transcribed.
Introductory remarks and questions and comments from the audience
were edited by Morgan Lewis.

MORNING SESSION
MARCH 15, 1984
The conference was opened by Edward Miller, Chairman of the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, who introduced
Dr. Bruce Merrifield, Assistant Secretary for Productivity, Technology, and Innovation, U.S. Department of Commerce.
The Commerce Department provided the facilities for the conference and
Dr. Merrifield welcomed the participants.
DR. MERRIFIELD:
Thank you and welcome to the U.S. Department of
Commerce. We are delighted that you could come join us here and
anything that we can do to make you more comfortable or help you
in any way, I hope you will let us know.
Paul Braden and other
members of our Commerce staff will be here.

You know, this is a critically important time in our history. We are faced with major forces of change that are restructuring U.S. and world economies continuously. The explosion of
technology over the last 30 years that created something like 90
percent of everything we know 'in the sciences, is obsoleting
facilities and equipment long before their useful lives can be
realized. The skills and knowledge base that goes into those is
also changing as rapidly.

The estimates are that we are going to be pushing 500,000 to
1,000,000 people into the job market every year from now on as
this pace of change quickens. There will be many more jobs than
there are people because the opportunities for new business are
exploding; but the skill mismatch is there and this has got to be
one of our most important social problems of the next decade and
beyond. The problem is one of continuous reskilling of
our work
force and of ourselves. You and I have to have this as our top
priority to continue to grow and learn all our lives.
My immunologist friends tell me that we will probably wipe
out all the viral diseases in this decade, inclUding cancer, but
the interesting thing about this of course is that aging is primarily associated with lbw -grade forms of viral disease that
attack certain tissues.
Barney Clark had three different viruses
that destroyed his heart. Alzheimer's disease, senility, is a
viral-mediated disease; so is hardening of the arteries, and so
forth.

As we wipe out these viral diseases, the life span is going
to be rather significantly extended, and my immunologist friend
tells me that if I can just make it through the next five years,
I might live to be 120 to 140.
Well, I'll tell you, we are going
to have to learn a lot of things between now and then if we live
that long; and think what that's going to do to Social Security
as well.
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I think one of the most important problems we have, again,
is the continuous learning and recyclilg and the vocational
education process. We have at hand now, for the first time in
history, a remarkable opportunity to upskill the quality and pro'
ductivity of the educational process, not only for our school
systems but for life-long continuing education. This has got to
be the great frontier now of education, from 22 on, as we continually reskill ourselves all our lives. Any set of skills can be
obsolete in five to ten years.

This technique or capability is basically the video disk
with Star Wars-type simulaA.on in a computer interactive terminal. Initial studies in the early grades have indicated anywhere from 100 to 500 percent greater rate and quality of
learning using these systems.
IBM has just completed a 10,000-person early grade reading
study program and what they find is that these systems are colorblind; the blacks do just as well as the whites, which you obviously would expect. The productivity is enormous; the kids
break into the schools at night to get more time on the comIt is something we have
puters. It is a very exciting technique.
to adapt not only to the school system, and it has to be one of
our top priorities now. We have the delivery system now for the
first time, the software, the hardware and all the capabilities
at a reasonable price. What we have to do now is to begin to
pull that technology and that capability into our educational
This is going to be
system and our vocational ti..iining systems.
an exploding business; it is going to be a great frontier for
education.
What we are trying to do right now here ia Commerce, among
other things, is to inventory all of the scattered efforts that
are now going on in this area and collect them perhaps into criWe want to use R&D partnership as a mechantical mass efforts.
ism for funding further development so that we can get these into
A lot of
our schools, into our industrial efforts, and so forth.
people like IBM and Xerox are already beginning to use these
This is
things, but we need to do this on a much broader basis.
going to be one of the great frontiers of our lives.
T1 is is the nature of things` that
change will occur in the next 10 to 20
all of history as these massive forces
markets, impinge on our domestic scene
ture U.S. and world economies over this

are going to come. More
years than has happened in
for change, the world
and continuously restrucand, succeeding decades.

I hope you have a good meeting
Again, welcome to Commerce.
and I hope that we can find ways to work with you In alij way we
Thank you very much.
can.

Thank you, Dr. Merrifield'and we are very pleased to
MR. MILLER:
It is my
be here in this auditorium at the Commerce Department.
2
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pleasure to set the tone of this conference in a greeting to you
this time.
I have been in education now for almost 30 years and
I can't begin to remember how many conferences and meetings,
seminars and workshops I've attended.
I'm sure it numbers in the
thousands as it does with most ;of you.
It is always interesting to me, even 29 years or more ago,
that every time you would introduce individuals to give greetings, they always immediately have to leave and never can stay
for the conference.
I've always said that some day when I become
a man I will be able to do that too. Today, may be that day.
I, unfortunately, do have to leave for Phoenix. The Board
of Directors of my organzation, Future Business Leaders of
America, is meeting in Phoenix, and I have a stop to make in
Houston on the way to deliver a keynote addreRs to a conference,
so I unfortunately will not be able to be with you for this entire conference, but I will be here in spirit because this is
without question one of the most meaningful meetings that I think,
we have ever put together.

To my knowledge, it is the first meeting that brings together as conference sponsors the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, the National Canmission for Employment
Policy, the Department of Education and the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education at the Ohio State University.
This conference grew out of concern by NACVE, shared by the
other sponsors, over how effectively education and training programs will respond to the fast and ever-changing needs of the
work place, as well as the needs of students for training and
retraining which will provide them with the skills to participate

productively.in the workplae.
There was also a concern over how much we really know about
the economy of the future and the society of the future and how
to translate what we might learn and project into effective'
policy.
As a result of these concerns, which the Council shared
with the other Commissions and Councils and the Department of
Edu'cation, when I became. Chairman of this Council in April of
1982, I appointed a Futures Committee with Dr. George Fellendorf
as Chairman. You will hear from George and I will introduce him
formally later in the program.
The members of that committee will serve on this program
throughout the conference.
These concerns we found were shared
also by the 57 .states and territorial advisory councils across
the nation and several representatives from those will also be on
the program. The background paper by Dr. Richard Ruff, which
many of you I am sure have read, was a joint project by the
National Council and the state councils.
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Over the past year-and-a-half, this Futures Committees, has
had, a number of meetings here and around the country and with
various groups and individuals to discuss the impact of future
trends on education and training. The Committee has participated
in the Morld's Future Society Meeting, here in Washington last
summer, and these discussions are culminating in this conference
today and tomorrow.
The Council has also, over the past months, talked with many
Last calendar
business leaders and employer? across the Nation.
major
forums
across
the
Nation on
year, TACVE counducted five
business and vocational education. We brought together, in the
cities of Dallas, Atlanta, San Francisco, Chicago and Boston,
representatives of the private sector to discuss with us their
proSpective on vocational education.

The Council's report on these five forums entitled, "A
Nation at Work--Education in the Private Sector," will be published, hopefully, later this month or, early next month, in conjunction with the National Alliance of Business.
What NACVE heard in these forums, from employers large and
small, was their dependence on vocational education, their desire
to see it improved and strengthened so that it can meet the needs,
of the fast-changing job skills and new technology we are facing,
and their willingness to participate in a viable partnership with
education to help upgrade these programs and keep them current.
A limited number, of copies of this report will be available from
NACVE and copies may be purchased from the National Alliance of
Business as soon as it is printed.
I believe the development of partnerships between education
at all levels with business, labor, employment and training programs, and other entities is one of the very keys to effective
planning for future in the area of vo tech education and trainI am sure that partnership, and I emphasize partnership, is
ing.
one of the themes that we'll hear today and tomorrow, more and
more, stronger and stronger.
As we begin this conference, I would like to offer a charge
and also a caution. The caution is against engaging in crystal
ball gazing and flights of fancy. We each have our own favorite
predictions of the world of the future, but I hope that we will
all stick close to common ground and not stray too far afield in
a world of fancy. The charge is to focus on what we know, what
is practical, and what can be acted upon by policymakers and
administrators to make technical and vocational education and
training responsive to the changing world of work.

I do not expect that we will come out of this conference
tomorrow afternoon with the answer to what should be taught in
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the year 2000 or how many job openings will exist in each category; but I do hope that when this conference closes tomorrow
afternoon that we will all, participants and audience, have a
better understanding of the expectations of the vocationaltechnical world in education, and improvements and changes which
may be needeu and possible approaches which might be utilized to
assure that the vast vocational education and training enterprise
lives up to those expectations in the future.
This conference that the Futures Committee has planned for
us, in cooperation with these other agencies and commissions,
could not come at a more opportune time.
As you know, the House
of Representatives last week passed a new vo-tech education act.
The Senate is at work on its version.
Barring unforessen circumstances, we will probably have a final bill by the end of the
summer which will guide vocational education for approximately
the next five years.
The new legislation Will certainly expand
the role of business and labor in vocational education, and provide some mechanism for better coordination between vocational
education and the JTPA.
I believe that the deliberations here today and tomorrow
will have relevance as the provisions of a new act are put into'
operation.
I anticipate that the final version of the legislation will have greater flexibility and discretion on the part. of
the state and the local recipients.
While I do not expect we
will come up with hard and fast'answers here, I do expect that we
can help define parameters and pose questions which should be
considered by those who exercise discretion in implementing the
new act.
I.think, and I hope you share my thoughts from looking at
the program, that we have an excellent agenda.
I know that we
have a strong group of participants and I urge all of you in the
audience to join with those on stage at each session to participate fully and freely as you have a great amount of background
and experience for input into this program.
As any and every chairman of any commission or council
rogram such as this is put together by one person.
No
program E.,,,:1 as this just falls into place.
I would like to, at
this time, introduce to you the staff of the Nat'-)nal Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. Many hours have eeen spent
working with the committees on this program and I think these
People deserve your recognition.
knows, rm.

First, the Executive Director of NACVE, Jim Griffith.
pr.
Ralph Bregman, Director of Research for NACVE.
I am pleased to
introduce from the NACVE staff, George Walrodt, and for the first
time his new title effective today, Deputy Executive Director.
The Other member could not join us, has to stay in the office,
answer the phones, greet the visitors and catch all the little
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untied ends of the conference. Carolyn Edwards, our Administrative Assistant, is over in the office and I am sure she would
like to have you drop by and say, Hi.
At this, time, I would like to introduce to you a gentleman
whom I'm sure is no stranger to most of you, certainly no
stranger to vocational education and no stranger to Washington,
A gentleman who serves as chairman of another national
D C.
commission that I serve on1 and a man who for as long as I've
known him has certainly been a friend of vocational education.
To give us comments and greeting from the National Commission for
Employment Policy, I introduce the Chairman, Ken Smith.
AR. SMITH: Thank you, Ed, and good morning everyone. To those
of you who are not clear about the National Commission for
Employment-,Policy, it is a body created under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act in 1973 with the charge--we are the
only ones in the federal government that have this charge--to
look over all of what government does at the federal level,
related to employment. Within that, of course, clearly falls
vocational education.

The Congress, in its wisdom, has decided there needed to be
a formal link between the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education and our Commission; therefore I serve on NACVE and Ed,
in turn, serves on the National Commission.
When we took over the Commission in late December of 1981,
one of the things that was high on our agenda, was the Job TrainLet me just take
ing Parmership Act, the replacement for CETA.
a minute to describe to you a little bit of what went on there,
because some of the same trends and forces, that the Congress
responded to and that the President gave leadership to, are seen
today as the Congress considers the extension, reauthorization cr
changes in vocational education.

I think that it is important to underline the dramatic
changes that came about as a result of what the President and the
Some of
Congress arrived at on the Job Training Partnership Act.
the simple figures will tell you a lot about where things are
going here in Washington.
Back in the days of CETA, something on the order of 18 cents
on the dollar was spent on training; the remainder was spent on
administration and income support. The President insisted in the
future employment and training activities that the ratio be 70
cents on the dollar spent on training and not more,than 30 cents
on the dollar spent on administration and income support; and in
the end the Congress, by large majorities in both Hous,,s, agreed
to that very dramatic new direction; training, vocational education, education, were going to be the key to the federal role in
trying to help people get jobs.
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Secondly, for the first time in this country, the business
.
community was put in charge. Now that is a very dramatic move by
By law, 51 percent of the people who
anybody's calculations.
serve on the.Private Industry Councils that have the authority
over $4 billion in federal job training money, must be business
In fact, as it turns out, our.
people--must be business people.
analysis and tracking shows nearly two-thirds of the people who
make up the 600 Private Industry Councils in this country are
from the business community; and 75 percent of those people never
served before on an advisory committee or an authority committee
Fo, what we have across the country is even a
such as this.
greater reliance on the business community than originally anticipated.
Secondly, we have brought into the picture of employment and
training a whole new group of people from the business world. Another, interesting point, I think, is that the level of particir
No longer are we at the director of perpation is much higher.
sonnel level or the assistant, director for public information;
A very high quality
we're at the chief executive officer level.
of buliness people is coming to the cause of education and trlining through the Private Industry Cpuncil.
I think that ought to be encouraging to all of us because it
shows, and it is my view, in part is responsive to their previous
participation with vocational education. They had seen that it
is worthwhile, it is good business sense, to get involved in what
is going on in LJucation and training.

Finally, Congress created under the law a new title, Title
III, which for the first time in this country provided substanAllof
tial training money for dislocated, laid-off workers.
that, it seems to me', offered a tremendous opportunity for vocaI can't tell you today that I think.that vocational education.
tional education is responding to it as I believe they should.
The money is for training. The money has a fairly low administrative overhead availability; which means the only system in
this country that has the facilities in place, has t: e teachers
in place, has the track record in place, that the Jsiness community trusts and believes in, is vocational education. And yet
I must tell you that the lingering unfortunate circumstance,.
between CETA and vocational education continue, in my view, to
hinder the kind of relationships and the sense of opportunity
that now exists.
Let me repeat again that the business community is in charge
and in the end vocational education ought to count on them to
work out and work with them in fashioning some new relationships
under the Job Training Partnership Act.
Those trends I think Are important for you to give somo
thought to in the next couple of days, because those trends are

iveloped
seen again, as Ed mentioned, in the legislation beiny
in the House and the Senate--a greater role for the business
sector, greater flexibility at, the state and local level, more
I
emphasis on training and performance and success and results.
think these are the trends that you are going to see from here on
in for the foreseeable future.

The other thing that I think ought to be troubling to all of
us in the roan is that my own impression over the past few years
is that the support. for vocational education goes up inversely
proportional the lower you go in our political system. At the
State legislative level, at the local level, at the school board
level, we find strong support for vocational education. As you
move up into the governors, and beyond.into the Congress, you
find, in my view, a reduced level of understanding, appreciation
and support for what vocational education is doing.
I don't know quite what to attribute all that to, but it has
It
been that way since I came to this town in the early 1970s.
doesn't matter which administration, it hasn't mattered much
which Congress. By and large there is still a lingering doubt
about the value of vocational education; unfair in my view, uninformed, but it's there, and some of that we have seen in the past
few weeks in the discussions on vocational education.
On the plus side, however, there is strong support. Some
the most successful federal initiatives ever,
would argue, one
was the act that created the vocational education activities at
the Federal level. It has been wildly successful. It did exIt provided incentives and enactly What it was supposed to do.
couragement to the State and local governments to help create the
infrastructure of vocational education. It has been -done. We
have in this country d tremendous system, and it is done in large
part through the leadership of the Federal government.
Today, however, that system is now in place and the issue is
what ought to be the continuing Federal role in vocational education and that issue clearly is before the House and the Senate.

Our Commission, having gotten fully engaged in the Job
Training Partnership Act, being strong supporters of that act,
It is our conviction
has now turned to vocational education.
that for too long we have had vocational education over here, employment and training system over here, the employment service
over here, and pieces of this mosiac out there. The message we
are getting from Congress, from the business community, from
governors, and 'from State legislatures is that they are not going
to tolerate any longer people over here and over there duplicating each other, fighting each other, hoarding their money from
each other, worrying, aboW turfmanehip problems, when together
they could be much more effective in helping the people that
,
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they're all employed to help.
I think some of thatl pressure is
being seen in the legislation being dratted today 'n the Congress.

What our Commission hopes to do and one of the reasons we
are supporting this conference, both financially and with staff,
is to try to stimulate you and those who participate in the conference to look at the future of vocation,J1 education and most
importantly, from our prospective, the appropriate Federal role.
What should that role be, not only in the context of the legislation specifically but in part the philosophy, the guidance system
that goes into the Executive Branch once the legislation has.
passed.

Our view is that there needs to he some very careful reIn light of the successes of the past
thinking of that role.
legislation, in light of the challenges we face in the future, we
hope that out of what is going to go in the next couple of days,
we are going to help generate some sense of what the proper
Federal role is.
I share with Ed a concern about trying to be overly precise
about the role, however; the one thing that you can guarantee in
this society is change. The other thing that you can guarantee
is that whatever you think is going to happen probably won't.
Some folks in the Democratic primaries have been able to demonThat is just an
strate that conclusively in the past two months.
example, I think, of what we are seeing out there in our economy,
Change is the
our political system, and, our educational system.
watchword; unpredictable change, causing a need to be able to
I urge you to keep this in mind
respond quickly to that change.
as we try to look ahead in vocational education.

Finally, let me leave you with some comments on a meeting
I had the rare honor of having
that occurred the other evening.
my counterpart, the Chairman of the Manpower Services Commission
in Great Britain, to a dinner meeting with a very small group of
people from the policy-making apparatus here in Washington.
David Young is a businessman. He is .a Tory; and a Conservative.
He was appointed by Margaret Thatcher to the position. The Manpower Services Commission oversees the entire training system of
Great Britain, 23,000 employees. They put a million-and-a-half
people--in a country of 57 million, I might add--into employment
and training programs. They've tripled their buicjet under
Margaret Thatcher and I think it is of great. interest that this
new strength and initiative behind training in Great Britain has
come as a result of the view given by a Conservative Thatcher
administration to the needs of their country.
He said something very important and .1 leave it with you beHe
cause I think it's something that you should hear as well.
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said, we've tried to analyze what happened to Great Britain; why
did we go from a 4 percent unemployment rate through the' 1970s
and the 1960s? Why did we go f om a time when young people were
almost guaranteed a job when th y came out of school and we had
ment rate, to the point today
about a 2 percent youth
where we have a 13 percent unem loyment rate in our country, and
we have an 85 percent unemploym nt rate among our school leavers,
absent the training programs we are putting in place?
He says there are two reas ns: one is because the wages of
youth were too high in relation to their contributions in their
second, because vocational
early years to productivity; an
education was abolished in 1964 in Great Britain.. Great Britian
took it out of every public inst itution in the country and said
we don't need it. We, he said, as a result of that action, have
dropped 10 or 15 places in the prld listing of countries in productivity, in innovation in technology, and in training people.
He added that Great Britian is today beginning to build what
the United States has built.sincp about that same year in our
His country is now 25 years or better behind us and
country.
He said, his country made what could have been almost
knows it.
He said, I believe that and I
a. fatal mistake by, that decision.
think' now my country believes that, and we are trying, to turn
around a mistake that has cost us very dearly.
Those are the two reasons in his view why Great Britain is
in the straits it is in today and it is why the Thatcher government has decided to make such a new investment in education and
training. He said, as he sat down, let that be a warning to you.
He said, we have passed that path before you; at least don't make
If anything, we hope to learn and do
the same mistake; we did.
what you have done.
So with those two thoughts, let me say that we in the ComWe
mission are anxious to get the outcomes of this conference.
intend to stay very visible and active in pursuing the future of
vocational education and we very much appreciate your being here
with us today. Thank you.
I am pleased now to share with you
MR. MILLER: Thank you, Ken.
Although the
a communique I had ye erday from the White House.
President would like o be with us to give a greeting this morning and to speak at this meeting, unfortuantely due to a very
At the
heavy schedule at this time, he is unable to join us.
same time he shares, our interests, sends his best wishes to you
participants, the audience, all associates, and will be eager to
hear the results of this conference.
I know right row prayer is a buzzword in Washington. My
favorite story is the one of the father who said to his young
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child as he was climbing into bed, did you say your prayers? The
His father said, well, .1 didn't hear
child said, yes, I did
The child said, 1 wasn't praying to you.
you.
Sometimes in vocaThis to me is a very meaningful story.
tional education, I hear people say, who did you say is on NACVE?
Who's talking about vocational education? I mentioned the names
and sometimes they say, I don't know that person; and .1 then say,
they weren't talking to you.

It is not always the names of the people you hear all the
time that are talking about vocational education to all of the
people.

I think our members of NACVE have done a sensational job in
giving vocational .education a new lookr.in creating a new meaningful relationship with other commissions, faculties, and other
councils.
The gentleman I am pleased to introduce right now, will introduce other members of NACVE and of the panels, is no exception
Dr. George Fellendorf, among his many, many
to all of this.
achievements, has chaired the Futures Committee of NACVE since
the appointment in April of 1982, and his efforts, along with
those members of his council, can he seen in the conference here
today.

George is renowned far and wide for his working with the
deaf-and-is-currently-expl-oring the-use-of-computers-for-the-eduThe hours and the effort given to
cation of handicapped persons.
this conference by George are to be commended. It is my pleasure
to introduce to you to chair the remainder of the conference today and tomorrow, Dr. George Fell'endorf.
MR. FELLENDORF: Thank you, Ed, for your stimulating introduction
I'd also like to greet
and for setting a tone for this meeting.
all of you on behalf of the Futures Committee of the National
Advisory Council. We have a full day-and-a-half and I am going
to dispense with anything but these greetings in order to get the
opportunity to introduce the people that I think are going to
make a significant contribution to our first session today.

May I introduce briefly the members of the panel and then
I'll introduce the presenter who will givt us the remarks to
which the panelists will respond and the ,udience will have an
Ed Graham is Director of the American
opportunity to comment.
He
Council of Life Insurance and Health AssoCiaticin of America.
coordinates a wide range of public relations activities for these'
two national trade associations.
Jack Griffith is President of Griffith Petroleum and a member of the Oklahoma Planning and Resourcel Board for eight years.
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is one the Governor's Blue Ribbon Task Force on County Government Reform, and he is Presidnet of the National Oil Jobbers
Council.
He:

Ed Hardman is Presidnet and Chief Operating Officer of the
National Tooling and Machining Association of Fort Washington,
Maryland. This is a 4,000-company trade association which is the
official voice of the U.S. contract tooling and machining industry, a vitally important part of our economy. Ed also has an additional distinction that internationally, at the express request
of President Nixon in 1971, he headed the Sixth American Trade
Commission to the Soviet Union since World World II; and he continues his international activities on behalf of the world trade
tooling and machining industry as a member of the Board of Directors of the International Special Tooling Association, A West
German-based consortium of tooling industry associations from 13
nations.
Mrs. Madeleine B. Hemmings has been named Vice President of
Policy for the National ;Alliance of Business and she was formerly
Director of Education Training and Employment for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce in the United States. Her list of accomplishments and contributions to the areas in which we have interest is long and extensive and I am deliberating truncating these
introductions so that we can get on with the major presentation.
I might add that Bob Worthington is listed on your program.
Dr. Worthington is currently- serving as Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education in the U.S. Department of EducaIt is my understanding that he is not here now because he
tion.
is up in Congress testifying on some budget matters relating to
the very topic we are discussing today. We have every hope and
expectation that Bob will join us and hopefully he will join us
In any event, I think we will be
before we finish this' panel.
able to make arrangements to hear from Bob when he actually is
able to arrive and be with us.

The mode of operation here is that we are going to have a
presentation, the topic this morning being on trends and changes
in Federal, State and local governmental ,roles during the reThen we will have responses and reacmainder of this century.
tions from the panelists and we will have an opportunity for
questions and comments from the audience.
It gives me a great deal of pleasure to introduce Mr. David
B. Walker, who is the Assistant Director of the Government Structure and Function Section of the U.S. Advisory Commission of
Intergovernmental Relations in Washington, D.C. Mr. Walker is
formerly Director of the Senate Sub-Committee on Itergovernmental Relations and previously taught Government at Bowdoin
He is the author of a recently published book on
College.
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federalism entitled "Toward a Functioning Federalism," and has
written numerous articles and chapters for books. He has been a
guest of several international conference on govermuental affairs
and is Chair-of the section on Intergovernmental. Administration.
and Management of the American Society for Public Ad m_n_stration.
i

Mr. Walker also teaches at the University of Maryland in
College Park, Maryland and is at the American University in
`Washington, D.C. In1980, he was the recipient of the Donald C.
SEOn&Award for Significant Contributions to Intergovernmental
Management, and the 1981-82 Adjunct Faculty Award for. Outstanding
Teaching at the American -University.
It certainly is my distinct pleasure to introduce to you Mr.
David B. Walker.
MR. WALKER: Thanks, George, that's a gracious introduction.. I'm
still .not quite .clear as to why I'm here since vocational education, as you'll soon find out, is not one of my fortes.
I am a
generalist preeminently, though in terms of the. remarks I will be
making, vocational education serves as an excellent illustration
of many of the points I will be making.

The issue of functional roles is one that's still before us.
There was. an attempt to achieve a sorting out or 'clarification of.
roles between and amongst the levels of government in 1982. Many
of you followed those historic but unfortunately unsuccessful
colloquies between and amongst the governors and the President's
mdtaff--We are at a'point now where we: have been for the better
part of a quarter of a century, where the role playing issue is
still a question and' where everybody seems to still be in the
kitchen making a stew and there are many pots on the stove--fewer
Everybody
perhaps than in 1980, but still an incredible number.
There's
is still there: the. Federal, State, and local folk.
less money to work with, but the congestion and the overlap and
the confusion in role playing is still very. much the order of the
day.
Witness the legislation that you folks are interested in on
the Hill today. This .was not the case in 1960.
This was riot the
case in 1963.
It became the case from roughly the mid-1960s
until now, with some slight recession from the high-water mark of
the late 1970s.
What transpired during that period in the area of grants-inaid, was a surge of dollars.
The total jumped from :$7 to $10
billion during Mr. Kennedy's period and under two very conservative Congresses; $10 to 20 and still pretty much in constant
dollars under Mr. Johnson under two-and-a-half Congresses; $20 to
40 billion under Mr. Nixon working with Democratic Congresses;
$40 to 60 billion for two-and-a-half years of Mr. Ford working
preeminently with Democratic Congresses; and $60 to a prospectively a $96 billion fiscal 1981 though some changes were made
with Mr. Carter.
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In constant dollars, doubling the amounts of overall Federal
aid to State and local governments occured between 1970 and 1980.
In noninflated aid dollars', then there was an extraordinary outpouring of funding, an outpouring that also increased the number
of programsfrom 132 funded and operational in 1960 to 537
Hence, though
funded and operational as of December 31, 1980.
perhaps not so much in the vocational education area, there was
an extraordinary proliferation in dollars, in the number of programs, and also in the number of recipients.'
The 1-to-50 Federal-State relationship was characteristic of
the bulk of intergovernmental relations in 1960--and this was
still true as of 1963--where 92 percent of the monies flowed to
state gdvernments, like vocational education. This pattern involved an administrative situation which was relatively easy to
In 1960 one could look at those programs that dominated
handle.
and they were all Federal-State grants. There were only four
that added up to much money at all: highways, aid to the
All four were pretty old
elderly, AFDC, and employment security.
in terms of age, or were small programs like vocational education, one of the oldest of the grant-in-aid programs.
This earlier 1-to-50 relationship shifted to roughly 1-to66,000. This resulted from the relationship that emerged as a
result of the flow of funds directly to thousands of sub -state
All 50 States, all of the cities and counties, all
governments.
of the towns and townships, the bulk of the school districts,
about two-thirds of the special districts, and thousands of nonprofit organizations, the number of which nobody has the foggiest
idea, were involved, creating a pinwheel pattern administratively
and politically, an interest group-crafted pattern, artfully
carved out from th. mid-1960s through 1980. That pattern still
persists. The bypassing of state government accounted for 8
percent of all Federal aid in 1960. At the end of Mr. Johnson'
term, despite the criticisms from State governments, the figure
was only 12 percent of $20 billion, only 12 percent. Paradoxically, with Mr. Nixon and the Democrats, by 1973-74, a point was
reached Where the monies had doubled and the amount of bypassing
also doubled; 24 percent of $40 billion by 1973-74 bypassed State
governments.
By 1977 toward the' end of the countercyclical programs, CETA
being one of these, along with two others, you reach a point
where about 28-29 percent of upwards of $82 billion in aid bypassed State government. This is .a statistical way of highlighting the panoramic theory of partnership that emerged during this
I am not going to dwell on the administrative implicaperiod.
In a department like HEW in the old days, the
tions of this.
effort amounted to trying to monitor relationships between that
department and thousands of units of government.

The Office of Management and Budget was trying to get an
Overview of the 1-to-66,000 relationship--ponder that--even with
14
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the help of all of our newer techniques .of processing and storing
information.

I have been criticized by some of my triends for dwelling
too heavily on numbers to suggest the measure of administrative'
Madison never promised efficiency of effectiveness.
difficulty.
1 am
He was much more concerned with other values in the system.
be
n t mesmerized then by public administration norms which may
s ggested by my stress on the large amounts of monies following
the number of programs, or the highly fragmented 1-to-66,000
o
s Luations that emerged in terms of recipients jurisdictions
s-a-vis Washington.

But there are two developments during this period that
s ould be mentioned as .a backdrop to what has transpired since
i
r
extraordinary degree of prolfeaOne of these is the extraordina.
1 81.
t on--in the types of programs aided--the degree to which the
national government by 1980 was assisting what in most other
s stems would have been done totally by the national government
as ;well as genuinely intergovernmental and local undertakings.
The bulk of the maintenance programs in this country still
are handled intergovernmentally; that was the heart of the dialo ue in 1982, between the President's people and the governOrs.
It is still, given the failure of that effort. Most of our
in ome maintenance programs, still are Federal-State in many
in- tances--county programs with significant funding borne by
State and local government, and with all the inequities that-rei ate to that fact.

ch
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This has been the ce a for half-a-century. There's been no
nge in this area with the role exception of the SSI programs.
re's also a range of areas which are legitimately interI see no way in which many
ernmental; the education is one.
cts of that troubled terrain could be handled except in an
ergovernmental fashion.

The environment, even more; also certain aspects Of manpower
ining and of transportation; not all, I would argue, but cern aspects, inevitably should be handled Pederal-State-local,
you look at the kinds of powers and Constitutional position
tea have, vis-a-vis some of these program areas. Then one can
s ,tch to the other extreme and focus on the roughly 400 programs
Here was a parcel of pigmy programs, an
ou
of 537 as of 1980.
in redible number of them in thc! educational area, many in the
vo ational education area aid enacted at the behest of interest
There were many many spigots with a few dollars dripping
gr ups.
I'm thinking of
out at tle end--to follow the metaphor crudely.
ES1A amendments of 1978 as being perhaps a classic example of
emerged in education by
th's interest group loaded pattern that e
the late '70s, a far cry from the enactment of 1965 ---a far cry.
tr
ta
if
St
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So proliferation into program areas that some would argue
were private or local to begin with was the trend.
I won't dwell
on present examples along that same line, but the early 1980's
still produce them.' 'The right learned from the left, until the
seventies. Metric education, policeman's pensions, rural libraries, fire protection, etc. by an earlier political or practical
definition would have been deemed primarily local matters, for
municipal or county councils, or in some instances neighborhoods.
So an array of very small, petty, but symbolically potent grants
emerged.
They were very important politically, but the 400 only
aggregated to $8 billion in outlays.
By de.f'inition the bulk of those grants were perfectly useful
in only one respect, politically. They had little impact on
people.
They may have some on administrators and they certainly
affected interests' groups.

The other
of regulations
the vocational
thing else, as

major and dangerous development was the emergence
numerous, intrinsical conditions.' You folks in
education area know this perhaps more than anywell as anybody else.

The issue of the Federal government ,regula ing State and
local governments--as State and local governments- -was and is a
new phenomenon in our system. It began regulating the private
sector--first transpOrtation and then business, agriculture, and
labor, starting almost 100 years ago--1887 to be exact. But
regulating States as 'States, localities as localities, began
roughly in the mid 1960s and continued a parlec at a mincp.ess
pace, I would add.
Fran the mid-1960s to now, new types of conditions and regulations emerged--of the cross-cutting variety, of
the spillover variety (where, if you don't adhere' to a specific
regulation, monies in an entire functional area would be cut off),
or in a few instances of just simply a dicta of the partial preemption type.

This last--partial preemption--is where the federal government preempts and then realizes it must adhere to its ancient
So
ways of doing business--if not loing.possibly the job itself.
it co-opted, either softly through the lure of a little Money, an
agency of State government, or it simply co-opted by mandate,
providing no basis for a State to have a voluntary partnership
relationship in the traditional way.
Under the soft approach to partial preemption, a State could
But the bulk of the environmental
get out with no penalties.
programs employed the hard approach where States couldn't get out
and a portion of State government in effect was commandeered by
EPA, at the behest of Congress - -to achieve certain environmental
goals, most of which are commendable.' Yet, in terms of the regulatory effects much of this was counterproductive, I would argue.
Counterproductive rather than productive because the partnership
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idea which .involves some sense of parity was lost sight of in
this approach.

Conditions and the proliferation of programs into novel
13y .1980- -and I would
areas giving rise to two major results.
argue even now despite some.emerging common sense--the illusion
prevailed, thanks 'to the media, thanks to interest groups, thanks
to politicians of both parties, that the national agenda encomMoreover,. the old
.passed everything that was a public concern.
line.between private and public that used to exist, .that politicians in this city at least through the mid-1960s recognized was
This line wasn't all that fuzzy back in the
nearly obliterated.
It was rather clearly demarcated and--one can
earlier periods.
go through all the functional areas--untouched by Federal regulations and money as of 160-63 or 1964.
By 1980, one could hardly find an agency or a unit within
any one of the five basic categories of local 'government that one
way or another wasn't affected by Federal grants and the condiIt's important to add the conditions
tions attached thereto.
attached thereto.
Presidents behaved
This in turn prduced shifts in roles.
and acted like mayors; sometimes mayors came to Washington and
acted like Presidents; Stat4, legislators behaved like United
States Senators7. and House Members behaved very much like county
council persons. There was a blurring of roles and of responsibility.

The essence of Federalism today is the need to achieve a
territorial division of labor. Practically every post-industrial
system, and some not so post, are struggling one way or another
with some aspects of devolution. There has been deep disillupractically every national capital in this postsionment
industrial era with the extraordinary claims and pretentions of
Whether
national politicians, planners, technocrats, et cetera.
it is Paris, Rome, or Athens, progressive attempts to achieve a
significant measure of devolution have been launched.
In our own system, we were devolved in the sense that we
began non-centralization. Our system as of 1960 or 1963 was
There were some areas of inter-level collaboration
functional.
but there were significant areas of non-entanglement between or
There were
Also, elections meant something.
amongst the levels.
certain programs and areas you knew could affect an election at
one level. With others you confronted an interrelationship, but
these were few.
The fundamental defect, of course,. was its blatant racism,
not even artful racism--blatant racism.. By 1980, that trait had
There also was a cleaner
been eliminated in law, at least.
environment by 1980. There was greater access to various health
facilities and programs by 1980.
r's
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Some of the goals then were commendable--and some were
achieved. The issue of parity and the issue of access and the
issue of fairness certainly were predominant ones during this
period as well as the issue of a more healthy and sounder enSome of these goals were at least partially if not
vironment.
fully achieved; so I am not describing a totally negative situation.

In a sense I've been describing some good tendencies gone
A
Why? One reason is the of role of the High Court.
riot.
dictum handed down by the most conservative Justice of the
Supreme Court in 1922 still governs grant laws despite 800 cases
between 1975 until now. This relates to the conditional spending
Here, the High Court adheres to a position that essentipower.
ally says a grant-in-aid is a voluntary contract between doner
What that
and donee imposing reciprocal obligations upon both.
jives rise to in practice is the capacity c' Congress to add any
variety of conditions it wants to a grant-in-aid.
If you want to protect your 10th amendment virtue, you have
to have the guts' to say, "no". That has been the position of the
Court, from 1922 to now, no change. That's also served as flashing green light for centralization. Yet centralization did not
really begin to emerge until the mid-1960s. There were other
constraints, in lieu of the courts, since the Court in effect did
not contrain here. One was fiscal. There was a high degree of
fiscal conservatism throughout the body politic and among
national politicians right through the mid-1960s.

President Johnson spent some time worrying about the possibility of piercing the $100 billion, ceiling- -this was under the
Imagine it, $100 billion and
old system of budget presentations.
worrying about a $5-10 billion deficit. That was the mid-1960s;
But the seventies deficits of 40-50 billion hardly produced a
reaction at all.
Now we finally are getting concerned about deficits again
But through the bulk of the 1970s deficits were ignored by most
people. A few conservatives worried about them, but they didn't
get very far. The press certainly didn't focus on them as they
did in the early 1960s.
Our assumptions about the economy is the 1960s also were a
We prided ourselves on our extraordinary capacity and
factor.
productivity and the progressivity of the federal income tax.
But by
Management of these things was assumed back in the 1960s.
the late 1970s for the most part, most of these beliefs--about
the economy, the federal income tax, and our energy resources- had eroded.
The final reason for centralization, of course, is politics.
Between 1938 and 1964 there was one force which dominated the
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Congress of the United States and that of course was the Conservative.CoaIition.
If that group of southern, Democrats and midwestern Republicans could agree, and they di0 for the most part
on many, many issues, then a significant conStraint emerged on
expansion of the national government.

.

This political condition explains why the flashing green
light from the High Court was never picked up.
That's why there
were such incremental rates of growth in Federal involvement in
State and local matters between the 1940s and the early 1960s.
Incremental is the only way to describe a doibling in aid from
roughly $3-1/2 to $7 billion during Eisenhower, and less gradual,
but less than a billion
year under Mr. Kennedy.
Constraints, during this period 'collapsed then and above
all, the earlier political constraints at thee. national level.
collapsed. State and local parties and the influence of their
leaders declined. They still had impact, but compared to the
earlier period, it had been reduced greatly. They could hardly
cope with the functional, programmatic, sociomoralistic, single
issue interest groups.
All of the above set the .stage for Mr. Reagan.
lie or someone like him would have been inevitable. Mr. \Reagan, after all,
Mr. Carter's
was forecast in no small measure by Mr. Car. ter',.
last two years were ones in Which yo0 had a piCk-upin-dafense,
spending, some curbing of regulations, static growth in real
dollar terms in federal aid..

There are some continuities between Carter and Reagan, administrations.
And history perhaps will stress those even more
than where we are at the present time.

.

In any event, there are four "Ds" and. one "C" that add up to
Reagan Federalism. The first ,of course, was and is, the attempt
to curb the dollar drain of Federal aid to State and local
government. He did this in some measure; but not the absolute
point of getting real declines, as some forecast in 1981.

For fiscal 1982 he (and the Congress) pared down to $91
billion- -from $96 billion.
He called for $81 billion for the
next fiscal year (fiscal 1983) and got $89 billion.
He called
for $94 billion for fiscal 1984; and he got $98 billion.
There's
a pattern here of the President asking for less and getting and,
accepting four or five billion more.

In constant purchasing power terms, the 1981-84 pattern is a
I woula
No absolute decline, same for one year.
static one.
suggest that that's going to be the picture for quite a while.
A second aspect of Reagan Federalism is his attempt to (lecrease grants under the Reconciliation Act. of 1981. The 547 were
cut roughly to 400, with the figure now picking up slowly.
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Some 60 programs received no money, a few of them in educaSome 77 programs were merged, including roughly 34
tional areas.
in the education block grant--all through this Reconciliation
Out of that comes a figure of roughly 133, which brings you
Act.
back roughly to 400.
Another "D" is the whole issue of devolution, per se, getting authority out of Washington - - getting programs and funding
The main block grants are usually
resources out of the city.
We
have 12 now, including JTPA, and
cited in this connection.
the nine that were enzIted in the Budget Reconciliation Act, and
That's o. :.aspect of devolution.
two others.
Another is how these block grants have been administered,
mainly with a very, very "hands off" approach, to the extent the
The renewal of general revenue
administration permitted by law.
sharing, which of course gives significant discretion to those
receiving it--now only local governments--is another significant
And in large measure,
aspect of this devolutionary thrust.
that's where you are left with devolution.
Deregulation, the fourth "D", has largely involved personIn part, it has meant the
nel and administrative changes.
In a few
changing of certain administrative rules and regs.
cses, it's involved going to court, with as Davis-Bacon, and
ultimately -winning- -a sign-i-ficant---vict&ry.- -The -administration of

block grants, as I indicated, is another dimension of this
attempt to curb regulations.
And then there's the "Cl", centralization and that applies
There's been no hint of it since 1982. In his
only to 1982.
1982 State of the Union, Federalism was the only topic. And in
that address he called for the federalization of Medicaid, and a
concanmitant shift of food stamps and AFDC to the states along
It
with several smaller ones and their needed revenue sources.
but
pioneering,
historic
effort.
was an intricate, complex,
Unfortunately it was unsuccessful.
What summary adjectives do we use here? Reagan Federalism
It was a significant reaction.
has not produced a revolution.
It's more a personnel matter than many would conceded. Certainly, many conservatives feel that much more could have been
done than was. And, liberals, on the other hand, describe it in
revolutionary terms, but it's no revolution.
Eighty percent of the money still flows through categorical
conduits, including your program. Your program has been subject
to very little by way of regulatory relief, and your associate
programs (JTPA) is an exception to that.

On regulations, until one confronts the Congress, all that's
been achieved to some degree could be changed tomorrow morning at
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8:00 with a change of administration.
changed on the regulatory front.

But few laws have been

So we have to describe the -real impact of most of Reagan's
Federalism as relatively moderate though from the perspective of
1980, it's extraordinary,',_Mr. Regan's biggest accomplishment, I
think, has been attitudinal.' Get out there, as I try, and listen
and watch. Very few people now, very few mayors, even the school
people, look to Washington to serve as a source.of most of their
\aid and sustenance.

Most of them have finally got to the point where they focus
cip the states as well as Washington.
For the school this usually
has been th'e case, given the amount of money that the State

government now provides to education.

In any event, this attitudinal shift is significant.
accomplishment of no small measure, I would argue.

An

Turning to the future, certain challenges will arise that
will help confirm this somewhat more disciplined condition.
These are the five unavoidables. The Presidency and the Congress, despite all of their tendencies to.try to shunt these
aside, will have to face them. The Congress will have to play a
role of a national parliament for the better part of
dhagrinits not used to
Conthis role.
gress far prefers to play municipal council or county council or
U.N. General Assembly. It's much more fun playing those roles.
To play the role of a deliberative body, concerning itself with
one hundred percent national problems and programs- -and these
five are that--is strenuous, sobbering, and sometimes shattering.
Not one of them can be shifted to Richmond or Annapolis or Boston
or Sacramento or Springfield.
They Are here in Washington, and
will be resolved here.
The first challenge, or course, is the hemorrhaging condition of Medicare. We've already had one or two hints in a couple
of articles by the task force indicating the sad position fiscally of the program. That's an immediate problem. Whoever
comes in in' 1985 is going to have to look at it immediately.
A second, and its starting to get a little attention--the
actuarially unsound condition of military and civilian pensions.
That's a second megabuck problem that also will probably require
some constraints injected in as well.
A third is the probable reemergence of Social Security in
the early 1990s. We had the bailout last year.
My best guess is
that will get us through the early 1990s.
I hope it is longer
than that, but alot of the experts are pessimistic on this score.
A fourth is the interest on the debt. Last year for the
first time, the payment on the Federal deficit surpassed all of
21
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Federal aid to State and local governments, since it exceeded the
If
$100 billion mark. What we pay on the debt is unavoidable.
the Federal government defaults on that, we've got real problems.
I would say, regardless of who the
Finally there's defense.
Democratic nominee is--and clearly with Mr. Reagan running--we'll
be someplace between five and seven percent real growth annually
on defense outlays for till rest of the decade. We are near a
consensus, I think, with regard to this level of defense
spending.
With-two kinds of fall-out. WhoWhere does this leave us_ ?
ever is President or in control of Congress throughout the rest
of this decade, will experience a kind of reemerging discipline.
It's the discipline of the deficits and these are unavoidable.
In the 1970s, I would say we didn't have much discipline.
From the State and local angle, I would suggest two kinds of
problems. One is the probable continuation of the regulations
and the other is static to meager growth in grant outlays.
Neither are happy prospects, clearly.

With this the State and local partnership will become more
In the educational area, it has always been that kind
important.
Of partnership, since the States are the creators of the bulk of
our public educational institutions, and 'the source of much of
their funding.
Discipline-is
So there's kind of an optimtstic theme"here.
re-emerging in a rather Draconian way, but it is re-emerging.
That's a good trend, I would argue.

From the State and local angle, the slowing of aid would not
be so bad, if the conditions that went with it were freed up
My worry is that the rate of growth won't change much, but
more.
And that leaves me with some anxthe conditions won't either.
iety from a State and local perspective.
(At this point Mr.' Fellendorf asked the audience to recognize the.representatives of vocational student organizations who
He then called a
assisted in the conduct of the conference.
short recess.)

Following the recess Mr. Fellendorf introduced Madeleine
Hemmings.
Tha-nk

I worked
really to say in response to what Dr. Walker has said.
wondering
what
the
public
policy
at the practical level, I guess,
ought to be and then trying to work and carry out what business
people think they would like to see happen with regard to employment and employability issues in Washington.
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I think there's a firm belief in the business community that
the vocational education systeM probably hasn't yet been understood relative to its true importance in the economy.
It's as
important as it could possibly he, at the moment, but as we move
into the next 20 y. rs, the country will have an even greater retraining interest. The vocational education community will
become even more important.

We think that it is extremely important that we lock heads
aft this point, with you and also with the labor people, to find
very practical ways to work together.
And that really is our
commitment at this moment.
As I listened to Dr. Walker, and I began to think about the
problems of regulation, and what it, is we want from the federal
government, I have to say that' I haven't yet seen the vocational
education community stand up and ask for deregulation.
There have been some discussions. We have had many of them
among ourselves in the business groups about what in fact is the
federal role, 'what can it do best, and what should it do with the
fairly limited amount of money.
Then we look at the political
situation and say, but everyone still wants it to do a greAt
number of other things.
If we really want the deregulati H the
vocational education community will have to go and demanc
I
don't think that outside forces can get it for you or perhaps
even should.
.

'But it seems to-me that looking at.the education community
in general, in many ways it likes a good bit of regulation and it
likes to be able to say to the rest of the world, I'm sorry; I
can't possibly do whatever it is you think you need done as a
consumer of education, 'be you an employer or student, because we
have all these regulations that the federal government lays on us
and therefore we have to do allthese things and we can't do what
we need to do.
If you really don't believe that, why aren't you asking the
federal government to get off your back.
I think regulation is
to some degree a very nice shelter.
I think we're really going
to have to deal with that in the next ten, twenty years.
We're
going. to have to .decide whether we really are going to be what we
think we want to be, which is excellent, or whether we want to be
safe and really hidden in many ways from the open comments and
discussions that might go on as a business moves into contact
with its consumer.
I am not saying this insensitively, nor am I saying it without understanding. Really, many forces are attracted to the idea
of making education a political scapegoat at times and educators
have every right to avoid being put in that position. But there

is at a deeper level, a very real need to re-establish, and to
strengthen the relationship between education and its consumers.
As that happens and as we find ways to do that, there will be
very much increased political 'support for education.
Americans believe in education. Americans business people
believe in education. They need, I think, some reassurance and
some contact with the great people that really do in faict operate
We need to find
education. We need to find ways to build that.
ways to really talk to each other about the problems thet we
If we can find ways to do that,, I think that the
really share.
pay-off in terms of support at the State legislative level and
local legislative level will be enormous.
I thinks that we ought to spend some time, particul rly you
people who are leaders of the vocational education syst
thinking about how we are really going to do that over he next
couple of years.

I would like to say one thing more, about the advi ry
councils. We are strongly supporting stronger advisory ouncils
We think--very sincerely--that lots of
or no advisory councils.
advisory councils, about lots of things, that don't real y do
anything, are really not'a.worthWhile way. of people spen ing
their time. We don't really want to have to go out and ound up
business people to symbolically sit on committees and sa to
them, please say nice things about the. education system, even
at's
though you can't get any information and you don't know
going on, and they don't really want to hear from you any ay.
If we re
I think that we ought.to get away from that.
the
'really going to work together, we ought to find ways, to r
right people for the school boards or we ought to take th boards
and strengthen them. Then if we still want advisory coup ils,
ke
which we are supporting in this legislation, 'we .ought to
them stronger so that somebody has to listen to what they ay.

We think, for example, that one of the real,contribu4ons
that the state advisory council can make is to lookvith Other
organizations within the state, if you wish--at chat is the labor
market; and Whetheror not the plan that is coming out of vocational education in fact really does look at where the labor
market is and where it is growing? Where the developing opportunities are.
Somebody should spend some very serious time thinking about
that so that there are gradual transitions within the education
system-,--sothateducation system is given a chance to adjust to
An organization should be in place that can look
the trends.
If
around and get the kinds of information education needs.
business isn't giving in to them, the organization should then go

and ask business for it.
Persuade business that,,in fact, it
must share what iit knows and What it is planning with the educators, or don't criticize educators for not giving business what
it needs.

S6 I'd ask you to think about some of these things in your
deliberations.
I have to go to my own board meeting. I'd rather
sit here and listen to your comments then probably anything .else
today, but I would hope very much to get back tomorrow and have a
chance to listen to your thoughts about where we. ought to be
going in the next ten years.
Thank you, very much.
MR. FELLENDORF:
Graham.

Our next panelist, with his five minutes, is Ed

DR. GRAHAM: The theme of this conference and the address Which
we have heard reminds me of a conference we held a few years ago
entitled '. "Change or Revolution." The key question was, are the
attitudes, needs, and institutions of our society changing at
such a rapid pace that our social institutions will be unable to
accommodate those changes; or are they changing at such a rate
that, given the time alloted, we can adjust to the changes sufficiently to retain the social, political, and educational institutions currently in place?

I think this conference has to confront that question, as it
relates to the changing-empLoyee-employer needs of our-society.'
The work place and job skills are changing so fast, and the time
frame is so limited, that we must take immediate steps to develop
and strengthen existing education and training systems and
replace those elements that are no longer cost-effective.
Can
vocational education meet that challenge?

America needs 15 million new people in the work place within
the next decade. Most of those people are now in the educational
system.
The great concern is that many of them will show up.at
the office, laboratory, or factory poorly prepared for the job
they will be expected to perform. And when they arrive, they
will meet employees who are poorly equipped to do their current
job and unable to change sufficiently to. perform in the changing
job market of their employer.
In this environment, American business, the employers, are
spending millions of dollars to train and retrain their employees.
In the financial services industry, which I represent, I am
told that at least 25 percent of those businesses have developed
shadow educational programs to meet emerging needs and to compensate for the inadequate training employees received prior to
employment.

I'd like to elaborate on that point just a bit and then
suggest 11 characteristics of vocational education that I think
are needed in the future. The United States has entered the
"information society." Estimates indicate that 60 percent of the
work'force is employed in information service jobs, especially in
the financial services field which I represent. There is a clear
need for improved adult competency in the basic skills of reading, writing, computation, communication, and interpersonal
skills as a foundation for the specific vocational training in'
Reports are that another 23 million Americans
the work place.
are unable to perform their jobs adequately because they lack
these same communication skills.
The work place expects certain basic skills of entry level
employees and they are essential for those who move ahead.
Corporations and labor and education and government share the
responsibility for seein; that those communication skills are-:
developed along with the, technical skills.

I
1

I would like to suggest 11 factors that we must ,address- some of them mentioned in the comments by Mr. Walker--if we are
to have that kind of effective program.

We need to create, first and foremost, a more favorable
attitude and climate for vocational education in this society.
Efforts must be,made to create it becapse it will not occur on
its own. More than 20 reports recently addressed the status. of
Some of those reports neglected to stress
American education.
the importance of vocational education, and others indicate it

haslittleor.nomajOr value.
As Mr. Walker :nd Mr. Miller pointed out, we must be concerned about the overall problem of education today but, as both
speakers said, we dare not follow the pattern of the British in
undermining or eliminating technical and vocational education.'
Second, we must address the changing nature of employee competencies in the job market of the future. I spoke of the "information society" earlier. The economic future of our country
depends on brains, not brawn, as Congressman Paul Simon pointed
out recently in a conference we sponsored on this subject. The
point is that many of the jobs of today and tomorrow did not
exist yesterday' and we don't have adequate educational programs
to equip people for them in the numbers that will be demanded,
Three, because of the nature of 'jobs in the information
society, we must build specific job-related skills on a sound
basis of communication skills and equip the student to change and
grow with the job. That means that we can't be too prescriptive
in the programs that we develop. We dare not lock outselves into
patterns that focus narrowly on skills which cannot change as the
future Changes.
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Fourth the job market demands. that we cooperate with each
other as never before.
Education, business, and. government must
find new and creative ways to work together, and I cite one
example of that need.
In a report by the Center for Public
Resources, there is a major discrepancy between current perceptions of how well trained people are by employers and by odu6ators.
The educators feel their graduates are well trained for
the job market.
The gap in underThe employers disagree.
standing must be narrowed.

Fifth and then I will summarize because my five minutes are
up, we must address local concerns, where they exist, but we dare
not go overboard in addressing local concerns and neglect some
basic national skills that are needed in smaller quantity, which
no local program will gear-up to provide.
And, finally, we must recognize that in this evironment, we
need federal support,; but business is acutely aware of the situation and will do its part.
Business has a vested interest in its
solution and is actively working'.
While Federal initiatives are
necessary, business wants to be listened to and must be listened
to, and business is ready to cooperate.
We can cooperate at several points, in defining the needs,
in retraining the trainers, and in implementing the programs that
are developed.
MR. FELLENDORF: Thank you, Ed, and I appreciate the fact that we
only got through five of the 11 points, but there will be opportunities to add the others. Our next speaker is Jack Griffith.

Thank you. .First let me describe a little hit
MR. GRIFFITH:
I am a small, independent businessman
about my position in this.
I also serve as president of our nain Stillwater, OklaLoma.
I'm in the wholesale gasoline business. We
tional association.
have, through necessity, been changed into a compahy that now has
nothing but convenience stores and gasoline stations together,
gasoline outlets-, I should say.
--As president'Of-due- national association, made up of 12,400
member companies, abOut two-thirds of my time this year will be
spent coming to Washington, representing our association in problems that .we have ore3 legislation. or other things, with govern-

mental agencies, regulatory agencies, and Congress itself.
I often go home and say, I'd give this business to my son,
but I love him too much. We are absolutely stiffled--and
I
that truely--by governmental interference in our business.
always maintained I would never have a partner, in business.
I
have one.
Lask week I was here and I sprite before a commil:tee on the
effect of paperwork on the small businessman.
I have some
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figures I want to throw out quickly so that some of you who are
not in the private sector can understand some of the things that
we have to deal with and that I feel can be apropos to this
subject.
In 1982, our company, a very small company, had to file with
different governmental agencies, either Federal, State, county,
or city, 487 different forms. We have a young man in our firm
who is a CPA and he's a stickler for keeping time studies and all
He figures that we spend 308 hours doing nothing but
that.
figuring out forms and giving reports back to different agencies
of government. That's 308 hours because we are computerized in
If we had not been computerized, he estimates it
our office.
would have taken 614 hours to do that same work.
He is extremely conservative in his estimates. He feels
that it cost us, as a company, last year, $11,200 just to fill
That's not counting supplies, postage,
out governmental forms.
or anything else.
The reason I bring this to your attention is, I feel if we
had that money back in our company to train new employees or to
raise the wage scale of our present employees, it would be money
much better spent. than on filling out forms.

As an example, for one bureau in the Federal government, we
In the seven forms that go to that one
fill out seven forms.
So this
agency, there's only two lines different in all seven.
repetition of what we are required to do as small businessmen is
ridiculous and, as I said, that would be money so well spent if
we could put it into training and things of that nature.
I realize that's a little off your subject, but all of
you have input with different people in this city and if you
would carry that message we would appreciate it, because it is
extremely difficult.
Now,

In the business I am in, the training sector is one that is'
not touched. We have basically minimum wage employers, because
we are hiring clerka and people like that. The biggest shock
that I get are the number of people that we try to hire Who are
poorly prepared -- somewhere in their training--that they can't
even really mahe change. That may sound ridiculous to you people
in training, and it is surprising. We've even had college students who are not capable of making Change. They just--I don't
know What the problem is.

SomeWhere that we could have a training-program for the
clerk level of people, the people who do minimum wage-type work
As soon as we get one that's good at that level, we
or above.
move him right on it, because he is--he or she--is so hard to
find.
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So I think that's one of the very strong needs in our
We've talked to a lot of
pe pie who find that we have to have some kind of a training
-pr 0 gram, we need a training program for that class of employee.
We cannot put all of our training to the very high level technica training.. Let's train some of the minimum wage, every day,
cl rk-type people.
bu iness, and it's not unique with us.

Thank yob very ,much.
c1R. FELLENDORF:

Thank you.

Ed Hardman?

MR. HARDMAN:
You know, when you are the last speaking, you can
always say, those who come before me made my speech for me and
then you can shut up, but I won't do.that.

The one thing that I want to do is sound a very hearty amen
to everything that has been said by the panel thus far.
I am
gOing to speak and give-you an industry point of view that represents my industry, and I have a feeling that a great deal of
American manufacturing and American industry probably support,
would. Support most of the things that I am going to say.
am
going to have to say them fast.,
First of all, I think we see the federal government's role
and the trend that has started under the Reagan administration as
perhaps the beginning of the proper way to do things.
By that I
mean, -government's rote-has-tb-be-a-vety-limitid-ohe-iecthe lives'
and'affairs-.of the American people, and particularly in the way
they are trained for jobs and take jobs.
We believe the government's role should be something like
The government should. put some of our tax money into ,state
and local scenes for education, and of course a great share of
that dollar;should go for vocational education for the simple
reason that every time that kind of money creates an employed
person we are creating a national asset. We are also creating,a
local asset.
this.

Therefore we feel that the States and communities, the counties and States, should share equally in the cost of education.
They should also, because it happens on the local scene, have a
much stronger role in sw:
what is going to happen and how it
is going to be done.
Now, let me just77!because_ of the extreme shortness of time,
I am going to have to shortcut everything I wanted to say to
you--let me just lay something on you for a minute that is very,
very specific and it gives you something to chew on when you go
away from here.

First of all, we think that in the age of computers there
should be a total job inventory that should be part of local,
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county, city, and State government, that every community should
If we are going to train or do
have a perpetual job inventory.
any kind of educating or training, we ought to know what the
opportunities are for those people to.gain employment. We should
Therefore we say, there should be always
know that at all times.
a perpetUal governmentally--government at those levels--operated
job inventory.
We also say that there are only two entities that get involved in vocational education or should get involved. One is
the employer and the other is the educator. Therefore, we'd like
to suggest that advisory, councils should ,become - -and there should
be advisory councils at every level of government--and they
should be quasi-legal entities with a great deal of authority.
We have traditionally dumped about half the high school
population in, the street every year with nowhere to go -We feel that we can do
vocational education notwithstanding.
much better than this through a cooperative effort, and if we are
going to have a cooperative effort it has to be voluntary certainly, but also it must, have some force of law behind some of
the things that happen.
Therefore, we say, an advisory committee, or an educationemployment council, whatever title it might be given, but give it
Let's not waste the resources of the vocational
some authority.
Let's train in proportion.
Let's use them wisely.
schools.
Let's recruit, test, recruit and train, within the school system,
proportionally to the jobs that are available.
Now, we see that as the local role, and we see employers
playing a very, very heavy role in that situation.
Going back up to the national level, we see the Federal
Government being a supplier of at least 50 percent of the funds,
but its role 'n regulating should almost disappear; it should
almost disappear from the public scene.
The proper role of the Federal Government, as we see it,
shouldlae to identify areas of national need and national
problems, areas of national concern. The Federal government
should be monitoring the work force in all of the skills and
technical and semi - technical areas, to make sure, from a matter
of economic and military security, that we do not have any great
gaps in any of the skilled trades or any of the technical areas
of know-how.

This is the kind of thing we see for the Federal Government--identify those kind of problems, and publicize them to the
If the 50 states have control, that means there are
local areas.
50 different units of government competing to do a better job in

reaching the goals that have been identified.
It we multiple
that by the number of counties, cities, and local communities, it
becomes thousands'and t,ousands of competing units that can constantly refine and improve in a cooperative way--with only two
entities involved, remember, the employers and the educators--to
constantly improve the role of vocational education.
One more thing quickly.
We must find a way to devote funds
to the proper payment of teachers and, we must find a way to devote funds to the proper, constant re-education of teachers and
guidance counselors. Vocational teachers must in some way have a
constant opportunity to update their know-how, their skills, to
get a good look and some experience with new technology.

This has to happen or the vocational system will fall back
where it was 20 years ago. We have improved, you know, in the
last 20 years.
All the acts haven't been sins. There have been
many, many laudatory things that have been happening.
I guess I'll finish by saying, the industry that I represent
believes in vocational education, believes in its role, and
believes that its final product should be a prepared person, prepared up to a certain level, prepared to a certain level of competency so he or she is employable at least at the lowest level
and allow. the student--or the employee at that point--and the
employer to take the education and training from there.
Thank you.

MR. FELLENDORF: Well, sob, now we hear from you in response to
all of .these interesting comments.
MR. IORTHINGTON:
Thanks, George.
I'm sorry, Mr. Walker, I was
not able to hear all of the remarks, but let me just speak
briefly on the role, as I see it, of the Federal government.

We see the Federal government as very much a junior partner
in vocational and adult education.
I think if we look back historically we find that in 1971 the Federal government was producing only 17 percent of the revenues for vocational education;
83 percent was State and local.
In 1982, 92 percent of the funds are State and local; 8
percent are Federal._ So we definitely see the Federal government
as a junior partner, but a very important partner.
Ed, you referred to occupational information. We think the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee and the
State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees, NOICC and
SOICC as they are known, are moving toward what you called for.
Thirty-seven of the states now have a career information system
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and we think all the states will fairly shortly adopt such
systems.
We are quite excited about some of the things The National
Center for Research in Vocational Education is doing in not only
identifying needs but developing policies and looking at secondary education problems.
We think that The Curriculum Coordination Centers that are
funded by the federal government are making an impact on vocational education curriculum; and we have evidence that they saved
some $4 million of state and local money in the last year by
avoiding duplication of instructional materials.
I recently testified before the Senate Appropriations ComOur request represents
mittee on our budget proposal for 1985.
and increase over last year's proposal of $238.5 million, for a
But this will still only represent
total of $738.5 million.
about nine percent of the total national expenditure for vocational education.

When we consider the total vocational education delivery
system that's out there, with some 19,000 institutions,. 17 million students, we must recognized that it is a massive system,
We hope that, we
and its strength, 'I think, is in its diversity.
can avoid federal legislation that will limit the diversity of
the vocational education system.
We believe in the preamble of the 1963 Act which says. that
vocational education should serve persons of all ages in all
communities. We do have special emphasis in our legislative
proposal for special populations. We've asked for a 10 percent
set-aside for the handicapped and a 20 percent set-aside for the
disadvantaged. If the 10 percent set-aside were to be enacted,
with the budget proposal that we presented this morning, it would
represent an 8.3 percent increase in the funds for the handicapped. We are presently serving about 40 percent of handicapped
students at the secondary level and we recognize we need to serve
more.

Our budget proposal, coupled with the legislative proposal,
would increase' funds for the disadvantaged by 1.4 percent, which
is not a great deal, but at least it is a commitment.

We are in agreement with what several of the presenters have_
said about the private sector. We are doing a survey presently
of the advisory committees that serve local vocational education
Dr. Charles Buzzell, who is coordinating that effort
programs.
for me, tells me that he has evidence there are some $40,000
vocatitaal instructional programs (VIP) advisory committees. at
the 1,-,cal level providing free consulting service to communities
across the Nation.
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We are hoping that this summer, late in the summer, we can,
with the help of the states, identify one representative of an
outstanding local advisory committee in each state which we will
invite to Washington for National recognition this October and
also to get from them information on how they see that the
private sector can further contriLate.
One of the major roles we see, under,Secretary Bell's
leadership, is promoting excellence in education; and as you
know, we have established a Secretary's Award for Excellence in
Vocational Education.

If you look at the programs that receive those awards, you'd
be amazed at the diversity and high quality of voc- 'mal education programs being carried out in this Nation. Fc example,
Wisconsin won a national award for a program in laser technology,
one of 28 programs in the Nation. Florida won a Secretary's
Award fOr an outstanding program in. culinary arts.
Missouri won
a Secretary's Award for a program in office automation.
Vocational education is very, very diverse.
We met recently with representatives of the telecommunications industry. We are working with them to establish, hopefully, a national network of telecommunications among vocational
technical programs.
So we do see a leadership role. We do not see the Federal
Government stepping out of vocational education at all. The
President has never said that.
In his original efforts to reorganize the Department of Education into a foundation, as such,
he never said we do not need federal leadership in vocational
education or education in general. That particular initiative
has been put on the back burner and probably will not surface
again for some time.
But we do see a very important role as a
junior partner, for the Federal Government, and we are very
pleased to play that role in vocational and adult education,
George.
.

MR. FELLENDORF: Thank you.
The balance. of our time until we
break for lunch is to be spent in interchange between Mr. Walker
and the presenters, between the presenters and each other, and to
invite comments from the audience.
I'd like to begin and ask if
Mr. Walker has any observations he'd like to make on any of the
comments that have been made here and then we'll see if they have
ny-quizzes for you.

MR. WORTHINGTON:- One thing that I hoped Ed Hardman might refer
to is a program of--a special project at the National Center on
skilled work force shortage in the precision metals industry,
which we are quite excited about.
We hope it will be a model for
the identification of what persons in various technical fields
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need to know and to be able to do.
something to say about that.

Bob Taylor, I hope will have

I think that's a great example of what I was talkMR. HARDMAN:
ing about when I talked about the federal role in identifying
I think that's a great example of it.
problems.
I would like to ask Bob if he had any comments
MR. FELLENDORF:
to make about the paperwork that Jack referred to.
I should have pointed out that a
MR. WORTHINGTON: Well, yes.
fellow Texan by the name of George Bush has been chairing a
Presidential task force on reducing regulations and paperwork and
has done an outstrriding job, eliminating thousands and thousands
of pages of regulations.
Now, we hope that. the new federal legislation for vocational
and adult education will have a minimum of prescription and a
We
minimum of administrative burden assigned to the states.
believe the present legislation--and we also believe the House
bill that is presently being discussed--has too many prescriptive
We'd like to see some of this prescription
requirements in it.
eliminated: but I think this administration has made a major
effort to eliminate paperwork and to eliminate unnecessary regulation and I think we have accomplished a lot in that regard.
MR. FELLENDORF: Someone in the audience? Would you like to step
to the microphone and identify yourself, please?

My name is Didsbury, Professor Didsbury, and I am
MR. DIDSBURY:
Just very,
going to take the role of kind of a devil's advocate.
About 12 years ago, I
very quickly I'd like to give a speech.
a two-day conference.
had a conference, "Careers and the Future,
This was 12 years ago, and I am experiencing deja. vu. Exactly
everything. that we are discussing was discussed then.
A few things we're confronted with no one seems to want to
talk about, first of all, we are stuck with a society in which we
are rapidly creating the desire to have all chiefs and no
We are running out of indians.
indians.
Secondly, When everyone talks about education--education,
the establishment, is exactly like a bowl of jello. You shake
it, you shake it, and nothing changes. We in the field of education, do we have specialized education or training, or do we have
general education? The business community', if you're in a small
If it is a
company, you want someone who is special trained.
large corporation, you want the 'generalist. What do we do in the
field of education?

Another thing which I think someone should say--no one thus
far has said it -- everybody keeps talking about the need for more

.

education in the information society which we are creating.
Just
about everybody in this hill has a fabulous job, a stimulting
one.
Of the 20 growing fields that are going to produce the
greatest number of jobs from 1980 to 1990, 14' of them require
only a high school education. The growth fields are secretaries,
nurses aides, janitors, sales clerks, cashiers--need I go on?
Only five of the 20 require a college education, require more
education.
Give people in the 14 other jobs more education and
they will not take the jobs. They are unhappy; they will not do
good work.
So, if I may say so, I hope as this conference proceeds, we
come to the real world.
I'm not a business man, but I know perfectly well that in one sense if you give people too much education you have an unhappy worker, particularly if hel or she has no
way of utilizing the talent. There ends the reading of the day.
MR. FELLENDORF:

Does anyone want to comment to thai?

MR HARDMAN:
I would just like to say to the gentlemen, in my
notes, I have'plahned to say something about the proliferation of
chiefs and the shortage of indians and I am glad you said it for
me.

MR. GRIFFITH: Well, I think I commented that the minimum wage
persOnneeds training in our field, and I think that's the group
you are talking about, is it not?
MR. WORTHINGTON:
I think that's a strong argument for the con-,
tinuation and expansion and improvement of secondary-level voca-tional education; because we recognize that most of the young
people now in school, the 1...Jrk force of tomorrow, are not going
on to a four-year college degree. They'll need vocational education at the secondary level and probably one or two years beyond
the high school.
But we also want to keep in mind that we are
living in a learning society and everybody, had better be motivated-for life,-long. learning.

MR. HARDMAN:
I think we better recognize a thing that has been a
bother to us ford so long; we ran out of jobs .for limited people,
strong back, routine jobs. All of a sudden, the largest number
of new job opportunities falls, almost cycled back, into those
categories, and we finally have a place to put these people.
I
think that education should be thinking about that.
It's not
really education, it id a matter of training and we were in quite
a deal of despair for many years. Where would we put all of the
people of limited ability? All of a sudden we are finding plenty
of job openings.for them.
(From the audience)
MR. DOLAN:
I am Professor Gene Dolan from the University of the
District of Columbia, right here in. the District.
I am Chairman
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of the Department of Computer Information and System Science in
the College of Business. One of the things that I am concerned
about--we are in very close relationshii with the District of
Columbia Public Schools - -4.s teachers to teach the teachers.

You gentlemen in business are stealing my people because I
can't pay them enough. .This' I think is a-probl,em that all of
The educayou, and the government as well, have to address.
tional market place cannot economically compete with business in
a short-supply field. The latest figures, I believe indicate we
are some 200,000 people short, competent people short, in the
field of computers.
The other thing which I have in mind is that you people
If you need an accoundon't know who .you'are asking to employ.
tant, do you get somebody who is a major in mathematics? No-, you
get somebody who is a:. accountant. Here in the field of computers, when you want someone to design a new information system
for you, you go out and hire a computer scientist who doesn't
design information systems; he designs computers.
I
You don't know who you want in the field of compuL Jrs.
have the problem of trying to teach people to meet your requirements; yet, you keep going to the school of engineering for the
people that you want, and they aren't coming out of the schools

of engineering..

MR. FELLENDORF:

Anyone like to respond to that observation?

MR. WORTHINGTON: Well, it certainly points up an important role
I
for vocational and technical education in the computer age.
think what West Virginia just recently announced, a state-wide
program of microcomputers for all vocational education students
with the help of a $600,000 Appalachian Regional Commission
grant, is one step forword.

I think Forest City, Iowa is another place we should note.
area where the entire community of
r
We should look at this rural
4,200 is to become computer literate with a program sponsored
I think we have a
primarily by industry over the next two years.
lot of good examples around the country of computer literacy and
computer training, and vocational education more and more is
making important contributions to that.
.

The issue of competition between the educational
establishment and industry for people to do the jobs, which this
I
gentleman referred to, seems to me to be a very basic problem.
had the opportunIty last year,to visit' in the German Democratic
Republic, which is of course East Germany, on the other side of
the Berlin Wall, and those societies have solved these problems
Everyone works for the government, so the government
very well.
MR. FELLENDORI/:
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decides who is going to teach and how much, and who is going to
work in the factory and they adjust it appropriately.
I think there were some observations made from this platform
today that called for a greater degee of planning, if you will.
That gives one some thought as we talk about what we need or
think we need and the price we may have to pay to achieve what we
need.
That may or may not be a price th;it the American public is
willing to pay.
DR. GRAHAM:
I'd like to comment at two points on the questions
of the business community taking the most competent teachers from
the education community.
I think that is a problem, but it is
. not one without some resolution and I think that resolution can
come at two points. One, just because the most competent teacher
leaves the classroom does not mean that person is no longer
available to the education community to assist in training the
trainers.

Challenge the business community to share their new employees.
Those teachers will have a better understanding of What
skills are needed and how to teach them based on experience in
both education and business.
I think this is.a marvelous opportunity for the education
system to work in collaboration with the business community to
utilize just those people in.training of the trainers.

The second comment is that we should provide some incentive
for business to become involved in this way.
It can be done
either through their involvement in advisory councils Where they
help to identify current or emerging job needs and the employees
who can work with educators.in the training programs.
In addition, business can be given tax incentives or other business
incentives to encourage them to prove financial resources or
competent leadership training from 'people who have the experience
and the up-to-date knowledge of the business community' needs.
So,

I think what is called for is not a' condemnation by
either side but greater collaboration in addressing a common
need.
The former teacher can be an excellent facilitator in the
process.
MR. FELLENDORF:
the microphone.

Yes, whoever wants to speak, please come down to

MR. VARKEN:
Paul Varxen. (Uncertain of spelling.
This
dual did not register for the conference.) I'm with the World
Future. Society, and I would agree with their. University of District of Columbia prospective ttugh I'd probably say it in a
slightly different way.
The Harvard MBAs and accountants have
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been using their computers, I think abusing them, with very
short-term cost-benefits considerations--maximizing payoff for
the next quarter, really failing to look at strategic and very
long-term considerations about our mutual benefits, our mutual
growth.
I see some signs that that may be changing.

'Like Howard Didsbury, I'd like to go back around ten years
and say a personal thing from my own point of view. A fellow
named Peters--don't know where he is
liw--but he was with the
Office of Management and Budget, and he asked me to review the
emerging volume of standard occupational codes. I saw a need to
take into account changing industry occupations mixes and the
emergence of small business ownership. Ten years ago that kind
of thing was foreseeable and it is indeed happening today as a
source of 'new employment.

Peters told me an analogy that applies whether you are a
political conservative or a political liberal, whether you are
looking toward'vocational education or general education.
It's
I
like a spinning top, spinning through time, and it wobbles.
don't mean to offend both camps, but what he was telling .me was
that as the emphasis shifts over to'liberal or conservative or to
vocational and then back to general,.it gives an opportunity to
clean out some of the drudge, if yoU will, or the sludge, or the
kind of things that would. hold back our spinning top of planet
earth as we go inpo the future.
I'm most impressedI'm going to ask a question - -what are
the implications for government 'roles of the Naisbitt kind of
thinking about shifts from farm-to-factory, factory-toinformation society, What's beyond that? There is another way of
saying that. Our shared cultural values, as they change from the
character ethic--work han..:--that went with the farm and then into
the factory society, work hard, control nature then the personality ethic--sell, sell, sell, as we needed to consume What was
coming out of our factories--you might think of Dale Carnegie and
Willie Lomzx. Now what I hear being identified is a selfrealization ethic that emerged during the 1970s. Work smart,
express your own uniqueness, select your discretionary services,
like exercise classes that you want to go to, and how to stay
healthy. A point of view that anti-manipulative, don't exploit
That's even global, as I see it.
me.
My question is, what is the next ethic likely to be? How is
it likely to impact on government roles and on preparation for
There's one thing that I see
productivity in American industry.
as a possibility, a teamwork ethic where we'll gain even more
satisfaction then we do now out. of being very skilled participants on the team; developing your, own uniqueness, but also proI'd be interested to hear an evaluation of that
moting the team.
in any kind of imaginative look at the very long-range future,
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the' 1990s and beyond, as to where we seem to be headed and what
it implies for government roles and vocational education.

MR. FELLENDORF: Would you like to comment on that, future's
role, the next ethic that's on its way?

MR.WALKER:

Not really..v

I would prefer to look at a trend which
the futurists argue is toward .'.avolution and decentralization,
and this being the wave of the future.
Any obvious assessment of
What's really going on. right now indicates that there are strong
forces for centralization. continuing.
I need not stress the fundamental problems that we confront
when we look outward and the growing need for more of us to look
outward. When we do this we do it from a national vantage
point--if an official policy is involved.
The sectors of our economy which haven't recovered very well
all relate one way or another to our export situation and these
significant sectors of our economy have to look to Washington to
resolve their problems since it is an international issue.
Ild like to pose one fundamental question. We've heard the
endless drumbeat of dhanc,e and adaptation and vast future
changes., Why is it the national Government does its domestic
business\pretty much as it did 50 years ago? We have not changed
one bit in a half-century as .to how--I'm not arguing the issue of
What area\we move into at the national level--I'm saying .how the
national Goverhment seeks to provide a resolution of whatever
domestic issue emerges.

We still have the long and lengthy shadow over all of us of
Franklin Roosevelt.
How the Federal.Government operates is
relfectedvery',. clearly in the the bureaucracy growth from 1946
until now, 2.3 'to 2.7. plus million civil governmental employees.'
That's the Fedetal Government; less than half-a-million growth
from 1946 until row. And then you look at the State and local
sector, full-time\\ employees, 3.4 to almost 13 million.
The Federal GOvernment doesn't" do much of anything domestically, dii-ectly. Wye only had two programs where the relationship between the\Federal Government and the citizenry,
.

domestically Speaking know, have expanded between 1940 and now.
One is Medicare as an Amendment to the Social Security Act of
1935 and the'other is the Supplemental Security Program--the only
program in your lifetime\and mine where a heretofore intergovernmental program was nationalized.

Those were the only two program areas where you have had an
expansion between Federal administrators and the citizenry. All
the rest are expansions or extensions or expansions of roles that
were there in 1940.
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To put it differontly, the Federal Government relies upcin
second-, third-, fourth-, and fifth-party providers for everything it does domestically.
It doesn't do much on its own.
All
folks in this system, liberals, conservatives, almost in a
ilent
consensus adhere to the same position on this, growing out f the
political situation of the 1930. Keep the Federal bureacraly
small, and for goodness sake, don't do the job yourself.
DO it
with others--even when politically you sometimes distrust those
others intensely--and this gives rise to what I would argue is an
untenable situation administratively in many instances.

One of the issue of centralization-decentralization, what
answer has this actual sitution'provided to all of the desCriptions of the past and the future.
In a very real sense, we've
been decentralized through the 'period when we ostensibly were
centralized- -since the federal government, did not do much expect
raise money and regulate and try to handle the writing of checks
to certain jurisdictions and people.
In direct service' terms,.
almost all it did was run a park service and the post office.
Other than these and IRS, it relies on, all those folks down
there, all those second.7., third-, and fourth-party providers.
Now that is an element of standpattism. That is preminent
There has been no change here regardless of adminconservatism.
istration. Th'is was true in the heyday of the heights of liberI assume it is going to
alism in the 1960s and it is true now.
be true forevermore, as some would say -- resting on a consensus
between all manner of factions in this country and where we are
still loyal, all of us, to Jefferson.
This is one chunk of the past- -which I think is prologue. I
don't think it addresses the issue of centralizationdecentralization in any sense very head-on. It is a mixture of
the two and I think is one of the fundamental problems confronting the country today, as it has in the past and the future. So
in. all this I'411 a bit skeptical about some of the futurists'
forecasts.

MR. FELLENDORF:

Any comments?

Yes, sir?

I'm Walter Penrod from Indiana State Advisory
MR. PENROD:
I'd like to address this to Dr.
Council on Vocational Education.
In talking about trends, it appears to me that we see a
Walker.
trend in education in which the' development of human resources- I see education as being the development of our human resouce-falling into a system of two education levels. One level seems
sources, and manpower on
to spend a great deal of our efforts,
a small group, somewhere between 15 and 20 percent, who complete
a four-year college degree, somewhere less than 30 percent of the
The
high school graduates who go on to a four-year education.
other level is being separated into another system which may
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be devoted to that body of students who do not pursue the higher
academic level.
If this trend is carried out into the future, it
could separate our educational system to a two-track system,
someWhat similar to others..

.

I'd like for you to comment on what the Federal role is on
Fiquality and equal access both in manpower and resources to
ensure the development of the whole resource.
In our State we
have more students dropping out of high school before they
complete high school than we have graduating from college, and
yet until they get ac=mically disadvantaged they seem to have
very little access and very little of the human resources devoted
to them.

MR. WALKER: That's a tough question.
It also, I think, goes
almost to the heart of the matter.
Looking At the past, it is
quite clear that--in the regulations and the'battle going on in
terms of the renewal of vocational education, and the amendments
started back in 1976 putting vocational education on a very different path and course from what it had been heretofore--it is
hard for national Government., and particularly the Congress, to
restrain from. playing the role of PTA. They like this role.

It is frequently a bad PTA meeting, however.
Follow the
floor debates sometime if you can stand it; get the Congressional.
Record and go through, this year, or previous years--and out of
that is very little attempt to recognize the two basic points you
made, that there are, in fact, a very small proportion of our
youngsters headed for what might be called elitist, well-paid,
managerial, high tech jobs, and the greater portion is still
given an egalitarian--I would argue, nonsensically egalitarian-rhetroic.

Talk in this area, and the overtones in terms of adjectives
used are almost all increasingly more egalitarian,. even as in the
marketplace we have an increasingly competitive condition prevailing.
In some. respect this is a tradition which began with
the election of 1800--but the propensity over the last 15 years
to stress not the equality of opportunity theme but a rigid,
legally imposed variety of equality, Which, seems to me to be a
system, very different from what was initially conceived of or
sought.
The major changes made legally and. desirably in the Mid
1960s were necessary, but where status confers all sorts of
priVileges and where the law adheres to that and where very few
people are able to c front the issue politically or before the
courts--this raises tough questions.
This country does not really understand the difference
between equality and liberty, philosophically. We have always
merged the two. Any European understands. explicitly the difference; we tend to fuse the .two.
Perhaps we got by with it

because in effect we did identify equality in terms of equal
treatment before the law and equality of opportunity in the
racial context.
I think we are finally facing up to the implications or tne
essentially ideological conflict between these two great values
which are twin themes of our political tradition.
But it's only
in the past 15 years when you've had to confront head on the
fundamental, contradiction that arises when these distinctions .are
ignored. The educational community, to some degree, is more
victimized by this confusion in values than any other sector,
expect for the political.
.

MR. FELLENDORF:
I'd like to frame a question to Ed Hardman.
I
always have the uneasy feeling t'lat some of the things that we
are talking about have been at least approached and partially
solved by people in other countries.
always interested in
whether or not there is any model or semi- model in any other
Western European country that have faced some of.the issues we
have been discussing today;
Do we have anything to learn from
West Germany, for example, or any other countries, or do you feel

that they are as cor'A or more confused than we are?
'MR. HARDMAN:
I can only'.,comment in the area of skills training,
vocational training for skilled area, highly skilled areas.
In
the 1960s and 1970s, we heard the same complaints from our counterparts over there as we had. First of all, young people were
not terribly interested in the trades; Secondly in recruiting,
they were getting-the bottom of the barrel into their skilled
trades. We haven't heard that recently.
Things seem to' have
.improyed.

.

In the German system, of course, even today there is a
certain amount of regimentation.
It isn't quickly recognized as
People are directed more into opportunity areas
that, but it is.
than they are here.
What I tried to describe a little while ago, was a system
which would not limit anybody, as far as their freedom of choice
What I was descrilling really was adding a little
is concerned.
more direction tothose who at the high school level and doing a
I think
great deal more in real, close - counseling and testing.
that in several of the European countries--West Germany, and
England--seem to be very well satisfied at this time in the metal
working trades in the way that education is being han,led.
Other
than that, the rest of them complain of the same problems we
.

have.

MR. FELLENDORF:
Could I ask the question, in the counseling that
apparently is being affected, is that being done by people who
have trained in universities as counselors or is it being done by
people from industry or at least partially Fran industry?
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.MR. HARDMAN:

I think that the answer is university-trained
counselors but trained in a different matter. As well as their
academic, training, getting tremendous amounts of industrial
experience and know -how on a firsthand basis.

MR. FELLENDORF:

Are there any other last-minute questions?

DR. GRAHAM:
I'd like to comment on the kitchen scene it I might.
I agree that it illustrates the situation where we are today with
cooks from many sectors -in the. kitchen trying to make the stew;
but there is a positive element in Mr. Walker's scene that we
should not overlook.

We are quick'to point out the danger that we will permit
that kind of confusion to continue and we know that too many
cooks spoil the stew. The second danger we fear is that some
superchef from the Federal level might come in, drive the others
out, and attempt to prepare the meal for us. The positive element becomes clearer when we ask, why are there so many cooks in
the kitchen? The answer is that each of those cooks is vitally
interested in the product.
In tact,, the survival of an effective
vocational education system depends upon someone hearing each of
the their interests, their needs, and using the
perspective and
expertise that they bring to. the process.
The challenge is to capitalize on that positive commitment
and willingness to be involved expressed by eel:h of the c)oks in
the kitchen.
I think you will hear more at this conference about
the opportuni4 for that kind of interdisciplinary communication
and cooperation through advisory panels; or coalitions, in identifying needs, assigning roles, coordinating programs and allocating funds in vocational education in the future:
MR. FELLENDORF:

Thank you.

Yes, sir?

MR. BUSHNELL:
I'm Dave Bushnell, "George Mason University.
One
Of the earlier commentators spoke of the number, of jobs opening
up in this decade or the next decade for less-than-collegeeducated persons.
While I would agree with that statistic, I
also am concerned that many of those same people will be seeking,
-training for new jobs or retraining for emerging occupations.

My questiont.fthink Bob Worthington can probably handle it,
what are we. doing with regard to adult continued education? I
realize that ptivate industry is playing a major role. A recent
U.S. Consensus study has shown that private industy probably is
t)e biggest trainer these days. However, for the smaller business and people who want to upgrade their own skills and qualify
for new and ,emerging jobs, they, need access.
Bob, what's happening with expenditure's for adult vocational education?

MR. WORTHINGTON: Well, of the 17 million students I referred to
in round figures enrolled in vocational education last year, 2
million were in post - secondary associate degree programs, 5 million were adults, and the great majority of those adults were
retraining or upgrading their skills.

Our legislative proposal, which.is on the Hill, does have a
special emphasis on the retraining of adults, particularly' of
displaced workers. I understand also that the Higher Education
Act is being revised; that the National Advisory Council for
Continuing Eduction is giving a great deal of thought to adult
r

'

raining as .well.

Ot course, as you know, the Jobs Partnership Training Act
has a special fund of some $1351 $140 million, round'figures, for
So, it is a very very important area, Dave..,I'm glad to
that.
comment on it.
(RECESS FOR LUNCH)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
MARCH 15, 1984
MR. FELLENDORF:

I'll call the meeting to order.

This session that will be lead by Vernon Broussard- Professor Broussard--is on social and demographic trends and
changes during the remainder of this.centurY.

Dr. Broussard served six years in the California State
Department of Education where he specialized in program developHe wrote the legislation for the reform of California's
ment.
He was
education from early childhood through the 12th grade.
chairman at the Third World Congress of'Comparative Education
Societies, which examined the restructuring of society.
Dr.
Broussard will introduce his panelists and his presenter. I will
turn the meeting over to him.
Thank you very much, Dr. Fellendorf.
I am also a
MR. BROUSSARD:
member of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
We are! going to try to move through the introductions fairly
rapidly to give more time for the speaker and for our distinguished group of panelists.

Panel members are, in alphabetical order, Ralph Dosher, Jr.
He is currently Corporate Educatio Manager of Texas Instruments,
Inc.
He was instrumental in the ...;,dlopment of the first industrial pr, ducts of Texas Instruments and in developing advanced
corporate. planning and the decision package concept and plan'ning
that guided Texas Instruments in its early, long-term and.. strategic planning.
Our next panelist, seated to his right, is Ms. Sybil Kyi,
from Hawaii.
She is the Executive Secretary, State Commission on
Manpower and Full Employment, and State Advisory Council on Vocational Education. She studied for her doctorate at the University of California at Los Angeles, UCLA.

The next person is Dr. Matthew Puleo, Vice President of Human Resources Group, Yankelovich, Skelly, and White, Inc., which
is a broad research and consultant firm. He has a wide range of
experiences in management, organization and the behavioral
fields., and I am sure for those of you who are familiar with the
literature in demographics, will have often times seen his name.
I should also note that he has completed his MA and PhD in
Personnel-Organizational Psychology at Columbia University.
Our last distinguished panel member, not the least, is Dr.
Dr. Taylor is a person I'm sure that is familiar
Robert Taylor.
He has been Executive Director of the National
to you all.
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Center for Research in Vocational Education from March 1965 to
present. The National Center provides a great deal of research
and information not only to the operational field in vocational
education but the National Advisory Council and certainly, as I
I won't go through all of his resume
was telling him, to myself.
Welcome,
Dr.
Taylor...
in that regard.
Our speaker and the format we are going to follow will be
essentially the same format that we followed this morning. We
are going to try to increase your opportunity for questions,
interaction, and to try 'to tocu- more on the issues, and I know
that the directions we receives. this morning from Chairman
Miller.

I think our speaker is certainly a person who is eminently
qualified in this area. She is first and foremost an economist.
She. has taught at American University a variety of courses
related to labor and business. Her primary job title is Director
of Corporate Planning, but her primary job is really to keep her
eyes and ears open for Edison Electric Institute, for the association of electric companies, to ensure that whatever is occuring out there does not adversely affect the member electric
companies.
Without any further comment, please welcome Mrs. Sue Lerner.
LERNER: Hello, I'm' very relieved'that the applause comes at the
beginning because then, yoU know; you get that. One of the great
things about being here today aside from a much appreciated
opportunity to visit with you, and I hope that your questions
will mean that this will be a visit, is I haven't been here since
the kids left to go to college and if you have missed the ac, cerium downstairs, go back, because it is really worth seeing.

I work for the Edison Electric Institute which is the association for the investor-owned electric utility industry, the
people who send you the bill once a month. Our membership comprises 99 percent of private power in the country--that is, power
that is purchased from private companies--and serves 99 percent
To give you some framework, that means about
of such customers.
77 percent of all of the power that.is purchased in the country.
You can ask yourself, why then should we be interested in
questions related to vocational education. The answer is, 'we
have about 78 million customers and by the year 2000 we'll probably have about 110 million customers and they all have to pay
If they are not suitably employed, there will be
their bills.
other solution's, some of them political, some or them doing- didportionate damage to other types of customers.

Also, we sell electricity, which is really the use of appliances, of different kinds of appliances, their use and their
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maintenance. We are very interested in an adequate supply of
workers who can both produce that kind of equipment and maintain
it.
We have, kind of by approximation, an extended interest in
the activities that you people are intimately involved with.

Now, one of my major activities, as you were told, at the
Institute, is keep my eyes and ears open for stuff that is coming
down the pike.
In connection with that, I am very, very concerned with demographi.c and social changes.
As a matter of tact,
I understand there is somebody here from the Future's Society and
.about 8 months ago, I published Dave Snyder's paper, Demographic, Economic and Social Trends That Will Shape the Organizational Operating Enviornment Durin9.the 1980s.
It any of you are
interested in having this paper I will be happy to send it to
you.

.

Nom,: let me get back to the question of demographic and social changes.' What (lc traditional demographics tell us? But,
first of all, I have to say to you that to have confidence in
traditional demagrahics, you have to have confidence in the
findings of tho Bureau of the Census and, if you have been reading the proteseJional publications and the general press since the
inception of the 1980 census, you will know that there are serious questions raised about the validity of some of the findings
.

in the consu.
As a matter of tact, while the. census was under way, there
was a Saturday Night Live skit which used a Hispanic family as
its medium, and there was communication as to what you should
respond to and how you should respond when the census taker comes
and they talked about how your responses would impact transfer
payments, Social Security, job opportunity, et cetera, et cetera.
If the responses that were suggested on Saturday Night Live were
any indication, then a terrible skewing of the'data would ensue.

As a nonhumorous and actual incidence, we participated with
the Department of the Census in'testing questions that related to
households. The question was, what is your average utility bill,
and we tested in in 55 cities. The overwhelming majority
answer--you know that's a sneaky way of saying it because they
don't have.the absolute statistic--but the overwhelming majority
answer was so tar out ot line with respect to the actuality' which
We were able to check, that.it was quite evident that the question could not be addressed within the census framework.
There
were a couple of corollary things that it told us; it told us
something important.
It told us people's perceptions of what
their electric bills were which is very important.
It also sort of made us worry a little bit about the validity of some other questions that perhaps hit sensitivities in the
reponse.
All this to caution you in absolute reliance on census
data for projecting certain kinds of needs.
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The traditional census approach tells us that we have an
aging population; that-there is a decrease in the size, the percentage size of the population at the entry job level; that we
have smaller households, fewer children per family; that there is
a marked and continuing increase in single heads of households;
that there is an increase in poverty level population and an
increase in 'upper income population.
There have been.. numerous articles in the last eight months
on the pulling apart of the middle class, the increase in the
poverty level, the increase to a lesser extent in'the wealthy
level and this void, this growing void. There has been a pro and
con argument on this. The Myth of the Middle Class is one of
such articles.

It you, look at each of these standard declarations with
respect to demographics, you say, thete is an aging population..
What does that mean? What does that mean in terms-ot, jobs? Does
it mean that since everybody says Social Security is running dry
that there are going to be more people working for a longer time,
who will have to receive training that will suit them for jobs
that are available to them with their characteristics; .their
physical characteristics, their educational characteristics, et
cetera, et cetera?

Will there be more people in the labor torce who come with a
work orientation background so that you, find older people in
second or third work activities that compete with entry level
people? Will you be confronted by that kind of thing? The
social orientation of the employer and hie psychological orientation Which, says, "this individual has worked before, has a
record of showing up, et cetera, et cetera, and if this individual is employed, he will not be drawing, or she will not be
drawing Social Security?"
Or there may be a political 'response which extends the
Social.Security receiving age to, say, 65--62 wiped out--or
further up the line. What will that do to the vocational training requirements from that point of view?

Then we say,'there is a decrease in the population at the
job entry level; but coming around the other corner is the vanI used. to say that when kids got out
ishing of entry leVel jobs.
of high school the girls could,always go into sales or be typists
and the boys could always work in construction or drive--do something that related to driving, to get their entry into the job
market--or work at a gas station.
The gas station jobs are rapidly vanishing as we self-serve
I
our cars. The other entry level jobs are rapidly vanishing.
So you ask yoursaw' the other day a voice-activated typewriter.
self, what kinds of jobs are people going to be getting?
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What that really means, when you think about the._ _other aspects of this, like the continuing strong participation of women
in the labor force as an added thing, what this really .Weans is,
what we need is an inventory of job opportunities.
This inventory.has to be developed almost in a blue sky way,
of job opportunities down the pike, training within the present
educational framework.
With my limited access, to it and able to
observe, and certainly with my own experience it is true, training is very much like the flu shots-peopletake every' year which
innoculate them against last year's flu, and leave them very open
to infection for this yehr's flu.
All these young people who are spending their money to
became computer operators, to become word processors, who have
been ted the line that technology is going to save.us and that
the technological jobs are going to be in place, are spending
their money and pinning their hopes on getting jobs in these
fields.

Anybody that works in these areas on the technology, side,
and give you the timetrame for development knows the jobs won't
be there.
The executive will be able to speak into this typewriter, and get finished copy in the not too distant future.
.

What, as a result of all of these threats, is happening
within the job market, particularly at entry level? I treat
entry level perhaps because I am not as experienced in the area
of vocational training as one might be, jobs are becoming desexed.
They are becoming unisexedjobs.
Not terribly long ago, almost every typist was a woman.
When they changed the name to word processing, changing the frame
of reference in which you look at this occupation, at any given
time there can be an equal number of men and women doing word
processing.
1

It you look at the services that are' provided in ottices,
the people who used to car* to fix the photocopy machine were
invariably men.
The IBM ty ewriter people were invariably men.
The people who delivered tthe
r e United Parcel Services packages were
invariably men. The people!' who installed the telephones were
invariably men and today they can be men or women. That reflects
a number of things-- socialf changes, that are giving "the equality
of the sexes"--and it also reflects a perception of job scarcity,
so that there is a willingness to enter jobs.
I think practically everyone sitting in this room can remember the day ,..jhen_there were no men telephone operators and today

there is an equal chance that you will get a male operator.
course, when n-telephones started out there were only male
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operators and then it became a women's job exclusively and now it
is changing again. This reflects a scarcity of opportunity in
the job market.
Another publication that I put out was called "Industrial
Policy, Yes or No?" Now, industrial policy is an effort to
respond to the political and social threats of job instability,
and as a result relates very closely to plans for vocational
education. To anyone who is involved in this in a bureaucratic
way, I would suggest, if you are at state level, that your governor's office be very closely keyed-in to what is happening on the
federal ,policy level with respect to industrial policy.
If Mr. Reagan is not elected,
It may fly, it may not fly.
it may very well fly because--it is a democratic standard bearer
kind of idea--if Mr. Reagan is elected it may fly because there
may be a sufficient amount of instability so that a political
response is required. This is really in the nature of a political response and holds opportunities and dangers in almost equal
amount.
T.h.c great talk is that the technological revolution is going
Everytime I pick up a paper by a guru with a conto save us.
siderable amount of prominence I see such a statement--John
Naisbitt, who wrote "Megatrends," which has been on the bestseller list for God knows how long, takes the position that techBut, it is not quite clear, that
nology is going to save us.
technology is going to save us, because when you take a very
careful look at the kinds of jobs which the new technology provide, there is a very high incidence of requirement for extremely
high skill, skills that are not easily acquired without a considerable amount of time and money input.

Then, when you already have all of that time and money input
and you get your :ertification in whatever it is, it is not clear
that that job will be there at all because technology is moving
so rapidly, that it is overcoming the needs for certain kinds of
skills.
I remember the first time I saw the Standard Eastern Area
Computer; it was called the SEAC. It was at the Bureau of StandI took up a room, well, it took up two
ards, and it was in 1950.
rooms about the size of this whole area down here. When my son
went to the University, all the work that could be done by that
computer could be done in a hand-held calculator, and by the time
he got out of college and went to graduate school, the price of
that particular piece of equipment was roughly one-tenth of what
it had cost when he started his training.
By extension, apply back to other technological developments
and the impact on labor. When I raise the robotics question with
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some futurists that I know, Eric Weiss of the Sun Company, he
always says to me, don't get agonized, Sue, it's going to take
It is going to take two
two people to repair every computer.
So if you are displacing one
people to repair every robot.
worker with a robot, it's going to take two people to keep that
'robot in repair, so you are actually expanding the labor force.
But that certainly is not clear.
The argument about employment opportunity is very acts 'e now
and a very important paper, that I also published, is called
"Eight Scenarios for Work in the Future," the different kinds of
scenarios, if you are looking into the future, through 4h'ich you
can address work.

It is not clear to anyone precisely what will happen because
of the extreme social changes and the volatility of the society
as it responds to changes in technology and also the difficulties
that arise in political response to social and economic problems.
Let me just read briefly to you, these eight scenarios--more
technology, less work. Scenario one, extreme Tailorism in which
scientific management takes over and there is a short week;
scenario two, in which you have controlled distribution of less
work to union members exclusively; scenario three, underground
work, even greater segments of the work force operating outside
the formal economy; scenario four, work coupons, rationed work
coupons to assure fair distribution of limited work opportunities.

Then there is another group of scenarios which are called
Scenario five, what we called
more technology and more work.
gods and clods, an extremely busy elite of professionals and a
useless majority of workers, much work but few qualified to do
the work; scenario six, shadow work, activity that does not contribute to substance but is a necessary complement to the production of goods and services in an industrial society; scenario
seven, the electronic cottage, technology is pervasive and available to all with plenty of work for homeworkers.
Scenario
The third group is, working with less technology.
eight, subsistence work, a lowered demand because people aren't
going to have the money to buy products because they won't have
work, which is the perception here. This lowered demand reduces
the importance of productivity.
Let's
So, th.: whole question is up for grabs at this point.
There
are
two
look at the question of how one defines work.
things I want to address, one is, how do ,you define work, and
one, who pays for the work that gets done. Because these things
dare implicit in describing the jobs that will be available in the
future, because it nobody wants to pay for a job that has to get
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done, there won't be a demand for that kind of work and training
for that kind of work is not a valuable input.
I was at a meeting of Black .State legislators about two
weeks ago. One of ta..;:se people, who is very highly placed in his
He
own state legislature4 addressed the audience as follows.
said, "I am between a rock and a hard place. We are going to
It comes
have a massive water clean-up program in my state.
under the jurisdiction'of my committee; the budget. comes through
me; I have an opportunity to assign x-hundred jobs out of the
I would like to assign those jobs to minority aptotal package.
plicants and I can't find anybody, anybody, to fill that job.
Latin American countries would have to create an average of 4.
million new jobs annually until 2025 to accommodate its growth.
The U.S., with an economy five times larger, averages 2 million
new jobs a year

The.flow of immigrants from the third world has already beIn 1979, the nine leading source countries for legal immigration were Mexico, the Phillipines, Korea,.China and Taiwan,
It is
Vietnam, India, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba.
ditticult to feel at ease about the impact of the new arrivalsu
difficult to guess whether the cultural fabric will stretch as it
has before or finally be torn and What Fallows is really talking
about is competition for a limited number of jobs.
gun.

Now, concomitant with this kind of thing, you know, people
who come in, who are not trained, are looking for entry jobs and
I can give you examples in the area of
there will be problems.
migrant labor.
.

The Israelis have developed a tomato that ripens on the vine
It just sits there 'til somebody, comes
but does not tall off.
along and picks it. As a, result, it can be picked by machine.
These seeds are rapidly becoming available and by.extension you
can see that it a'gene can be altered in a tomato to not fall otf
the vine, and be picked by machine, it can be altered in ,other
harvested crops as well, crops the are now harvested by human
labor, hand labor. This is very rapidly taking place.
On the other side, ask yourself, what happens if it becomes
a political expediency to legalize illegal immigrants? Then you
have a large body that requires the services, the benefits, and
can contribute to the society. What are the plans for adapting,
rapidly adapting, a large group of people with limited training
--to-American-society.--Are-people .thinking--I'm sure people must
be thinking about that. What are the costs; what are the opportunities; who is going to pay; how can who pays be made palatable,-so-thet-this int_42t takes place.
Just to keep you--one bit more--I have one more thing_ to say
I was reading stuff and came
with respect to something I do.
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across.a.piece which said that middle management is the most
sorely at-risk group in the educated population in industry. The
projection is that about one-third of- middle management will become structurally unemployed. Now, what are you talking about
when' you -say middle management? You are talking about people who
are educated, who understand the bureaucracy because most of them
deal with the bureaucracy in the course of their work, who have
invested at least tour years and a lot of money in getting a
background, which is suddenly not useful.
Now, on the other side you have structurally unemployed--we
no longer call them blue-collar workers, according to the
census--but you know what I mean, let's say blue-collar workers,
who traditionally in our, society have not become political activists.
Sobiologically and philosphically blue-collar workers are
populists rather than activists; don't like to deal with the bureaucracy; have a very strong philosophical feeling .,that if they
are not working it's their own fault, that there is something
wrong with them.
Traditionally, blue-collar workers and people in the middle
management group don't have terribly much in common.
In the last
several years, we have seen the growth of.single4issue activism.
in this country--it is prevalent--where people who wouldn't spit
on the best part 'of one another, or greet each other, con
together for a single purpose, for one issue, and when that is
accomplished, they go away from each other. You can't count on
them to do a lot of Jlings together; they will stick together for
this_one_issue.
Here you have an issue held in common, structural unemployment, disappearing jobs. You have an educated, vocal group in
middle management that understands the political community, how
to work in the bureaucracy, and you have the potential support,of
what we described as. the blue-collar group on this single issue.
The political implications, the sociological implications of that
kind of an amalgam are staggering.
I talk to an' awful lot of people, and listen.
I spent most
of mytime listening and remembering; and it doesn't seem to me
that many, many people are thinking about this. Now, in the
course of my work and.t_is is the last thing I'll say, I do.
things in microcosm.
I go around being Cassandra and people wish
I'd go away and die in the 'corner and stop bothering them, and
telling theM that all of these terrible things are going to ,happen.
I always have the feeling, when I walk into a room, they
are going to say, there shecomes,again, let's leave; because I
am always sort of the bringer of bad news because there are a lot
of things. that people h4ve to pay attention to.
I want to warn
them there's an open manhole cover so they don't fall in and
drown or break a leg or something.
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I recognize that the skills that middle management has are
enterpreneurial skills. They most closely ally themselves to
entrepreneurial skills.
They are literate; they can do arithmetic; they are job-dedicated, beyond the sevenhour day or the
eight-hour day, because they are upwardly mobile, they have a
concept of upward mobility, and a strong sense of self.

Those are characteristics which are entrepreneurial and the
evidence is plain that displaced middle management people go very
strongly into entrepreneurial activities.
I say, let's look at
entrepreneurial activities, and it turns out that small .business
is very fragile and very vulnerable and there -is a 15 percent
failure rate annually.
It they are going to tail, they are not
going to pay their electric bills. So I really have an intes.,
tinal interest.

Sol'I have underWay now, with the full approval of the
senior vice president to whom I report, a pulling together of the
data to develop informational materials fOr new entrepreneurs or
people who are. contemplating being entrepreneurs.
The intention
is to have these available through our member companies. For instance when somebody comes in and opens an account and says, I am
opening a. new business--by that point they've moved out of their
cellar and they've started employing people-the customer relations person in a company could say, "Look you know we have a lot
of ,stuff here that you may be interested in, how to 'keep books,
how to do inventory, how to hook into a .small computer, et
cetera.
_One_more thing. There's-an article in.the New York-Times,-.
February 13, 1984, which Says "Parks Department Hard-Pressed to
Replace its Craftsman." That's 'very interesting; I'm sure its
not only in New York.
It is probably across the country and the
whole area of the restoration of, housing, and there's stuff now
about manufacturing moving back to rural communities, away from
center city, so all of that housing which has been abandoned will
be available.
Tremendous number, tremendous number of job opportunities out there, but somebody has to figure out what they are
and not treat this year's flu with last year's vaccine.

Thank you very much.
MR. BROUSSARD: Thank you very much, Sue, you gave us a great
deal to think about. We will go right into the panel discussions
and will start with our first panel member, Mr. Ralph Dosher, for
his reactions.
MR. DOSHER:
I'd like to address two of the.key issues that were
brought up; one is the decline in the supply of entry level
people, and the other, the social or infrastructure changes.
I'm
going to speak primarily of these with relation to high tech

industries and in particular large company, high tech industries
since that is what I represent.
In the first place, the decline in the supply of'workers for
entry level is not new to high tech industries. We've been having this problem in the growth areas for some time.
In Texas, in
the San Francisco Bay area, there has been a perennial shortage
of entry level workers.
The way we have solved that problem is
to go oft to the Midwest and to the East to try to find the
workers to till those jobs.
For example, in Texas, in T.I., we .get about 80 percent of
our technicians from outside of the state simply because we don't
produce enough in the state.

Now, the problem is going to get'worse before it gets better, apart from the pure demographics aspets.
The demographics is attectlng the professional people subh as, engineers, computer scientists,' dnd so forth. So rrtny of those jobs now are
being filled by non-protessional jobs; so we have the paraprofessionals.
Technicians are doing many jobs that engineers were
doing just a few years ago.
For example, we don't hire graduated
computer scientists anymore to do computer programming.
We hire
software technicians that can do coding.
We don't need a touryear graduate. That is putting more demand on these qualified
technicians and graduates from the vocational schools.
Now, the problem of supply is more due to other factors, at
least. in-our industry,- than
demographics.
It is a
problem of mix.
It things were about like they were twenty years
ago, we probably wouldn't have as much of a _problem, where the
number of graduates in the soft sciences (psychology, sociology,
etc.) -and graduates in the hard sciences were about equal.
Today
about tour times as many are going into the soft sciences.
We
can solve our problem in the high tech industry because our demand for vocational graduates is relatively small compared with
the demand in nontechnical industries. We could .solve our problems simply by shifting graduates to hard sciences just a tow
percent.
It we could get a few,people going into technology
versus going into sales or any of the other soft areas, then cur
problems would be solved and we think that that will probably
happen.

It was pointed out the importance of redesigning the work
and I think that is exactly right. In fact, we already see it
happening in certain areas.
Many of
ar jobs are going to either
end of the work spectrum. They are oecoming more low tech or
becoming more high tech.
Just a row years age, we would have A
computer service tech that, would have to repair the computer''
right on the site; whereas now many of these people are low tech
people.
All they have to do is know enough to push a certain'
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button on the keyboard, and the computer analyzes itself, tells
you which board to pull out.
He just pulls out one board and
puts in another.
His main skills are how. to deal with the customer, not the
high tech skills. We are now hiring many people with basically
law tech skills, if you will, for those type jobs. On the other
hand, we have the demand for the very high tech people, which Sue
has pointed out, going where you have to do the repair, or you
have to work in the process, or you have to design a computer
system.

These people will require, and do require, considerably more
training.
They .have' to have multiple skills.
For example, a lot
of the schools are talking about training robot technicians.
There's really no such thing as a robot technician. What you
have is a person who has to know some software; he has to know
some computer design; he hai to know some mechanical design; he
has to know a number of skills.
This is also true in many of the high tech process indusFor example, in semi-conductor manufacturing, you have to
have a variety of skills.
None of the community colleges, non of
the technical schools, teach any of these skills. For example,
vacuum technOlogy, you can't find a school that teaches vacuum
technology. That is a very important technology for technicians
these days.
They also need to know some software; they need some
computer design and so forth.
tries:

I have two recommendations relative to this, one. for big
business and one for small business.
First, I think that big
business industry must be more aggressive in helping the post secondary _schools, working with postsecondary schools; help the
postsecondary schools recruit students.
If those postsecondary
schools can't bring the students in to develop the technicians,
then industry will probably do it themselves.

We have had several programs in Texas where we have worked,
we think, very effectively with the school system, with the community college system, in developing recruiting programs for the
cammunity college. We funded a program, we provided the expertise for developing .it, and we go out into the high schools--we,
industry--go out to high schools to recruit for the community
'college. I think that's been a very effective program. It is a
model that can be used in other parts of the country.

Second, the secondary schools must be more aggressive in
The reason we don't have
establishing industry co-op programs.
more people in the postsecondary schools is because they learn in
the fourth and fifth grade that technology is bad; it's hard and
so forth.
I think secondary schools have to be more aggressive
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in establishing industry co-op programs so that students, those
early-age students, understand what industry is all about and
what the world at work is about. So, if they do, the students
will develop a .desire, primarily through taking. math and science
courses, to go into tedhnology.
In the small business area, they probably are going to have
more ditticulty in recruiting. Whereas large industry will provide a lot of its own training, small business training is where
the postsecondary schools may .find their primary role. Most of
the technicians we hire don't come from our local community colleges.
One reason is that they don't produce enough, but the
second is, they don't meet our needs exactly.' However, I think
they can serve small businesses very well.

.

Because of intrustructure and social change, schools will
have to provide more flexible and individualized training, but
there are still a lot of old jurisdictional rules and traditions
that are limiting this need.
In terms of where you provide
training there c? be no constraints, whether you go into industry to train, Whe,.1 you go across certain geographical boundaries
and so fourth to train.
This causes considerable problems in
getting cooperation from the schools in training in high tech
programs.
Now, it,wasn't talked about much here, but there was some
talk this morning in terms of lifelong training and education.
I
think this is going to take on more emphasis.
This has always
been true in the high tech industry simply because the technology
has been changing so rapidly.
It you came into industry five or
six years ago, you are already outdated.
In most colleges, curriculum turns over-. about every 15 years.
So it you have been out
of school 15 years, whether you're a technician or an engineer,
you are going to have problems. There has to be a continuing
education or lifelong education culture developed.
I believe that is about the total Of my contribution.
MR. BROUSSARD:
Thank you very much, Mr. Dosher. At this time,
I'd like to just remind the panel to limit your remarks and reactions to about five minutes, if you would please.
We've had
our fifth guest to arrive, Mr. Gene Bottoms, the Executive
Director for the American Vocational Education Association.

r nextreactor, just to remind you again, is Miss Sybil
KYi.

MS. KYI:
From the most western and most southern state in the
union, I bring you greetings of "Aloha."
I would like to point

out to you that this year Hawaii celebrates its silver jubilee
anniversary of statehood with a population of little over a

million, an unemployment rate of around 6 percent, and 48,500
students enrolled in almost 1UU vocational education prograuts.
Some of you may agree with me that, although Washington,
D.C., is the historical and official capital of this *country, the
trend setheartland. of the United States lies westward. Today
ters are native to the West and the South is burgeoning with new
Changes in population can be chroindustries and new migrants.
nicled, but there are also changes and differences in values.occuring in society..

Institutionalized education, vocational education included,
favors the majority culture's' value system Which has its purpose
for mainstreaming America. For those immigrants whose ethnic derived values are similar to the majority culture, Europeans and
some Asians, acculturation becomes more rapid than for those
others, including the native-born Indian, ahe Eskimo and the
Hawaiian, whose cultural values may be different.
.

In many ways, American education has traditionally practiced
a kind of insularity in its views and in its knowledge of the
rest of the world. If we seek to upgrade science and mathematicsi,shouldn't.history and social studies be revised to include
an understanding of basic economics, geopolitics, and.the international.econamy, at the high school level? The countries and
islands of the Pacific promise to be'the economic basin .of the
future. Are we prepared to deal with these countries and cultures?
We know that all of the people who will be in the Nation's
work -force by the years 2000 are living today. We should know
their characteristics, all except those who have yet to come to
All we really"know about these groups and others
this country.
like them is 'that they will continue to come from all the
troubled spots in the world, seeking a better life, or seeking
refugee simply because.no.one else wants them.
We've heard that there may be future shortages in the labor
force because.of the decline of youngsters in the population up
until the age of 14 at today's marking. Happily this age cateThis, means that we must
gory includeslooth my younger daughters.
learn to utilize the human resources of all the available population, including older workers, women, the disadvantaged, the differently abled and the alienated.
While there seems to be:some agreement that older workers
will be a dominant force in the labor market in the next 16
years, there is disagreement as to whether the extent of worker
shortages will be sufficient to persuade or even attract these
older workers to remain in the work force.
There are countervailing forces in terms of existing
policies of mandatory retirement in private and public pension
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plans as the desire of many nearing retirement age to exercise
their option for leisure and perhaps consider part-time or even
voluntary employment. This baby boom generation will move into
the 35-to-54 middle-year group, swelling that segment significantly by 1995 and they will compete for employment as the upper
end of the career ladder, exerting still r other pressure upon
older workers to leave the work force.
In 1980, half of all married women were in the work force.
This contributed to the 44,500,000 women who were counted in this
national labor force, an increase of 46 percent from the previous
decade's marker. The highest labor force participation among women were in the states .of Nevada, Alaska, and Hawaii--all of them
around 60 percent.

Most of the single heads of households in the United States
are women and one-third of these are in the poverty group, even
Why? Because most of the women are in
though. most of them work.
clerical, retail, and service jobs that seem to have a preponderance of lower-paying and limited upward mobility positions.
What about the demographics of the disadvantaged, the economically poor, those with physical and mental. handicaps, whom I
prefer to call the differently abled, or those who have trans'gressed the law and might be viewed as a trapped'resource? The
limitation's of the differently abled are not their handicaps so
much as the educational institution's willingness to adapt curriculum and instruction for their learning and the work institution's willingness to adapt the work site for their earning.
The capability of modern medicine to save and repair lives
does not unfortunately ensure a quality of life to follow. Promotion of access to employment opportunities for the differently
abled can be done through employer example, through modeling,
Too much idle
through high visibility and dedication to details.
time and too few program offerings in occupational skill training
are usually the realitites for many juvenile and adult offenders.
Considerations for security are understandably paramount and resources for developing on-site training facilities are scarce.
The technology is here for delivering alternative services of remote classroom and instruction.
The best intended employment and training programs are to no
avail, however, unless correction systems ensure that policies
for conditional release and probation take into account the inmate's successful pursuance of educational and training objectives.

The response of vocational education to impending social and
demographic changes and the needs they present must and should be
The
delivered within the context of comprehensive education.
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current wave of returning to excellence means to Many a return to
the basics and shaking off all 'those subjects thaft have over the
years crowded the high school curriculum. Unfortlunately, academic administrators at the university level seem to be pointing
at public secondary schools saying, it's time ml gave us better
prepared students so that we can do our job and go further. Time
at I have right
doesn't permit me to give you a recent example
in my home.state but if you want to know about i t, I'll share it
with you it you remind me.
In recent years, we hae noted more univerisity graduates are
being recycled in our education system, going ack to school to
The point
job.
take vocational courses to enable them to get
really is, all students need a better toundati n for learning,
whether it be in preparation for a university ducation, postsecondary vocational education and skill trai ing, or earning a
living after high school.
State advisory councils on vocational e cation 'are in a
highly visible and credible position to intl ence and assist the
Modernization and responsiveness of vocation 1 education and employment training programs to these social a d demographic
We find our advisory role to be a so.an advocacy role,.
changes.
promoting.vocational'education to the. comm ity at. .large.
Unfortunately, there is still a preva ling attitude of vocational education for someone else's dhildr n or for those of lesIt's time we promoted the ocationally gifted and
ser abilities.
We
have
helped organize forums for rethinking the
talented.
roles of secondary and postsecondary education within the context
of total education. Why not give vocational exploration and experiences to all young students,, even the college-bound.
We have been promoting vocational c unseling and guidance,
'particularly as a necessary stimulus and support for the nontraWe have been thinking
ditional vocational education enrollment
in a lifelong learning mode and moving b yond simply entry level
skill training to upgrading and retraining needs.
One of the most successful postsec ndary education programs
in Hawaii provides contracted services n an open entry, open
exit, year-round delivery of competency based short-term courses
geared to specified needs.
We are strengthening and renewing our ties with the business
industry community and with citizen advisory and prOfessional
groups. Vocational education has always been a grassroots movement.

Education and employment training agencies should stimulate
The
public discussion through lOcal program `advisory committees.
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SACVES can and should assist in promoting decentralized partnerships in every local community, serving as conveners and advisors
and representing and helping these local advisory committees
which really represent the closest linkages between education
institutions and the communities they serve.
We have organized leadership in regional settings, sharing
our knowledge, a sense of what works and what doesn't, and finding our strength through diversity and group actions. We are
encompassing in our efforts attention to work styles and the man agement of human resources.
Finally, we believe that comprehensive planning should take
place :between and among vocational educatiOn and employment and
training programs and-it must take place at the state and local
level.
In Hawaii, we are calling it.a.comprehensive employment
plan. .Responsiveness to change, sensitivity to people's needs, a
strong sense of state and local direction, partnership and creativity, these are the stances we need to develop and practice to
answer to these social.demographic changes ahead of. us..
I thank you.

MR. BROUSSARD: Thank you very much for those comments.
we'll go directly to Dr. Taylor.
.

Next,

DR. TAYLOR: Thank you.
I enjoyed very much Sue Lerner.'s presentation.
I found it authoritative and well-reasoned. Her remarks
address many of the major points in regard to the social and
demographic trends and changes during the remainder of this
century.

One issue that Ms. Lerner did not raise and that we might
want to consider as it relates to these trends, is that they are
not uniformand homogeneous across the country. There are, for
example, differential birth rates of various racial groups, that
vary by geographical locations.
In certain states we are wit nessing a kind of youth crecent based on higher birth rates
across the Southwest and .Southern states that need to be addressed with certain state policies that, in fact, may be at variance
with the related federal policy.

-We7also-need-tOCOndider vocational education flexibility
and responsiveness, to capacitate both the individual to pertorm
and advance in careers with the labor market and also our institutions as they formulate their policies and programs and determine'the ways in which they will be implemented.
One of the things that I thought was particularly interesting and worthwhile was Ms. Lerner's admonition to reconceptual:ize our view of work and our 'need to be able to manipulate

the demand side of the equation as well as the supply side.
I
would add to that thought that we need to adopt a new mentality
of the way we view education. While we have given much lipservice to the whole. area of lite-1-Ing education, we have yet to
,really practically incorporate that philosophy into our programs.
We need to be concerned about the articulation of various levels
and competing elements of the educational enterprise, like public
vocational education, JTPA or apprenticeship, postsecondary colThis
leges and other four year institutions delivery systems.
becomes very important not only as we examine the cost - efficiency
of our education and training system, but also the criticality of
trying to develop logical and well coordinated paths for selfdirected learners so that they can wind their way through these
various systems and make intelligent career choices.
In terms of the comments, I guess I go back to the line in
the Rubaiyat by Omar Khayyam where he laments the difficulty of
grasping this scheme of things entire.
Ad we consider the''''precis of federal and state legislation
that implement various policies in competing domains, the .need

becomes apparent for those of us in the vocational education
field and in theihuman resource field to think far more broadly
and. to be actively concerned and' involved in the area of job
creation and maintenance. A very serious concern that we need to
address is whether or not we are going to be able to create
enough jobsin the future, and what that may-mean in terms of
quality of work life policies, .industrial policy, technology
transfer, trade regulations, small business development, and
other things of that nature.
There is a need to more aggressively plan and to identity
contingency planning that could. take the form of such options as
job rotation, job sharing, shorter work weeks, the need for job
redeign, and other options to enhance the quality of the work
lite.

We need to continually be thinking about training and jobs
for all of our citizens, not just a. technological elite, and
clearly not only in terms of social goals but also in regard to
economic goals. We have to find ways to capacitate and make
effective performing economic participants and citizens out of
the full range of our various populations.
Thank you very much for those comments.
MR. BROUSSARD:
to Dr. Matthew Puleo.

We'll go

MR. PULEO: Sue, I really enjoyed your comments and looking at my
notes and I feel somewhat like the proverbial mosquito in the
nudist colony, I'm not quite 'sure where I should start. Maybe, I
don't know if yOu are like me, but I get dut of lunch and I feel
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a little restless and want to do something active, so maybe I can
either comment directly' or challenge some of the things that were
said to create some controversy.
I think one of the most important points that we brought up
was that regarding demographics when you talked about how much
validity there is in the information.
You talked about making an
inventory and being able to plan for the future.
This may sound
somewhat.facetious, but one of the problems in looking at trends
is that it is very difficult to make predictions.
It is particularly difficult to predict tomorrow and the future after; that.
We are very good at ooking back and seeing what happened in
retrospect; but it is almost impossible, particularly when you
look at social data, to predict what people are going to do
tomorrow.
The problem is that social trends are not linear in nature.
It is not like making a cash flow projection or looking at some
sort of economic forecast.
It really works on a principle of a
dialectic, meaning that the changes in society are stimuli in
themselves for other changes, and there really is no way for us
to accurately predict where society is going to go tomorrow.
The only thing that we really are positive about today is
that change is-with-us-toreverl-and-fn fast; change and dknowing
that we will always have change, is the only thing that we can
count on, Which goes back to Bob's comments about flexibility.
That is probably going to be the component for success in the
future, not only in. terms of education, but in the ability to
respond to the business challenges of tomorrow.
You mentioned the middle class and it.is.interesting.
I
also believe that the middle class is disappearing and, unfortunately, I think we are going in the direction of a landed gentry
Where, those that have had status and opportunity and material
possessions' in the past, are going to be the ones that will
retain it.
I'd also like to suggest that the middle class in our
society was an'artifact, an artifact of the economic agenda that
resulted at the end of World War II.

America had a very unique position at the end of World War
II.
We had a time when we had ,tremendous opportunity. We came
out of the world with a whole set of technologies and optimism
which allowed us to create an economy which was really a manifestation of our own fantasies. It was a very unique period of
time where we could create the world we wanted.
I think one of the problems we face' today as Amer.cans is
that we have to finally come back to reality, as David Walker
talked about this morning. We can't have everything we want. We
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just can't put our minds to things and create the society we'd
like:
We aresort of part of the world today and we as Americans
are going to suffer from the same pressures and ills that the
rest of the international economy has to deal with.
I
Another important point was What you said about aging.
think we underestimate the impact Of aging, the fact that we can
live longer, has upon our educational system :aid our economy.
Someone once said to me that-marriage is a pe',..manentsolution to
a temporary problem. Now, if you think of living to-a 140--I
mean, I really love ,my wife, but I'm not sure what another hundred years with her is going to do. The same thing occurs when
If you go back seven years
you think in terms of employment.
ago, if someone had four jobs in three years, you would say that
they weren't stable. Today, if they've had,. one job for seven
years, you say they have no initiative.

If we are looking at a lifespan of over 100 years, and we
all know that development does riot end at the age of 21, we do
develop as people into our adulthood, what is the impact that
that has in terms of multiple careers- -maybe three, five or six
careers that people will have in the future.
I'd also like to suggest a ninth ,-r,ftnario.

'That is what I

call urban guerrilla warfare. During Uw, great prosperity of the
1960s and the 1910s, we cameoup with this nonsense maximum
business--people that did sensitivity training and human relaRemember Likert
tions training--and we had the win-win approach.
and some of the other people that came out with this, this was
Well, I'd like to go back to the old anthropological
win-win.
tetralogy and say that sometimes when there is a winner there is
a lose'.

That will come back to us as our economy does not expand and
competition changes from getting a piece of a larger pie to
What is that going to
getting more of a pie that is stagnant.
mean in terms Of people's willingness to be so thoughtful and so
generous, and in tact our data suggests that racism and regionalization and ethnicity are increasing in this country.-. We are
becoming much more tolerant of pluralism as long as those people
don't live in our neighborhoods or work in our company.
I think, in summary, maybe there are a couple of things, a
First of all, it's going back
couple of points, we can consider
to basics. What is the basic meaning of education in America?
It I think of vocational education, and I do have a background in
this--I was trained as a rehabilitation psychologist, at one point
and did a lot of work in designing the developmental disabilities
program in this country, working on the technical advisory
If I go back to the time, the 1950s, when I was going
council.
to school, I thought of education as going ahead and getting a
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college degree; and a college degree meant that I was going to
have.the ticket to a middle class existence.
The people who
weren't so smart were the people that went into trades.
I think that was a fundamental error that we made in society.
I think that the distinction between vocational and
technical and all types of education and'liberal arts education
is really artificial.
It was something that was made to tit a
certain assumption about where our ec!onomy.would go.
Does anyone really think today that having'a degree is going
to be what gets them a good life? It's not true, and if you see
the work we do :with younger people, I don't know why they go to
community colleges and get graduate degrees, et cetera, because
as we talked about having to recydle people, that is all too
true.

We have' to begin to look at what education is and what it
means to be trained.
It we think in terms of what I said earlier
about an economy in a society where it is difficult to project.
where the 'future is, maybe we have to move away from training
people in specifics and traimpeople in generics.

You talked about technology, one of the problems of bringing'
technology into the work place is that as a society, while we are
quite verbal, we are not very literate. To deal with technology,
particularly computers, it means that we have to understand both
logic and syntax and we don't know how to do those very basic
skills.

We are doing a project now with a client, headed.I think
with someone on the panel, where they are looking at retraining
older workers to deal with high tech servicing and utilizing high
.tech equipment.
It 'was very interesting, we found, that there is
in fact no difference between younger and older workers in their
ability to learn.
The only difference is that you have to teach, have to take
the courses and teach them on a modular basis and configure the
courses around whe... the peOpte's needs are, in opposition to the
old method of teaching than to work a particular brand of equipment.
For example, instead of teaching somebody to tix IBM
equipment, you teach people how to fix microprocessors.
In summary, I think if you look at what the future is for
vocational education and education in general in this country, I
think the underlying principle would be to take a look at where
education in general tits into our society.
MR. BROUSSARD: Thank you very much for those,remarks.
They were
indeed provocative, and I'm sure going to provoke some questions
from the audience.
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We will go to our last panelist Dr. Bottoms, Gene Bottoms,
the Executive Director for the American Vocational Association.
Let me just make four or five points in terms of
MR. BOTTOMS:
the speech and consequences that one might see.
If jobs are changing as rapidly as indicated because of the
application of new and improved technology, this has implications
for vocational education for it suggests that we should stress
the historical roots of the field, that is we should strengthen
the "E" in vocational education. Early vocational education
Less
leaders gave greater emphasis to the "E" than we do today.
emphasis on training at the secondary and postsecondary level,
and more emphasis on the historical meaning of vocational educatiop that connects the academic knowledge to. the practices of an
occupational field so that one can begin to understand the foundation scientifi.J and technical knowledge that under1ines pra:The results would be vocational education graduates with
tices.
a capacity to continue to learn, and adjust, and adapt.
As the Europeans know, this can't be done in two hours a day
in two years. We are going to have to begin to think about tae
last two years of high school and two years beyond high school,
in some of the more technical fields in cooperation with
employers.
The second consequence 2rom the speaker's remarks is that we
have overcrowding of people or entry jobs. That means we have
to have both state and national policies that give emphasis on
If you look at our national
moving people beyond entry jobs.
policies:, they tend to focus on getting people into an entry job,
If we
they do not focus on moving people beyond the entry level.
don't develop some folks' capacity to move beyond the entry job
status,' then new opportunities in entry jobs for new workers
won't open up.
Since our policies are geared to get people to entry jobs,
we have a shortage according to the speaker, of folks who can do
These
things well in advance level technical and skilled jobs.
jobs are difficult to fill- -'and it is understandable because we
haven't been encouraged to gear vocational education or training
systems necessarily to get at that.
Third, one of the points the speaker made is that there will
a scarcity of public resources to do all of the things that we
need to do in the area of vocational education and training, and
that we will need to expand partnership efforts with the private
I think that means for vocational and technical educasector.
tion, particularly for the specialized institutions, community
colleges, the vocational technical schools, increased partnership
efforts with the private sector, as many of them already have
begun, in order to obtain a part of the needed resources. That
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means a more systematic effort on.part of vocational edudation in
the tuture in 'obtaining resources from the private sector.
Fourth, the speaker said there is no shortage ot work in
David Birch at MIT makes a
America, just a shortage of jobs.
point that we create about nine small businesses in America to
every one in Europe. That's one of the reasons we've continued
So, it
to-grow in the number ot jobs we have in this country:
seems to me that this has implications for vocationl and technical education.
The folks who create the small businesses are folks who've
got some know-how, something to sell. We should continue to
plant the idea ot self-employment with secondary and postsecondary vocational education students.
At last, I thought the speaker was saying that there is not
That
a shortage ot jobs in America, but a shortage ot good jobs.
means we have to continually expand our ability to help people
develop so that they have a better shot, not only at the entry
jobs, but eventually to the good jobs, and that means the capa-.
city to change,. groW, and learn once one gets into employment.

The last point I would raise, we have ,a policy trend in this
country in which we continue to separate the population into more
and smaller target groups so that resources can be concentrated
on them so they might become advantaged. I wonder if we haven't
over done this and in tact aren't beginning to resegregate population along new dimensions and that this removal from mainstream programs denies them the very opportunities they are
seeking to acquire.
Thank you.

Thank you very much, Dr. Bottoms. Before we take
MR. BROUSSARD:
our break, I want to give Sue an opportunity to, just a few
minutes, to respond to some of the specific comments of the
panelists.
Just very quickly, with respect to business's need
MS. LERNER:
for employees in their particular category of need, instead of
looking in terms ot social responsibility in which the business
in effect is givi ng charity by developing programs in their area
look at it like a business cost, a business investment cost; and
I don't know what the
the tax structure can accomodate for that.
Texas Instruments situation is, but in community "X," for instance, if there are 100 workers that with. some training could be
employed to do a particular job and 100 workers 500 miles away
can do the job wi thout training, look at your life-cycle costing,
calculate the dit terential and see it there isn't some way to use
the people who ar e indigenous to your work area.
'
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A few of the things that Matthew said--I want to say something to irritate the living daylights out you--you're so young
and you're so pessimistic, I'm so old and I'm so enthusiastic
about the potential, you know.
In economics there are two contlicting theories; one is the expanding tuna theory and the other
The tixed tund theory says, it you
one is the tix tund theory.
get more, I get less. The expanding. tund theory says if you get
more, I get more; that means it I work and make money that I can
buy things that you make and then you can buy things that I make,
et cetera.
All of these peoFle we have' been describing as terrible liaEverybody
bilities are also consumers. They are contributors.
eats; everybody wears clothing; everybody does this and that the.
other thing; so there are all of these other opportunities.

I come from an industry where it takes as much as 12 to 13
years to put a plant on line, so you have to make, with some degree.ot informed confidence, a judgment about where you are going
So, I would suggest
to be in ten years and what the demands are.
a' little more. confidence in the opportunity.

Also, middle class is a psychological and political mindIn the 1930s,. I was very
set. It is not actually where you are.
poor, but I never felt poor. It never occured to me that I was
I just didn't have that mind-set.
one of those 'poor folk.
I think that the American mind-set is not dissimilar. It is
changing a little bit now; we now have the' first generation in
which young people don't assume they're going to do better than
their parents, in some categories of activity. But in some tangential way George Bernard Shaw addressed this one when he left
all of his money to a foundation that would develop a phonetic
alphabet so that the British would lose their regional accents;
and he assumed that it would make it a classless society and
That's not exactly a
everybody would have better opportunities.
There's a lot of meat in that particular kind of attitude.
joke.

I would say to you, you love your wife, but you're not so
I would say to you, she loves you, but
sure about 140 years.
she's not too sure either.
Thank you very much, Sue, for those remarks.
MR. BROUSSARD:
We'll take a break now, and it you can return at, let's say 3:25.
(Short Recess)

I think that we have enough that have returned.
MR.'BROUSSARD:
Maybe as we start our question and answer period, the rest will
wander in.
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Ralph gave me some very specific instructions--that's Dr.
Bregman--gave me some ve7y specific instructions with regard to
making sure that I stayed out of the tray and just kind of
directed the trattic, so to speak.
So I won't have a lot to say.
I will have to say this and that is, that in terms ot the
panel, I would hope that they wo-,Ild open up a little bit more.
Matthew, t know,.has a lot more say, and
know that Dr. Taylor
Certainly does, Gene Bottoms, Sybil has a great deal more to
contribute.
I've got the feeling, and so does Sue, that we were
just kind of being nice, for some reason.
Maybe it's this ranitied atmosphere here in Washington, or it may very well be that
I'm from California, which is that crazy state that is at the
cutting edge of chapge; are there some other states that, at
least some of the tpturists agree, that are also on the cutting
edge of change.

When I hear some of the statements, it is very, very
ditticult--Ralpli an the rest of you--for me to hold back.
get my five minutes tomorrow, is that right? I'll have my five
minutes tomorrow.
In any case,
like to start oft with the audience because
you were specially' selected and invited here because of the contribution that you could make not just to the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education that's just an entity, but to the
millions of children and adults and others Who are served by
vocational education.
You can assist us in terms of hopefully
influencing some policy directions before the whole thing, the
whole thing meaning the whole system, simply'talls apart.

I know that that's probably more provocative than anything
that has been said, but I certainly have that feeling now, that
unless there are some substantive changes within the society, in
this society, one can easily see, I think, that we will indeed
tall, apart.
If you don't believe that, you can travel to Italy,
try West Germany, or it you think things are cry rg well, try
Japanliet cetera.
You will see all the symptoms, it you are an
observer at all.
,

Maybe you'll want to tal' to me about why I'm saying those
things.
In any case--and I'm going to stop, Ralph, believe me--I
was sharing with one person as I was leaving yesterday from Los
Angeles, one of:' the reporters was interviewing the chief of
police of Palo Alto. That's up in northern California- specifically in the Silicon Valley.

This is the high tech area; professionals who are highly
trained, 'highly skilled people.
He has been trying for several
years now to stem the tide, the high use of cocaine among protessionals.
He had gone to the city council and discussed the
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matter with them a number of times and had gone to the management. The, reporter asked him what the result
was and he told him
that simply nothing could be done about the use of cocaine in
Silicon Valley, the wideSpread use, like daily use of cocaine by
these professionals, because the management was also using
cocaine.
That's just one example.
I could go on with regard to the
second highest killer of teenagers in the State of California- suicide, among the minorities, among blacks, it's homocide.
I
'can give you a lot of other statistics in that regard. That
indicates alienation; that indicates isolation, in Marin County,
as an example, the divorce rate is 100 percent; so Matthew, you
don't have to worry about 140 years, it is already occuring in
Marin County, and this was seven or eight years ago.
I'm giving
you a statistic that's dated.

So we see it occuring in California.
While there are these
kinds of changes, they certainly are not uniform. California has
a tendency becauSe I think thepeople who come to California are
seeking change -- that's one of the factors that are involved- -and
so they are more receptive to 'change.
But these kinds of changes
are occuring in American's "heartland," I think that my colleagues of the universities of the Northeast haven't gotten out
of those ivory towers to go down to Iowa or to. Nebraska to find
out that essentially what is occuring in Stockton, California or
Palo Alto, or' Culver City is indeed occuring in Sioux City, Iowa.
In, any case, hopefully, I've said enough to get you stimulated with regard to those things and the other things that
you've heard.
The question of course is what kind of educational
program does one begin to develop, and I really like Gene's comment with regard to putting an emphasis on the "E" rather than
the "V" in vocational education. What kind of educational program are we talking about developing, rather than training or
schooling programs.

I'll stop there and give you a chance and I have probably
used up my five minutes for tomorrow, Ralph; that's it, I've shot
my wad.

Okay, questions? You can direct it to any member of the
panel or just, and if--if you have question, just move to the
mike, please, and state your name and your organization, I think
that would be helpful, too.
.

MR. BUCKNAM:
I'm Ron Bucknum, from NIE.
This question doesn't
have anything necessarily to do with NIE.
In fact, Vernon, you
took- -you asked part of my question.
We've looked at a number of
demographic issues, but one of the new issues that has really
great impact on educational employment success really hasn't been
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talked about, except for Vernon just mentioning it.
About 60
percent to 70 percent of high school seniors have tried illegal
drugs by the time they get to high school. Ten percent of high
school seniors do drugs or alcohol every day. These are, statistics from NIDA that does the annual surveys.
There.is clinical .evidence and certainly evidence that shows
that drug use causes lower academic achievement and lower degree
of social responsibility. One can see in the demographics, in
terms of the suicides, which you have mentioned, the age group 15
to 25 is the only age group in the last census that decreased
their life expectancy. We can see it in terms of drop-outs; the
drop-out rates are increasing instead of decreasing.
We can see
it in terms of social violence and school discipline problems.
This is a symptom. This is an epidemic, really.
It has
been-h- appening since the mid 1960s for people under 30. If you
look at the data, there is a tremendous drop-off when you get
over 35 years old, in terms of use of drugs, not so much alcohol,
but other drugs. There is a tremendous drop-off in use of it,
especially in use in the last 30 days.

I didn't hear anyone talking about that and yet that is a
major problem in the schools.
Locally here, the Fairfax County
system has recently instituted a whole new set of things to deal
with it.

If you talk with kids of, drug rehabs, or you talk to kids
who have been involved in this or clinicians who have been involved in it, it's clearly that the kids start doing drugs and
then their grades go dOwn. You talk to people in schools, kids
do drugs, and then their grades go down and they become part of
the group in the school that doesn't support the school and part
of the culture that is anti-school.

I just want to know if anyone wants to talk about that issue
as, one of those in terms of, you know, how does that look in
terms of what the perception of that in the failure of educational system to educate?
MS. LERNER:
May I respond to that a little bit? This is a
tremendously serious problem.
It's not new.
One form of drug
abuse or another, depending on how you define drug abuse, has
existed in this country since the country existed.
Alcoholism
was endemic during colonial days and clear through to the 20th
century. We tried legislatively to eliminate it when we had the
laws--the prohibition laws.
That didn't work because society
demanded access to alcohol--society wanted that drug. The cigarettes carry a warning ,that this may be injurious to your health
according to the Surgeon General. Adults over 35 have stopped
smoking as much, 1)11,t/ the kids are smoking like crazy.
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There are two aspects of this. There's supply-side and
there is demand-side.
On the supply-side, drugs are a very big
business; there's a lot of money involved. Sam Leibowitz, who
was a famous judge in New York City, once gave a talk on drugs
and he said, if anybody were willing to stop it in Marseilles,
where it is produced--a good portion of the cocaine trade at that
,point--and all the officials involved wouldn't get their bucsheesh as a result, there would be very strong Gupply-side'diminishment of that.

On the demand side, what is it replacing? I, in the last 20
years, 25 years, have had children growing up and in the public
school system ,and boredom is absolutely endemic, absolute, unmitigated, purposeless boredom.
Students are bored.
When I was coming up, teachers were very well-paid.
Society is
Teachers were the elite. You get what you pay for.
unwilling to pay in United,States for an environment that will be
attractive to students to learn in and .where students can learn.
Society is unwilling to pay for it; society will bear the cost of
that unwillingness to pay for' it..

What we are doing in one program, one bandaid after another,
I am in no position to address remedies,
is paying the costs.
but I certainly think that that is the nature of the situation.
I think the boredom that Sue alludes to not only
The
exists with rtudents, we also see it in the work force.
recent statistics indicate that it probably costs us, in terms of
lost quality or productivity, about $36 billion a year, due to
substance abuse.
MR. Ft1LEO:

General Motors in one of their estimates said that it costs
them $1,000 per car. We see it in--I'm afraid to go on public
I'm
transportation sometimes. You were kidding about New York.
much more afraid of the operatives on the trains than the potIf you remember that crash of the tank, it
holes on the bridges.
was a traft. crash,' a derailment, in the South several months
ago--it was a chemical car--it was proven that they were stoned.
Certainly, looking at utilities, if you remember Pacific Gas and
Electric, there was the problem with development there of the
nuclear reactor; that was also attributed to substance abuse.
I think what has really happened is that, one, looking at
the education system, we really did make a mess out of things
We took a system which fit in very
back in the 1960s and 1970s.
well with society and 'prepared people and decide to tamper with
We got rid of core requirements and brought in all sorts of
it.
electives and allowed people to take pass-fail; we just opened up
the society and we paid.
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The other thing that we did at that point in time was, we
spent our time educating our scientists and our doctor and our
engineers and we said teachers were really at a lower level.
Those people that we put down as a priority, who are at the
bottordjof the rung, are now the people that are educating our
children today.
The other problem with education is that, I think, as I was
alluding to earlier, it is really totally, or becoming totally
out of the sync with what the needs of society are.
Kids go to
school and they learn this stuff.

.

I felt school wasn't relevant in the 1960s because that was
a period of time that we were challenging authority.
Maybe
children today or students today, are feeling that school isn't
relevant because in tact maybe it is not relevant to what their
needs are. They have found it perfectly acceptable to go through
some escape route and, as mentioned this morning when we talked
about the supports and entitlements in society, on the other hand
we do have a system politically and socially that allows people
not to work hard. No one is really going to starve and die
anymore.
You.know that you really can goof off and you can sort
of slide through life at a level where, if you watch TV, you find
out that even though you are poor, you are really living better
than 90 percent of the world.
MR. BOTTOMS: Can I respond to that question with just a little
bit of a different focus? I have a solution to that problem.
Living in Fairfax County, I have often said we could solve most
of the problems out there it we could get every teenager two milk
cows to take care of, but it might create some other problems.

On the other side, if you go back- -say to1943,that.was.the_
year I entered first grade- -there were 20 of us who began; tour
finished high school. This notion that education is worst today
than it used be is just not so. Now, only tour of us in. that
class finished.
I never had a lab science in high school. My
children are getting, today in high school math and science,
courses that I never had in college.
I think there's another side. Maybe education hasn't
changed as fast as it ought to, but there is no comparison
between the quality of education my children are getting today
and What I got during the 1940s and early 1950s.
There is no
comparison.
It is far better today.
Now there are a lot of problems today. Education is not
what we'd have it to be, but it's a hell of a lot better than it
used to be.
MR. BUSHNELL:
I'm Dave Bushnell, of the George Mason University.
I was impressed by the speaker's comments on the aging work
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force.

One of the issues that I see coming up for the next few
year as the war baby boom bulge moves into the most productive
period of their career--35 to 45--is a crunch on promotional
opportunities.
My question, I guess, for the panel is, what might we in
educational circles do to. help those people Who are not going to
be able to move up to higher level job responsibilities, one,
recognize that fact and two, perhaps'find other ways to satisfy
whatever their aspirations are.
I think it is part of our work
ethic that people should have the right to take on larger and
larger responsibilities.

That's probably not going to be happening in the next 15 to
20 years and, Mr. Puleo mentioned urban guerrilla warfare, I
think there's going to be internecine warefare within organizations unless we learn how to cope with this unrealizable aspiration.

Thank you very much.
MR. BROUSSARD:
from the panel?

Reactions and responses

.MS. LERNER: Well, there's a pyramid situation in every hierarchical work force.
The Japanese example, which we are always given

as being so wonderful, incorporates certain psychological aspects
where the worker is sort of given the impresSion from the outset
that he's really part of the team.
That it is a team activity
that is going on and as a result he enjoys a certain amount of
psychic income, which isn't money, but it is income of a sort.
He is also guaranteed a job, a lifetime job. Of course he
doesn't have the mobility of going from job, to job, so there are
certain cultural aspects of this..
I don't know what the answer is beyond sort of approximations to answers that industry is making, such as the development
of quality circles, so that the worker identifies himself with
It is, not an
It is his product.
the job that is being done.
anonymous product.

One of the ideas I put forward to the construction industry
was that if a construction worker stays on the job from the day
the job starts to the day it should end, his name will appear on
a plaque in the lobby as one of the people who constructed that
That's psychic income; that's not money income.
building.
I don't know how--that's a very serious political problem,
because people act out their economic unhappiness in the poliI think that is one of those
tical arena in the United States.
questions that will have to be addressed, that people will have
I don't think there are any easy
to spend time thinking about.
answers.
MR. BROUSSARD:

Matthew?
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MR. PULEO:
Sue mentioned earlier, I didn't know. I was poor until
someone told me I was poor. I think the same thing exists with
people who want to get ahead. Very often they feel they don't
get ahead because we've told them they don't get ahead. Why is
it required that getting ahead is getting a promotion in an
organization.
I know we build hierarchies in organizations and,
based upon a model where we could assume what interest rates were
going to be and predict economic growth, et cetera, we could set
up a system.
That doesn't exist any longer.

Fortunately--now I am going to say optimistic -- fortunately,
the majority of the work force does not need to feel that they
are getting a promotion.
People can respond and do respond to
in
y types ot rewards in the work place. There are people who
wiat to get involved in their work and want to improve their
skills.

How many of you have known people that refused a promotion
because they really like the work they are doing and they really
want to get into it. Ten years ago, people were raising their
hands; ten years ago, somebody might have said you have no
Today we are beginning to realize that there is an
initiative.
initiative, that they want to become a better teacher, they want
to become a better protessional.
There are people that, as long as they are making enough
money to keep up with the way they want to live, that's fine,
they are satisfied, because they'll use their creative abilities
outside of the work place and that is perfectly acceptable to
them.
So, maybe we should stop selling people the idea that, if
you don't get a promotion and you don't get ahead, you are not
succeeding.
You can succeed_in_many ways in our society today.
MS. KYI:

Could I respond to that? I think what the questioner
really expresses is a sort of cultural notion, too, the sort of
competitive sense that you are expected to get ahead, and that is'
not necessarily a value that everyone in America holds.
There is
also the communal sense, the sharing sense, and I think that as a
Nalue of the future you will be seeing that more and more.
So, I
think your assumptions about the'competitive value being the kind
of value that will motivate may not necessarily be correct.
MR. BROUSSARD:

Bob./

DR. TAYLOR:
I may be saying the same thing in different words.
I think that part ot it lies in attitude and the way in which we
approach these things and the manner in which we set up various
reward systems.
I think the problem is not only going to be
accentuated by the age cohort, but may also be further intensified by automation and the need for the kind of supervisory
personnel and ratios that go with that.
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It seems to me that the job redesign and the manner in which
we organize to carry out work is a very important, part in that we
can think in terms of job rotation, enridhment., I visited an
experimental program at the Ford plant in Cologne, Germany, where
their apprentice program no longer was on the line but it was a
work team.
They had multi-year apprentices in there at various
levels; it was a team effort. They had gone from pseudo-work to
meaningful projects.
People identified with the final product.
There are a number. of things that I think could be done in that
regard.

MR. BROUSSARD:

Ralph?

MR. DOSHER:
I won't pass any judgment on culture or anything
like that, but I can relate some experience we've had in industry.
What's happened is that the "trickle-down" theory has
worked. We have. found that people who don't--and this is particularly true in large companies, and I guess that's where most
middle managers are--achieve their goals, or don't achieve a
level they want to get to, or don't achieve a.certain type of
job, will move off to another company where they can get'it.
Usually.that's a smaller company where they have a better chance
of competing. :Or they will simply go off and go in business for
themselves.

If you look in the high tech. industry, a much larger percen.tage of the people who go Off and start these new high tech companies are people who left because they were frustrated middle
managers, not because they were technical geniuses.

What is happening, you're raising the quality of the people
who are running the small businesses and raising the quality of
the people who run their own business.
This is simply because'
they have been moving out ot jobs in the larger companies where
they couldn't compete.
Thus you are upgrading small businesseS.
MR. MATTHEWS: Could I make a. comment? I'm Howard Matthews.
I
can't help but observe that what we have been talking about here
is the function of the work ethic in the value system of people
and we are sort of talking about the work ethic .as a static ethic
that puts work, leisure, reward, in some linear sequence, when
our credit card culture sort ot tells people that that sequence
is reversed and we enjoy first and pay later; so work for lots of
people is psychologically a .punishment for having done so. Or,
it may mean, as you%ve already suggested, lots and lots of
people, more and more people, no longer have to work in the
paycheck sense, in order to enjoy leisure.
MR. BROUSSARD:
question.

Any comments from the panel?
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If not, the next

MR. PENROD:
I'm Walt Penrod from Indiena and I would like the
speaker or the panel to comment on regi.mal changes.
In Indiana,
as a part of the Midwest, we have a number of the college graduates leaving the state, going to the Silicon Valley, Texas, a
number of the other high tech areas, and yet the vocational
education graduate tends to find himself employed in a near-term
environment for his location.

Now, one of the comments has been made that entrepreneurship
in vocational education will help to stimulate employment in that
area.
Are there other things that vocational education can do to
stem the tide and increase the development of regional parts of
the country in terms of this demographic flow of the high talent
to certain locations of the country?
MS. LERNER:
There is a very interesting paper which is called
"The Nine Nations." It is actually a book, written by a reporter
at the Washington Post who manned the national
:sk, and he would
have reporters call in from all over the nation and he realized
over a period of time that when a reporter called in from a particular spot he would describe it, regionally, as almost a nation
by itself in that area. The North American continent and Mexico,
part of Mexico, is sort of divided into nine nations that have
almoSt regional integrity, .in each of the regions.

Every governor's office, I believe 'now, every governor's
office, has a planning function, an economic planning function,
and the governors are becoming more and more regionally
oriented.
Business also is becoming regionally oriented and it might be
valuable to develop a pilot effort in a region which would include the governor's offices that are concerned with economic
development and vocational opportunity, the vocational educators
in that region, and the employers in that region, to develop a
plan for the region that would take advantage of the indige' Is
resources of that region. That is one way of approaching a
response to that kind of concern.

MR. BROUSSARD:
I think that certainly is a real concern.
go to the next question.

Let's

MR. DOSHER: Could I respond to what Sue said there? I think if
you look at North and South Carolina, you'll find a perfect model
for just what you're talking about.
The vocational schools there
have dbne an outstanding job in providing the leadership.
In
other words, the governor's office and the vocational schools
have gotten together and are really making changes.
MR. BRADEN:
Paul Braden from the Department of Commerce.
I
think that's a strategic place for me to try to make my comment
because the Department of Canmerce itself, Bob Taylor and some
others know that I have been trying to get them here at the
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Department to be more concerned about human resources development.

Recently, they've kind of become a little less rigid in
their approach to the Nation's business health by adopting four
strategic objectives, it you will, for helping the economy. One
of them is human resources development, so we finally achieved
that; regulatory efficiency; information improvement--you remember your comments, Sue, about the Census Department, which is one
of our 20, 21 ditterent bureaus that we have here, 36,000 employees; capital formation and technological leadership.
Now I think more and more at the Department of Commerce, the
Secretary will become someone who's pulling those tive levers, no
mattet where it might take us.
For example, when you're talking
abOut capital formation, you are automatically over with Regan in
the'pepartment of the Treasury.
It you are talking about regulatory efficiency, you are over at EPA.
It you are talking about reducing barriers to organizational
efficiency with business, you.find yourself working on anti-trust
legislation.
So we are over at the Justice Department. More and
more, and I think ft is encouraging, we are seeing at least some
of the tederal agencies begin to get rid ot this business that
all human resources development has to be over the Department of
Education or over at the Department of Labor,' which are both, by
the way, supply-side-oriented departments. We are very demandside-oriented .Ln that the business ccmmunity is really our prime
client.

In that regard, my advice would be, why doesn't vocational
.education begin to think more about restrucring and redesigning
,the ways that they produce their products.
In that regard, it
would occur to me that one ought to look at more of the technology, for example, that Dr. Merrifield was talking about this
morning.
The laser disk, for example, can hold 54,000 images.
The other day I looked at a demonstration of all Vincent Van
Gogh1§,paintings in both still form and also scenes from Europe
where Vincent painted this and he did that and so forth, all
nicely narrarated. With a microcomputer, I could go back and
say, yes, but let me go back to a certain spot and see what he
did there, and 1 can,go back to the French village or the Netherlands, or wherever these things were painted.
Now, that took a lot money to produce, but I think that Bob
Taylor and others could orchestrate in various subject matter
areas a set of these'kinds of disks that would bring, first of
all, a great deal of competency to the teaching, because you
would be getting the very, very best, on Vincent Van Gogh.
It
would also bring flexibility, because you can interact--we call
it
,Leractive video disk--with any part of the ,subject matter
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that you care to interact with. You can interact with it
wherever you want to interact with it, at home, at school, at
work, or Whatever.

What the Commerce Department, vta Merrifield, is trying to
bring is, let's look at that among types of technology to see. it
we can't tree-up vocational education to use some of that for the
teaching and let some of the staff begin to deal with economic
development problems, more outreach, getting out with.the employers, getting sensitive to what the needs are, dealing with the
governors' economic development planning units, which incidently
we funded all 50 states to do that economic development planning,
but a lot of them we couldn't really get into the vocational education enough because that takes a long time.
I've been working for three years to even get the Commerce
Department to get into human resources development explicitly.
It takes so damned long to get these things to happen.
That would be the q4estion that I would ask, then. Why
can't we think redesign WI:thin vocational education to look outward more, just as Commerce hab had to look outward beyond its
own little.20 agencies and folks.
MR. 'ROUSSARD:

.

Bob/

DR. TAYLOR: As I understood the question, it kind of dealt with,
how can we provide opportunities at home for our citizens to
develop a competitive advantage over neighboring countries and
others in international trade.

I think vocational education can be a part of that, but
obviously it has to team up with a number of other areas. That
relates to the point I was trying to make in my comment; that is,
the need to try to get some coherence and consistency across
various policy domains and to get them working together, whether
it be industrial policy, or policies relating to savings, capital
formation, research, and technology.
For example, Ohio has what
they call OTTO, Ohio Technology Transfer. We have a network of
21 postsecondary institutions that are headquartered at Ohio
State, that are systematically attempting to move the technology
of big business out into the field et small businesses in much
the same way that we've moved the technology of agriculture over
the years from the experimental station through the county agent
system.

As I understand it, the Northeast is kind of casting itself
as the brainpower section--research universities, high concentration of educational institutions--so it's looking for that competitive advantage, whether it ties to geography or soil, or
weather or climate or tourism or whatever; it's that analysis and
then putting it all together.
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MR. BROUSSARD:
Thank you very much,/ Bob..
for one more question.

I think we have time

I don't think we should take too lightly the fact
MR. LESSER:
that States are in competition with one another to attract business.
Who pays for the training States provide private business?
Who benefits? Businesses go into States for various reasons.
How do we make business stay, as well as attract new ones.
I would like to comment on the last two questions.
Vocational education is not too well understood. Governors and
their associates work at higher levels and don't realize how
vocational education supplies workers.
...trained or beginning
to be trained in the higher levels of education but not in vocational education.,, They suffer from having credentialed teachers
in this area.
MS. 'KYI:,

The other thing that I just want to comment on is that in
our Lechnology 'impact series, we have found that according to
surveys, and one in specific, I think, by Stanford Rcsearch Institute, says that really what employers look for is the availability of trained workers, above land, above taxes, abuve all
those other qualities, trained workers in a place will encourage
them to move there.
MR. BROUSSARD:

Thank you very much for your comments.

I think we've reached the hour and would express my personal
thanks to the members of the panel and to our presenter, Sue, for
doing just an outstanding job. At this time I will turn the
meeting over back to the chairperson, Dr. Fellendorf.
MR. FELLENDORF: The only concluding observation I, have is that
We are ,scheduled to meet again at
we will adjourn for the day.
9:00 tomorrow morning for another presenter and panel, on trends
and changes in the economy, during the remainder of the century.

Naturally, all of these topics are not mutually exclusive.
We've been talking about the economy when we've been talking
about social issues and when we've been talking about government
issues, but tomorrow we are going to focus specifically on that,
and then have a sort of a roundtable wrap-up which we hope will
bring together, for the benefit of each one of us individually
and for the tour organizations that have joined together to
sponsor this meeting, some specific suggestions which hopefully
each one of us can put into our mandated recommendations and to
Congress to the President.

We'd like to have each one of you here ibr that and to share
So, we are
in it and to let us hear your ideas as you hear ours.
adjourned for today and we will meet together here at 9:00.
(Adjournment for the Day)
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MORNING SESSION
March 16, 1984

Yesterday, we had a very interesting and
MR. FELLENDORF:
thought-provoking two sessions on the gbvernmental changes and
trends and on social changes and trends, and how they might
impact upon vocational education. This morning we are going to
address the topic of economical changes, changes in the economy
during the' remainder of this century and the impact, the potential impact, upon vocational training and education.
Before I introduce Jean Hanson, who will chair this session,
I'd like.to call your attention to the fact of. two gentlemen who
have worked very hard to make this conference the success that it
apparently is and who will continue to. work on the wrap-up proceedings after it's through. This is Morgan Lewis and Ned Collum
from the National Center at Ohio State and I'd like to ask them
to stand and be identified so that we could acknowledge their
support.
Jean Hanson is a member of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education and is one of the first female vocational
administrators in Minnesota. Jean served as a di recto.: of a 13She has an earned Ph.D in Vocational
school vocational district.
Education and is a past president of the American Vocational
For over half the States of this country, she has
Association.
consulted on vocational. issues and led activities, both National
It is with .a
and State, with respect to vocational education.
great deal of pleasure that I introducel.Dr. Jean Hanson, who
will chair this session, introduce the presenter, and coordinate
Jean?
the panel discussion.
Thank you, George, good morning. It is my pleaDR. HANSON:
sure at this time to introduce to you our panelists and, following the speaker, each one of our panelists will make a short
presentation to you and then we will go through interchange sessions much as we did yesterday.
I'm w:'ry pleased to be able to introduce the fine group of
panelists that we do have today and I think that they will bring
a very diverse background to our deliberations.

First, we have Dennis Bowden, who is Coordinator of Technical Training at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California, where he minages technical training programs and interHe has also developed training
acts with community colleges.
programs for industry including H.J. Heinz, Safewy, and Peter:vine Truck Manufacturers.

Our next panelist is Douglas Ramsey. He's on'Business Times
and I did tell him that I specifically watched the program - -after
I saw his resume--on television And he formerly served with
Newsweek and with the Economist in London, as a journalist.
He
has spent over 10 distingushed years, we found in his resume, in
international economics and business journalism.

Our third panelist is Gail Schwartz, who is the President of
Garfield Schwartz Associates which is a: Washington consulting
firm specializing in problems caused by structural changes in the
economy.
She has provided policy analysis for the White House,
Congress, and the Department Dt Housing. and Urban Development.
Our tourth panelist is Francis Tuttle, who is now the Dean
of Vocational Directors; he is the Director of Vocational Education in Oklahoma and at this time has the longest tenure of any
of the directors of vocational education. He has done some very
tine things in vocational education and in his state has a numbet
of exemplary programs.
I'd like to recognize our panelists at this time.

Our.speaker is William MacKinnon, who is the vice president
in charge of the Personnel Administration and Development Staff
for General Motors.
He originally joined General Motors as a
member of the financial staft in New York City and was transferred to Detroit with the personnel administration and development
staff.
Since that time he has become a vice president of General
Motors.
His education includes a Masters Degree from Harvard
I'm sure that you
Graduate School of Business Administration.
are going to enjoy hearing from him this morning as much as I did
visiting with'him earlier. Bill?.
Jean, thank you very much, and good morning all
MR. MACKINNON:
of you.
On behal,t of Jim McDonald, who is President of General
Motors, I want to thank you tor inviting our company, General
Motors, to'be a contributor to this conference. Jim regrets that
prior commitments kept him from being here but it is my privilege
to do what I know he would have done and that is to sketch for
you a picture ot the unprecedented changes and new' directions
taking place in our organization. Because my area of responsibility is personnel administration and development at GM, I have
a special interest in emphasizing the human resource implications.
ot these changes.
Like many of you, I'm sure, when we consider that we. are
deal tnq with the remainder of this century, tt-7e is a natural
temptation to crystal --ball it just a bit.
I'm estrained by the
realization that, when it comes to forecasting, those who live by
the crystal bail must be prepared occasionally to eat ground
I am going to do my beat to stick to the facts and to the
glass.
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business I know best, that is, General Motors, it's people and
transportation.
At the outset, let me say that we certainly agree with Jim
Grittith's hypothesis for developing this conference, that there
are trends that will cause vast changes in organizations, international competition, methods of production, and so forth.
Your
instinct to invite General MOtors on this hypothesis was, I
think, correct.

As I indicated, the thrust of my remarks will simply be to
,describe the sweeping change taking place at General Motors and
then draw some general conclusions about our human skill requirements.
I presume this kind of hard information about the work
place will be helpful in the needs assessment process and may
lead to recommendations about vocational education.
I think it's appropriate to begin by discussing the driving
forces behind the series of changes for us at General Motors and
to some degree others in the automobile industry.
In a sense,
the desire to survive, to stay in business, and to climb back to
a healthy level of profitability, might pretty well sum up these
driving forces.

That also would be a simplistic explanation. I'feel a more
comprehensive perspective comes from viewing these forces as the
need to be more competitive and to internationalize our business.
These twin pressures became rather acutely painful for us during
the mid-1970s, even though we had been an international firm
almost from our beginning 75 years ago, and even though we always
saw ourselves as top competitors.
The first major challenge tor us was oil. The shock of the
oil embargo caused the sale of our large model cars to tall
sharply, and we couldn't produce enough of the few small and midsized models that we had in the line-up to satisfy that demand.
This, in turn, opened the domestic market to a flood of fuelefficient smaller cars from abroad.
The new energy realities accelerated the down-sizing of virtually all of our models, and the aggressive practices of the
import manufactures triggered several additional challenges. To
our dismay, they demonstrated that they could produce and ship
small vehicles to our shores at cost tar below ours, with product
quality that in many instances was remarkably good.
It we wanted
to stay in the small car business, we knew we eventually must
lower our production costs and take the lead in product quality.
Then, in addition to some very difficult business decisions
to be made from the North American market, we had to take some
decisive steps in our international business. To give you some
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feel for what was going on in the international part of our business that is outside of North America, by the late 1970s this
part ot General Motors business, not Chevrolet, was our largest
division with nearly 200,000 employees Outside ot North America.
Chevrolet, just one of our 30-or-so U.S.-based divisions, was, in
turn, almost as large as Ford Motor Company's entire U.S. operations.

Despite its size, however,, what GM then called its Overseas
Operations Division was something ot a ditterent world, both
geographically, organizationally, and therefore, I guess, menHaving worked near this Manhattan-based division for ten
tally.
years while with GM's New York Treasurer's Office, I would say'
tnat the twain met occasionally at the top levels but otherwise
operated virtually as two separate businesses--overseas and North
America.

By 1978, much of that had changed and what I call the true
internationalization of General Motors began, not because ofJapanese or German incursions, but largely because of an awareness that there had been a long -term trend of slow, but steady
growth in the vehicle market overseas. We definitely were misThat was an awareness Wilicht.
sing opportunities .to grow with it.
to understate it a bit, stimulated our competitive urges
What was done to address this problem was a series of steps
that I view as perhaps the most. far - reacting of all our organizctional changes. .First, we detached responsiblIity for the
international component plants from the overseas division and
lodged them organizationally with the U.S. component divisions

having similar product lines--things like bateries, casting,
electronic equipment, things of that sort.
The overseas division was left largely with the vehicle
business, and now for the first time many of the U.S. component
di 'clone focused on business lite outside their homeareas.of
This has
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan an6 western New York State.
brought about a near revolution in the perspective ot GM people
in places such as Saginaw and Flint, Michigan; Dayton, ailio;
Anderson, Kokomo and Indianapolis, Indiana.
Next we decided in 19)8 to internationalize the company by
moving the overseas division's 1,000-person headquarters six
midhundred Miles inland from New York to Detroit. Then
stream we abolished the divisions merged headquarters functions
into the counterpart corporatestatts in Detroit and'elevated the
operation trom divisional to group stctus, with the former vicepresident and general manager,of the old division being elevated
to a group vice-president on a par with the person responsible
for running the North American car division.
Now for the first time his lieutenants, the managing directors ot huge vehicle operations such as Opel in Germany, Vauxhall
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in the United Kingdom, and Holden's in Australia, had become corporate officers and the peers of the vice presidents and general
managers running Chevrolet, Buick, Pontiac, Oldsmobile and
Cadillac,

What these moves accomplished was to signal to the organization it not the outside world, the importance of our international business with seven corporate vice-presidents so engaged
where formerly there had been only one officer so assigned, and
by virtue of the move to Detroit, brought the U.S. divisions
physically and mentally closer to the internationalists and vice
versa.

Beset with all of these challenges and aware that we were
beginning to move in some new and perhaps perilous directions,
General Motors telt this added up to a need to reassess and
redefine our goals and our priorities. That's when we began some
serious strategic business planning.
First, to compete in an energy-conscious world that needed
more small cars, we borrowed a record .$600 million in one fell
swoop in 1975 to pay for a product program that would begin to
down-size our cars domeStically.
The second step in that program came in 1980 as we. initiated
a $40 billion capital program to give us new, more efficient and
flexible production facilities here and abroad.

This ambitious commitment, a spendin rate of nearly '$1 million an hour, day and night, over the entire five-year period
1980-1984, was made in the teeth of a deepening recession and
The $40
called for raising of these funds out of car sales.
billion would be equivalent to a stack of $10,000-bills higher
than the Washington Monument.
.

I might add that in 1980 GM sustained also its first fullyear loss since 1921--more than $700 million. We made money all
during the Great Depression of the 1930s.
While most
The work has progressed pretty much on schedule.
of the investment was in the United States, $8 billion of the $40
billion also expanded our production, capabilities in Europe and
A part of our emergAng strategic vision and runLatin America.
ning parallel with all of this ch -,ge, was a massive number of
organizational shifts. The objective of these was either to get
us out of activities that no longer seemed viable for us, or to
just conmake operations more efficient through realignment.
sider that all the following have occurred in the last five years
in addition to what I've already described.

First, in 1979, there was the sale of the Frigidaire Division to White Consolidated Industries. Then the sale of TEREX,
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our earth moving equipment division, to IBH, a German firm; the
merger ot Rochester Products Division and Diesel Equipment Division; the merger of Harrison Radiator Division and.Delco'Air
Conditioning Division; the movement ot GMAC, our finance company
and the world's largest such operation to Detroit from New York;
the voluntary' spinoff ot our wholly-owned engineering college,
General Motors Institute; the rationalization of our commercial
vehicLe business and the creation of a new Truck and Bus Group
out ot existing parts of the business in several countries; the
transfer ot transmission and metal casting plants from Chevrolet
Division to the Hydramatic and Central Foundry Divisions; the
sale ot our Clark Township, New Jersey, New Departure-Hyatt
Bearings plant to a group of our own employees; and the total
reorganization of our corporate Engineering and Manufacturing
Staffs.

In the midst of that, back in 1982, we launched the most
extensive review of GM's organizational structure since Alfred P.
Sloan, Jr., created his'celebrated design ot the organization in
the early 1920s.

Among other things, that study resulted in the most recent
organizational shitt, announced on January 10th of this year, the
much-publicized regrulping ot our car, body and assembly divisions, into two autonomous groups, one that will engineer and
produce smaller .:ars.and another group to do likewise for the
Both groups, or more accurately, their dealers,
larger cars.
will sell and market the products of the other group as well as
of their own.
It is interesting to me that many of the key executives. in
this new organization have international backgrounds and advanced
degrees as in the case, for example, of John Grettenberger, the
new vice-president and general manager ot Cadillac, who has
worked at our affiliates in both Japan and Germany, as well as at
Oldsmobile in the State of Michigan.

Also, joint ventures have been undertaken by General Motors
in Egypt, Tunisia, and elr :where while buying a minority share in
Suzuki, forming a U.S.-based robotics joint venture with Fujitsu
Fanuc, and creating the now-famous joint venture with Toyota to
assemble a small car in Fremont, Calitornia.
Another product ot our strategic planning was the development of a new mission statement for general Motors--we never had
one before- -and a set ot guiding principles to' clarify what we,
as an employee group, stand for and how we intend to accomplish.
our mission.
To underscore just a few of these principles that demonstrate new resolves, there's a commitment to excellence in all
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that we do; a commitment to sustain growth for a leading role in
the world economy; agressively seeking new opportunity es and
business ventures that match our skills and capabilities, giving
each employee the opportunity, environment and incentive to promote maximum participation in meeting our collective goals; high
technology in manufacturing and cost competitiveness in each
manufacturing unit.
That brings us up to the present. Now, to be sure, that is
a lot of history in a short period. All too often .the U.S. auto
industry is held up by its critics as arrogant, provincial and
unresponsive to change.
I don't know what the sum and substance
of all these changes look like to people outside of General
Motors, but on the inside, veteran employees and executives have
witnessed and been a party to a quantity and quality of change
that many never dreamed possible in so short a time, and there's
more to come.
At this point, I .want to narrow my focus a bit and talk
about specific directions we're taking that relate to changes in
the workplace, in the work force and its emerging skill require-.
ments.

The first of these is the overall promotion of the quality ethic and the all-out drive to lead in product quality.
At
General Motors today we have a strategic vision of what we are
shooting for in product quality, and that vision is simply to
after world-class quality in every market segment.
By worldclass we mean parity with or superiority over the best in the
field, product.for product.
A corporate-wide quality i ,rovement plan is now being
implemented, concentrating on ei,it areas; these are: top management involvement; management communications; cost of quality
information systems; corporate-wide training; performance standards systems;,employee participation; early product development
processes; and consumer satisfaction systems.
We are absolutely convinced that eventual success depends
heavily on our people. Studies make it clear that willing
employees who are trained and trusted can create a competitive
edge in every quality ettort, no matter what the product or its
location.
Thus tar we've trained more than 30,000 General Moto'rs
workers in statistical process control techniques and we know we
have much further togo. Quality expert Phil Crosby has pointed
out that people perform to the standards of theirjeaders
If
management thinks that people don't care, its likely that people
won't care. Our managemept, led by President Jim McDonald, has
taken some bold steps to assure top vehicle quality for customers, demonstrating to employee', at the same time, that we do
care.
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In the summer of 1981 the plants producing the new J-cars
were instructed to start production slowly and not release cars
to dealers until they had reached high quality. That's exactly
what they did and that sent signals through the organization,
including the dealer organization, in a way that had never been
done before.
In an even more dramatic move, the introduction of the 1983
Corvette was delayed for months until all requirements for top
quality were met.
In fact, there never was a 1983 Corvette since
the new model was introduced with great acclaim, I might add, as
in 1984; quite a risk, quite a lot of pressure, since the 1983.
model was to have been the 30th anniversary of the advent of that
car.

More recently, the introduction of our 1984 front-wheeldrive Buick Electra, Oldsmobile 98 and Cadillac DeVille models
has been delayed since last Fall, delayed by management decision
because we were not satisfied that those cars then met. all our
quality expectations.
Due to these quality standards, the two
new assembly plants where these cars are built, each one of which
has 7 acres under one roof, and each costing 600.million to
build, have been'sitting largely idle. Our management has simply
decided that we are not going to build and sell cars that don't
meet our expectations for quality. The new introduction date for
these models is April 5th. They're going to come out as '85
models'and, having seen and driven them, I can personally assure
you that they're terrific. Through a culturalchange, backed by
heavy investments, we think we are paying the dues necessary to
assure world-class quality.
Moving to another significant direction, we found over the
years that improvement in the quality of work life of employees
produces pOsitive results in virtually every area of performance,
including the quality of the product.
While management and
employee efforts to improve the quality of work life of employees
and improve relations with the unions go back more than ten years
at General Motors, we've stepped up the pace of these efforts in
recent years and we are committed to stimulating greater employee
participation.
In some of our new plants, for example, as well as in some
of the redesigned old ones, the entire work process has been
designed with greater employee involvement and responsibility in
mind.
Joint union and management committees are overseeing a
wide range of participative\activities, from the design of employee work stations and prOduction systems in some instances, to
providing kor retraining and 'reemployment of displaced workers.

It there is one new work pattern emerging from the heart of
these efforts, it is the team concept. The self-managing, or
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autonomous work team, is coming to the fore increasingly in our
new and our redesigned production operations. A similar team.
approach is seen in the hundreds of employee participation groups
that meet regularly to solve product and process problems in the
work place.
But greater employee participation does not come naturally,
nor without training that will give people skills for ettective
interaction. Virtually all employee participation groups start
with formal coordinator, leader, and member training that focuses
on interpersonal and problem solving skills.
Looking now at a third major direction, General Motors is
making determined et forts to apply the highest technology to improve product quality and our own productivity. Many new manutacturing and assembly techniques, such as robotics, lasers,
statistical process controls, just-in-time inventory control, are,
helping to improve quality and reduce costs. Through heavy
financial 'investment and stimulating employees' creative impulses, we want to be world leaders in technology.
We already
have a very good base in the automobile business, one that we, may
be able to use as a springboard into nonautomative business ventures of the tuture.
Incidently, it has gone unnoticed, I think, by nearly everybody, but General Motors is now the world's largest manufacturer
of computers, the kind we call control computers.
Every GM car
has at least one of them on-board.

One ot the obvious implications of this trena is that virtually all employees and managers will be working with more technology than ever before.
The more they know about technology and
are comfortable with it, the more productive and valuable they
are going to be.
An additional goal we are pursuing vigorously is to learn
how to build sub-compact cars in this country on a cost-competitive basis. We are moving ahead on two fronts in order to pro vide a breakthrough against the substantial cost advantage in
Small cars now enjoyed by many of the Japanese manufacturers.
One is a project which we call Saturn, in which we are investigating any and all techniques to bring about a new family of
sub - compacts.
The other is a joint venture with the Toyota firm
to build small cars for a limited time in one ot our vacant GM
assembly plants in California.
The latter effort with Toyota is only to buy us time to give
our dealers products for the interim and to help us learn from
the joint management effort in that venture. With the Saturn
project, on the other 'hand, we'll use start-to-finish innovation
for achieving integrated design, engineering, manufacturing,
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assembly, materials management, and human relations.
As Saturn's
concepts then spread throughout our entire product line, they'll
help ensure that the American auto industry remains competitive
and is able to provide secure, good-paying American jobs.'
/rhe Saturn development, team was asked to start, in effect,
with a clean 'sheet of paper and is not bound by an introduction
deadline for the small vehicle on which they are working.
I
think it is fascinating as well as, I suppose, symbolic that the
Saturn program manager is in his 40s, has at least two master's
degrees, has worked in engineering and manufacturing assignments
at Chevrolet in this country and at our large Australian affiliate, and was also director of personnel development in my own
statf,'responsible for, among Other things, quality -ot- work -lite
activities, education, and training.

Although it is too early to say, it's anticipated that
workers in the system developed in the Saturn project 1,40.1.1 work
in teams and have responsibility for performing more extthlsive
operations.
This potentially could influence future require-

ments for incoming skill levels and training.
like to turn now to a discussion of a number of approaches in programs at General Motors that have as their objective the improvement of employee quality through recruitment and
selection, through training, and also through retraining and
reemployment, where workers have been displaced.' Perhaps these
as directly as any other indictors have implications for our
tuture skill requirements.
In talking about our new mission statement, I mentioned the
company-wide commitment to excellence in all ,elements of our
product and our business activities.
It is central to all that
we do.But in reality it has been a theme at GM for a number of
years where the selection of people is concerned.
To make sure
that we have excellence in all our activities, we have been
attempting to make sure that as we recruit, select and promote
people, we are getting the quality we need and are paying for it
with our -ery competitive wage and benefits programs.

At the college level, in the late 1970s we redirected our
recruiting 'etforts to broaden our recruiting ba.;;e and at the same
time be more selective of the kinds of training and skills that
are going' to be lisetul to General Motors. The emphasis is on
recruiting at the very best schools and going atter the very top
students.
The same goals are treing pursued in our cooperative
engineering programs.
Aside from campus recruiting, our selection processes, for
hourly-rate and salaried people have also been changing in the
direction of highei'r quality, with a team assessment process being
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utilized increasingly as the way to assure that we are hiring the
best and will have a good match;between the person and the organizatioh doing tqeghiring.
In virtually every plant that GM has opened in the last ten
years the team assessment process has been utilized either partially or exclusively for selecting hourly-rate and salaried employees.
In a tew locations today, hourly-rate employees working
in teams are zesponsible for determining the selectibn criteria
for new members of their own work groups, for conducting assessment interviews with candidates and making the selection
decisions.
Among other things, the assessment process torces the group
to define their requirements and seek them out on a systematic
basis.
We are also requiring that group assessments be utilized
in selecting people for certain higher management positions, and
conducting some performance,appraisals of those people once onboard.

Once people become regular employees, they become eligible
for certain training opportunities, most of which could be viewed
as vocational education in the generic sense. As you may know,
General Motors operates an extensive internal education and
training system. We also offer employees tuition refunds for
job-related, courses and a fellowship program for graduate school.
GM also' supports higher education with scholarships, and grants to
schoors.

I am extremely pleased to report that General Motors has
just formalized its policies and many years of expertence in
employee training and development by adopting a comprehensive
statement of training philosophy.
It was announced in January by
our Executive Committee, the top management group that sets
policy for General Motors. The new philosophy statement establishes policy and is a significant step in our ongoing efforts to
enhance training and development activities in the company.

As minimum training requirements, the new philosophy calls
for training to be applied at five crucial points in a person's
career; these include when a person is hired, when a person takes
on a new job, when job performance requires improvement, and when
new conditions 'require changes in technology, products or procedures.

Ot special significance, I think, is the tact that it
includes training to be offered when a person leaves the organization, through the closing or indetinite suspension of an operation, as a means to help the individual secure employment
readily.

There are a couple of additional.things regarding our internal training system that I think might interest ou. One is the
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increased emphasis on technical tra/ining., In addition to the
technical training ,available to people in their own communities,
we have been adding to the curricula of technical courses that we
otter internally for salaried and hourly-rate employees. For the
most part they are courses that are difficult to find in the community, and /or are specifically related to GM's goals and processes.
For example, there is a blossoming of technical courses
that help reach our goals in quality and reliability.

A fascinating new tool has become available in teaching
technical content, and it is fast becoming the darling of our
employee training activities. We have been installing our own
new computer-aided training system that links. training terminals
in all of the plants, and there are about 150 plants in this
country alone,. to 'a main computer in my staff that contains pro-.
gram hardware.
For the students, it's a lot like playing video
games, I suppose, except that they are training courses.. instead
of games.
Hundreds of individual employees at various locations
will be able to take selected courses simultaneously.
Right now, 94 General Motors locations are using these terminals and more than 12,000 employees have taken courses on them
in a very short period of time. Most of the courses available
thus far are technical, such as robotics, electronics and hydraulics,' and are being taken by our skilled trades employees.
But basic skill courses in the high school GED series are also
availaton it.
We plan to 'continue expanding this economical
and etteLc.ive method of training delivery and management.

Of course, all of this is meant to support GM's goals to
apply the highest technology and produce world-class product'
quality. As we said, well-trained employees are essential to
meeting these goals. However, we discovered, several years ago
that some of ,our plant organizations were not fully capable of
providing for their own technical development. As a result, our
education and training staff launched a technical development
program that is helping each division and plant develop their
resources for designing and carrying out the technical training
they need to meet short- and long-range operating goals. This
also results in some employees being sent to technical programs
in the community.
In addition to these efforts, there are a number of fairly
new and, we think, innovative joint union and management training
activities which have been initiated. They tend to be for three
purposes., To come hourly-rate employees skills for participating
in quality-of-work7lite activities, to address the needs of'displaced people and to give them skills to work with new technology.
The national labor contract negotiated by General Motors
and the UAW in 1982 also provided a source of funding for such
joint programs. Atter GM closed two of its assembly plants in
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California in 1982, due to market conditions in the industry, a
joint reemployment and retraining program that included funds
from this source, along with State and Federal tunds, was put in
place to assist the tormer GM workers. The program involves a

total of '$10 million.

On,the heels of that one, two additional joint programs of a
.similar nature.av:e being developed now in Flint and Pontiac,
Michigan, to assist laid-oft workers in those communities. However, at the Buick Division, or BuiCk City, as we now call it, in
Flint, local management and the union created a somewhat difterent but ettective way to cope .with displacement.
Two years'
ago, they established the Buick Employee Development Center to
help a smaller number of displaced workers to gain new skills.
Today the center, which is in a former Flint high school,.is also
open to employees having .a broad range of needs, from basic
skills to high-tech training.
Now, for the final segment of my remarks, I want to address
briefly the three occupational fields where wei as an organization; seem to interface most' directly and frequently with the
public vocaWnal education system. 'These occupations include
.automotive service technicians, apprentices for the skilled,
trades, and salaried clerical employees.
The firSt of those, the automobile service technicians, are
not General Motors emplwees at all. They number about 90,000
and are employed by the independent dealerships that sell and
service General Motors products; but because they are so important to our goals in quality and customer satisfaction, we need
to consider them as we talk about change and new directions.
General Motors has always provided these dealership employees with new product update training so they Can do a
tirst-rate service job for the customers, the dealers, and us.
This work is carried out by GM's Consumer Relations and Service
Staff, who provide about. 180,000 man-days of training pei year to
the dealer mechanics and other technicians at the 31 GM training
centers across North America.

As product improvements,in safety, emissions, fuel economy,
and performance became more complex, we and the dealers became
concerned about training people for skills that would make Chem
equal to the challenge. The mission to increase their technical
competence was never greater because the pace of technological
change in our products was never greater.
GM's historicaLly good relations with the vocational education schools took a new direction in 1970 as we launced a new
pilot program for dealing with this training dilemma in a new
way. At that time GM started a program called the Automotive
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Service Educational Program, or ASEP, at Delta College near
Midland, Michigan.
This is a two -year' associate degree granting
program for new technicians working on a co-op basis for General
Motors dealers. We donated substantial amounts of equipment to
the school and helped train their instructors on our latest
products.

The experience with the first plaSs was extremely successSince then, the ASEP program has been adopted at 15 additional community colleges near major urban areas and is expected
to be in a total of .25 schools by' the end of this year, and it
won't stop there because our needs and the schools needs don't
stop there.
ful..

I think this is a case of strengthening our relationship
with vocational education by taking advantage of an educational
resource in a community. We think this will turnout to be one
of the most important contributions our company has made to vocational education. This link -up for product-specific training
conceivably could become a model for other manufacturers in other
types of product service.. I think it's worth looking at.

With respect to the training programs for GM's .skAlled
trades'personnell.we currently have about 3,000 apprentice, and
another 5,800 employees in training as a 'feeder system for. a
group of skilled trades journeymen numbering approximately 77,000
in this country alone.
Due to'reduced production levels during
the recession, many of these people were laid (Aft but now most
of them are back to work..

We've always relied heavily on local vocational education
institutions for helping to train this group. We require each
apprentice to take 567 hours of 'related training and each
employee in training to take 270 hours of related coursework.
The local schools have done an outstanding job for General. Motors
over the years.
As a result of the long period of no hiring, the apprentice
program coordinators say they have a backlog of applicants,. but
several things are different about these applicants.
Previously
many apprentices were hired directly. from high school. Now the
average age of applicants is a good deal higher.
They also tend
to have more work experience and technical training.
This is
because our selection point system is weighted to favor those
with work experience and training.
So, while they are waiting
with their names on the applicant list, they tend to take math
and technical courses in the community schools in order to earn
extra selection point 3.

We are looking at an unusual situation to be sure, but,
again, it reflects an increased use of community-based educational institutions to bolster vocational skills.
Many plants
are studying additional ways to utilize these institutions.
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Our third' large occupational group that typically is trained
by the vocational education system includes our clerical and
secretarial employees.
The Principal observation- I'd .make here
would also be fairly obvious in many large organizations. Most
clerical employees are using electronic equipment; notably word
processors, in place of typewriters and calculators. The word
processor manufacturers are making a fortune, I think, at General
Motors.
For us, this came very quickly and we'd have been in
serious trouble to train people on the new equipment had it not
been for good training programs that were. available from the
equipment manufacturers.

Many community schools also offer fine programs in conjunction with the manufacturers. As you may know, the clerical
people most_ in demand now are those who can operate word processors.

We asked some of the people in General Motors who manage the
training activities I described, who interface with the vocational education system, to give us a few of their key thoughts
about that system and about the future. ,Distilled somewhat,. here
are :their observations:
o

We need bright, capable people in our technician
jobs who can read we
reason we
have good
interpersonal skills.
We can't afford any other
kind.

o

We'still have the same old problems; many kids who
don't do well academically are steered by parents
and teachers into w)c'ed programs.
If they take
,easy electives, and-continue to goof off, we end up
with the graduates who can't compete and need
remedial. training.
We should start at the fifth,
six, and seventh grades with vocational awareness
programs .so that the youngsters can set goals, take
the tough courses, do well and be proud of their
career choices.

o

Due to the low birth rate in recent years, the
increased use of robotics in manufacturing, we are
likely to see shortages in some skills and a decline
in others.
People with an electronics background
may he scarce for a while.
We possibly may see
fewer maintenance and repair skills for traditional
sorts of machinery.

o

Manufacturers must donata more of their current
equipment to the schools and help train the teachers
on that equipment.
That's how you get current technology into the schools.
Also, community colleges
and other local institutions have made hig advances

I. 0 0

in vocational education.
High,school.programs now
perform mainly the function of career awareness,
exploration and basic skills training.

That's the summary-of their thinking. It appears we. will
need people with more technical knowledge and interpersonal
skills.
We will also be more selective as we hire, wanting to
get the best quality we can for the limited job openings.

AS to the future in our business, we see a bright one, a
bright one for the automobile. We think 1984 could be the first
10-million-plus car year domestically in tive years. On a trend
basis, consistent growth should result in something like 20 million during the 1990s; At the -..ame time, total tree world sales
could reach almost 40 million units by 1985.. That would be a new
record.
By 1990, tha.: total could hit 45 million units.
I've enjoyed this opportunity to share with you this look at
Last year we at General Motors celebrated our 75th
anniversary as a company. We and the others making automobiles
have been characterized as a smokestack industry, but I.think
that for General Motors and its products we'll see tar more
our .future.

change-in the next 20' years.than we saw in the ..last 75 years.
We'll still see a few smokestacks on the outside, but 'we'll just

have to find a new term to dharacterize what we see going on in a
very rapid had changeful way on.the.inside.
Thank you very much.
MS. HANSON: At this time, I'd like to call on our panelists.
First, Dennis Bowden.
MR. BOWDEN:
Thank you Jean, I have titled my presentation "Time
and Technology Wait for No One." This title is taken from a
recent article in.graphic arts publication called "Pending
Impressions" by Fred Philips.
The new technologies not only
effect traditional crafts and trade, but also cause changes in
all vocations.
My colleagues and I in corporate training have
been involved
the technical education process, and.we feel
that the traditional education processes are constantly playing
catch-up ball when it comes to meeting the needs of a modern work
force.
This "training-lag" as I call it, is one topic that I
hope.this conference, and other like it in the future, will
address.

I would like to add a personal note.
I have a common thread
with any of you here regarding vocations and education.
I
worked by way through college. and supported my wife and two
children, at the time, by working in a vocational trade.
Upon
graduation, I went into the teaching profession as a high school
science teacher.
I then made the shift into corporate training,
at a research and development laboratory. There tore, I feel that
I have a "toot" in each of the camps; one in the traditional
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education process and one in the traditional vocational process._
Even though I am no longer employed by the public educational
system, I still work with school boards and with local trade
advisory councils.
1 find many ot them to be very responsive and
other boards to be very' resistant to change.
Sometimes they .want
to change for the better, but they Lack direction and perhaps are
afraid ot making the needed types of chang0 or adjustments.

There is a diverse group here at this conference; it is
impossible to deal '.pith each one of your special interests, but I
brought some figures which relate to the vocational job market,
with which we all are involved.
I work for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, which is a high technology research and
development facility. At the Lab, the skilled craftsmen, tradespersons, and even unskilled support workers are in a very healthy
occupational situation for the remainder of this century.
The
tigures that I am sharing with you begin with the top of our
worki3rce.
For every tour Ph.D. physicists hired, 19 engineers
are added to the staft.i For each of those four Ph.D. Physicists,
125 technicians and craftsmen are needed to support them on their
research projects.
Another group of 20U administrative people is
also needed to support those previously mentioned.
Jobs for
qualified support people in the high technology research and
development areas will always be available. I would like to
briefly respond to three items at the request of Dr. Talph
Bregman.
The first of them is the employment needs and kinds of
skills ot people that we are presently hiring.
In other words,
we are An end-user in this process of people that you, as educators, help to produce. We hire pepople who can qualify for
security clearance; beyond that, we recruit employees from all
occupations and at all levels of educational backgrounds,. Being
that my emplpyer is involved in technical research, the majority
of jobs tends to be in the technical engineering areas.
That
brings me to my second point: my own perspective on retraining.
The surge of new technical information makes necessary not only
training of untrained employees, but' also retraining of currently
hired employees.
This is done both in-house and in conjunction
with the local college and university systems.
From this time
on you will see many occcuaptions changing so rapidly that they
will require constant updating and sometimes retraining.
The third topic addresses Bill's statement and observations
regarding the future 'workforce, which I will comment on in the
remainder of my remarks.
First of all, let me mention the Lab's
employment needs of the future. Even though it' is the largest
computing center in the world, the vast majority of its craftsmen
and technicians .are not computer programmers, and I predict that
for the remainder of this century, the majority of them will
still not be computer programmers. However, a large percentage
ot them will become computer ursers, or rather, before you misunderstand my remarks, almost every one of them will, be, shall I
say, electronic users.
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the present industrial environment, a renewed need for
If
unders anding-ot electronic 'rocess controllers is arising.
people do not use them directly in their jobs, they will probably
help
indirectly, such as under the hood of their CFuse th
he
I
had
a
laborer
tell
me
recently
them 'drive to work.
could ot figure out how digging a trench was going to be affected by the electronic industry, but when the new backhoe came in,
it had a digital read-out on the dashboard. It tend him the
extens on. of the boom, the weight 'of material in the bucket.
This i but one illustration of how the electronics age is moving
into a l facets of life and work ,and is no longer restricted just
to com uter programmers. Computer literacy may not be absolutely
necess ry in all professions, but electronic awareness or what I
call enhanced digital awareness, is something everyone needs.
Even my three-year-old daughter punches the digital tuner on the
Microwave ovens now
TV and turn it to the educational channels.
have electronic tuners, and high voltage electricians who previ.ouslyused volt ohm meters, now use digital readouts and printI

'

'

outs ;,On every one of them.

In the professional world, electronic technology can lead to
In my area, there are a lot of
shifts in vocational territory.
The mechemergency diesel generators in case of power failure.
anical.governors of these diesel generators are being replaced by
electronic governors. -These require an electrician's skill to
All ot a sudden, an electrician must be brought into
repair.
what had tormerly been a mechanics's territory. As far as mechinicat generators ire concerned, couldn't the mechanic be upgraded into the' digital electronic's area? Presently, I have two
employees'attending school in Ft. Collins, 'Colorado--a high
voltage electrician and a maintenace mechanic. They go together
in order to work better as a corporate electrical mechanical
Thus, educational training, in all fields, must be updated
team.
to handle the increasing demands made by a more sophisticated
electronic technology.
At-this point I would like to address something that is
important to all of us involved in a corporate hiring picture.
The people that we are looking at to hire often are lacking in
math skills--absolutely lacking. They may not need to know trigonometry, but they do need to know. basic skills, such as perAlso,
cents, fractions, decimals and ratio and proportions.
We
have
found
ourselves
developing
writing skills are atrocious.
not only technical training programs to keep up with the new
technologies, but we also have to invent in-house corporate writing courses. We who are involved in the techniCal/vocational
areas even must develop or purchass some communications skills
programs. Math and writing skills, .as well as other basic communication skills must be acquired to enable people to keep up
with the electronic or enhanced digital awareness era.

.

In addition, this new technology is producing jargon that
did not previously exist. A few of the new words have become
commonplace in our language: JEEP, which stands for general all
purpose vehicle; SCUBA, which is an acronym for self-contained
underwater breathing apparatus, and LASER, which is an acronym
for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. New
employees must deal with many more new terms being "invented"
each year.
This will negatively impact the employees unless they
have at least achieved the basic skills in communication and have
learned to be adaptable. Therefore, with technologies changing
as fast as they are, even the nontraditional fields that are not
presently considered "high tech" must develop employees that are
more flexible. We are going to have to train people to accept
and use the infusion of not only new electronic terms, but also
new electronic devices. These employess of the future will have
to roll with the technological punches that will be bombarding
them on a daily basis. Basically,'we can no hinger hire an
employee oft the street' and expect him to function, unless he is
given in-house training.
Managers that have been around for 40
years tell me that they used to be able to hire a person off the
Street, who was trained. by the military, and his craft would be
good for a .steady career of 25 of 30 years. The monumental
changes in the last ten years .alone have made that steady-state
Job situation impossible. Hence, constant, on-going retraining
must become part of the work program. In his book, Amazing Race,
Davidson, mentioned three areas that affect all facets of industry and manufacturing. Of course this book was predominantly
about computers, but sections of it haVe universal applications.
In
Basically, he says the technological cycle is quickening.
other words, the user life of a product is very short, the profit
returns are actually shrinking due to international competition,
(a Subject Bill allUded to earlier), and research and.development
costs are rising. This means that in manufacturing, marginal
profit-making devices and products, will be dropped from production houses. This creates changes in business technology, which
eventually requires retraining of those people involved. This
much needed retraining of people must be constant and on-going.
One coordination of retraining we have done at the Laboratory is
with the local community colleges. The college supplies the
classroom, and we supply the word processing terminalsin this
case they happen to be' Wang, but other brand names are moving
into the field; the college suppplies the instructor, and we send
our people directly to him/her. Basically the upgrading of technical,training programs can be done using existing resources, if
the effort is put forth.

The short prediction is for a good economy in the next year
or so.
Our production rates appear to be up, about 1.2 percent or
more, and it looks'like corporate research and development is
taking place at a higher rate than it has in the past, as Bill.
I believe that investing in corporate training, in
mentioned.
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:league with community colleges and vocational schools, is an
absolutely valuable and necessary investment that will return
ten-fold, much like Columbus' sailing to the New World brought
eventual unpredicted returns to Europe. Those sending him did
not originally know what the returns would be, but those returns
were monumental, when they took place.

In summary, time and technology will wait for no one. I
would like to encourage each of you in your portion of this work,
I have served
and in your liaison with other people around you.
on some trade advisory councils, and it takes movers on those
councils to make changes and advancements, not people who want to
just sit there. You are going to have to formulate these changes
yourselves, and I.include myself as part of "you". While you are
I
here in Washington, D.C., contact your local Congressman.
mentioned that I appreciated his vote last week on some recent
issues that affect vocational education. I was watching my Congressman on the C-Span, the cable 'TV network which gives us the
deliberations directly frOM the House of Representatives, and I
encourage you to do the same. Once again, I would encourage all
of you to continue the efforts you are doing to upgrade our outlooks on education and training and to exchange information
through conferences like this. Thank you.
MS. HANSON:
Ramsey.

Thank you, Dennis.

Our next panelist is Douglas

I speak as someone who doesn't
Thank you, Jean.
MR. RAMSEY:
come here with a lot of direct vocational training experience or
firsthand knowledge of that particular side of business, but I
think what I would like to contribute is just a few thoughts
based on Bill's speech, about three, areas - -the obvious ones- -the
economy, training and tedhno,logy.
It I can take the last one first, I think first of all, GM
is probably a very good microcosm of what is going on in the
whole economy, certainly the manufacturing-based economy.

On one hand, smokestack industry really is disappearing.
Technology is changing the work place; it is changing what you
are dealing with 'there and inevitably it means fewer jobs in
Automation is here.
those industries. It cannot mean otherwise.
GM, like almost any other major American company, is involved with competing on an international scale with companies
that c:...n afford automation and have decided that it is the only
way to maintain a competitive edge in the manufacturing
industries.
I think there is no doubt that the total number of jobs in
manufacturing will probably decline. At the same time, you are
dealing with robotics, with very complex computer systems--CAD/
CAM and others- -which mean that the skill level of workers in the
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industry and skill level of managers trying to manage these companies has
become much more sophisticated than it has in the
past.
I think GM probably exemplifies one of those companies
that, a tew years, three or tour years ago, decided they simply
had to make a go of this; they could not continue to lag in this
field, given the international competitive climate.

At the same time, technology is dramatically changing the
way we can impart that knowledge of how these new systems are
going to work.
Here again, we should applaud GM's move into
computer-based system which allow an entire company, or employee,
any. employee, in a major company, whether he is in Fremont, California or Detroit, or New Jersey, to benefit from highly advanced
sophisticated training programs, supplied by the corporation internally without a lot of government intervention.
I think this
has got to be the wave of the future.
Whether we like it or not, I think, the general political,
as well as social sense of the country today and probably for the
remainder of this decade, irregardless of the administration that
is in power, is probably goingNto be a 'greater reliance on the
private sector and less constant going back to the public sector
to provide funds; therefore, the experiments in training within
the corporation, I think, probably do hold the key to the future.

Another comment I would make on that, however, is in Line
with a general sense that private enterprise has got to do more
than it is doing right now.
Businesses must provide incentives
for all those bright people who are going out and writing software programs, doing the engineering work on new computers, doing
all that sophisticated new technology. They should be encouraged
to see the entire business ot vocational training and training in
general as potentially profitable.
It I can address myself very briefly to one notion that has
come up in the course ot the presidential election campaign so
tar, one of Gary Hart's ideas, which I think probably is not at
all at odds with the thinking of the Reagan administration: the
individual training account, sort of similar to the individual
retirement account, into which employees (ITA), the government,
bm. corporations, would contribute in various parts:
There will.
L. a lot of discussion as tc what they should be--to entitle any
individual, particulary in those industr4es where you' see a
decline in total employment and the reed
retrain'into other
industries or other sectors of the s.,agle industry.

This has got to be a wayto go because it is probably going
to be the only way that you are going to get small, entrepreneurial, privlte companies going into the business of training, as
they see these hundreds of thousands of people with ITAs, willing
to go in and turn in their coupons, or these accounts, for
training in a partic'ilar field.
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I think it is an area that, frankly, doesn't exist right
now, and could be well a boon to the economy, simply because so
many people are aware that they do have to retrain and k ep
ahead.

If I can talk about the economy very briefly in the context
of General Motors. GM faces the economy in a way that no one
else does because they are perhaps the single largest employer
right now in the private sector of the economy. They are going
But, those aren't going to last.
through good times right now.
They aren't going to be here forever. We are in a recovery at
I think no one is predicting or very few people are
the moment.
predicting any real recession until the end of 1985, at the
But it will happen.
absolute earliest.

Last year the auto industry made nearly $5 billion, a very
profitable year. They are talking about conceivably making $10
billion in 1984 profits. That's a large amount of money. After
that, no one can count on those levels of profits.
GM, other companies in that industry, and other companies in
a lot of other industries, that are much more profitable now,
have to be doing more at the moment to pare down their work
forces and at the same time adapt thelr work forces to a very
dramatically dhanged, manufacturing economy in this country.
If they do not do it in 1984, if they don't do it by early
1985, they will not in fact have the money to spend on these
If ever we were going to see a push in the
sorts of programs.
private sector of the economy to get over some of these problems
and to seek new solutions to the general problems of training- and now I guess I am talking a: little more about retraining than
initial vocational training--it's absolutely essential that that
money be spent now, because that money is not going to be there
orie or two years from now.
The ,continuing state of the economy is such that, I can see
deficits, large budget deficits, in 1985, 1986, and 1987, no
matter what good news there is on a day-to-day basis, or bad news
on a day-to-day basis out of these deliberations between the
administration and Congress.

I think that that means we are going to have continuing high
interest rates in this country and there are certainly, a lot of
people who feel that as that persists, as the budget deficits
grow higher, as the debt service burden of the U.S. government,
the federal government, continues to grow, you're going to be
crowding out borrowers, the private borrowers from the market.
It's going to be very difficult to not, very difficult to prevent
a true resurgence in very high interest rates in this country
which is bound to lead to a recession of some sort I would guess,
in tact not before the end of 1985, but certainly by 1986.
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We have a very brief window in which to address a lot of
these problems in manufacturing industries.
I think that a lot
of companies like GM are aware of this.
There are a lot of
companies--like control data--that are doing a lot in this field.
I think it is absoultely essential to take Advantage of that
window there right now.
One last comment:
I'm very interestea in technology and
have been for quite 'a while.
I think that one of the single
things that's overlooked most in this whole business is the

extent to which telecommunicationsand computers both are going
to drarltically change the way that you can train people.
I have
seen a lot of experimental stuff out there right now, in two-way
interactive, video disk-based. telecommunications-based systems,
which are starting 'slowly to change the on-site training of
workers in factories; but over a period of time, it's going to
make it so much easier, more effective, to give everybody the
chance to retrain.

.

I think, again, GM is doing a lot in-this field, but so are
a lot of others.
I would personally like to see a'lot more
attention given to those technologies that two, three. fOur, five
years from now, are going to'have the greatest capability to enhance the training, training industry as such, and see more put
into that direction, more tax-based incentive programs to get
companies to implement these things.
I think that's an area
where, if we are going to forego any tax dollars, it is probably
one of the most worthwhile areas of all.
Thank you.
MS. HANSON: Thank you very Much.
Gail?
Schwartz.

Our next panelist 16 Ga

MS. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Jean.
I was asked to address you today.
because I am an economist and I always used to be very proud of
that fact until the other day when somebody told me that an economist is somebody who loves to play with numbers but doesn't have
a good enough personality to be an account,-.

Fortunately or unfortunately, it has been my lot to spend my
professional career working very heavily with commm.ities that
are undergoing structural economic change; first, working with a
'private consultant during the urban renewal phase, if you remem.ber that far back;.later with the City of ;iew York when I ran the
economic planning and developing program tur about seven years;
and then later with a think tank here in Washington where we did
a lot of work on regional economic change for various government
agencies; and now as the consultant to State and local government
and Federal agencies that are dealing with various aspects of
this problem.
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Although I am going to second some of th. .omments that the
earlier speakers have made, I will try to do that very briefly
and draw some contrast between what they said and what I see as a
result ot my experience.

First, let me second what the previous speaker just said
I've taken a hard look at that--at technoabout technology.

logical changein many industries, both through my work and
I agree
through my hobby which is writing books on week-ends.
very strongly that we are going to have tremendous invasion of
technology in all sectors of the economy, not only in manufacturing but also in services..
The pace of this installation of technology will be unprecedented. We will never have seen a pace as fast as this.
difWhereas before a new innovation would take 50 years tc
fused throughout all industries, I think electronic technology
and laser and fiber optics-based technologies will be everywhere
including small firms within another 15 years.
Mr. MacKinnon didn't mention, for example, that GM is plan-'
ning to install, by 1990, 14,000 robots at an expenditure of
something like a billion dollars; that also, a contingency plan
for cutting costs at GM envisions the lay-oft of some 86,000
workers.

I think the first thing that we all have to do, no matter
What our procession, is recognize that technology is not some
thing to be afraid of. New technology is the only way that business and industry in this country can remain competitive and can
sell its goods to Americans and to foreign purchasers.
got to go with the flow. We've got to get that
So we
technology in place, in the factory, in the store, in the W27 !house, as fast as we can. That will inevitably mean that a lot
ot people are going to be thrown out ot work and there's no point
in pretending that won't happen. There is going to be a tremen-

dous displacement, but I don't agree with Mr. Ramsey that that
means we are not going to have industry anymore; it just means
that we will have the same or more output in basic industries
with many, many fewer workers.
It seems to me that the vocational imperative that hides in
this scenario is to figure out where the demand for human labor
I feel, and my experiences indicate that
is; going to come from.
I'm not wrong here, that we have an extremely inadequate labor
market information system in this country and that a vocational
educator is doing his work with at least one hand tied behind his
back, or maybe two. because you just don't have the kind of information from bue.,ness and industry. that you would need to look
I firmly believe in the crystal ball, as you might have
ahead.
gathered.
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You have to be able to pia.. ahead, to adjust your curriculum, to determine what competencies you're going to teach, to
arrange to acquire the equipment, to lobby: the 'governor and Make
sure he pays for the equipment, and on down the line.
I would say that when a national investment., in a labor
market information system that lists the kinds of skills that are
going to be needed in this technology-bOed economy, that defines
then in language that both employers and vocational educators can
understand.

We recently did a project in Pennsylvania where we looked at
the vocational education system as part of our analysis of the
quality of the labor force. We found that the vocational educators were using one code and the economic developers were using
another code to describe what was required; neither underStood
the other's language.
The first very simple, very obvious common-sensical step
would seem to be to find a-common language to speak or at least
to have a pony to translate from the vocational education ,codes
to the sic codes that industry and employers use.
But even more important than information, or equally import-ant;

needed in tbe future. is information' about the supply ot. Labo
available to fill that demand in different labor markets.

Right now we are all working in total ignorance in any labor
market about what the supply is and so it is all very well to
say, sure, we're going to have to train people to be CNC tenders,
but it we .don't know .how many people in a labor market are already there available with the skills that are needed, then we
still don't know how many people to train or educate with those.
.

skills.

Again, I think the information system on supply of
generally comes from Department of Employment Se-vices.
sionally, in some states, it 'is augmented by vocational
tion data that is developed on its own, but I've seldom
across a situation where the match is very good; so you
to have that old bug-a-boo, the job skills mismatch.

labor
Occaeducacome

continue

Now, in terms of the kinds of skills that changing technology is going to create demand for, what I see is a sort of hollowing out of the center.
Instead of progressive skills that .one
learns on the job throughout a long work history, I think we are
going to have what you might call basic entry level skills which,
are not very difficrlt to learn.
I mean, they are essentially
going to be button-pushing, a very simple arrangement of sequencing of tasks that Lontrol computerized equipment, and then the
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creative innovative high skills, and there's not too much iii the
if

mid0).e.

What that suggests to me is that we don't need to train
--ynt call crafts anymore, although I'M not
people for what y
sure that's an absolutely accurate term, but you certainly !need
to train then to work with the equipment in basic arithme ic, to
be able to read a diagram, to be able to write a simple i Struci talks
tion and so forth. Those are all the basics that everybo,y
..

about.

t

.

ople to
It seems to me that you also have to be preparing
do
if
things
don't
wok
out
make decisions and to know what to
the way they're supposed to, and to solve problems and t generally function.in a way.the computer cannot function.
It seems to me that those basic generic skills--you might
them knowledge-based skills- -will be increasingly important in a high technology world and they may be skills that we
have very grossly neglected both in our general educat'ion and in
our vocational education.
/call

Here companies are a great boon because they will tree
teachers from the drudgery of drill and rote and test /correcting
teacher and
and all those things.that drive you nets if you are

"an ow "teache'r-s--tor-real=lytoou-s.

on_ bow: do. you-solve .a.

,

do you take it apart, how do you plan for contingencies and so
forth.

I second the comment about being prepared for change.
Everything is obviously going to change very quickly, and the
best thing vocational educators can do is to prepare kids in
It is preparing for uncerschool for that kind of eventuality.
uncertainty;
they ar /e scared of
tainty, people are not used to
it; and it's imperative to prepare youngsters earlY.

Just one or two comments about this question of how to pay
for the training and retraining, although I didn't originally
I think we have to be very careful, as
intend to talk about it.
citizens, of sparklng gimmicks that appear to solve all our
problems. I am not at all sure that the immediate problem, about
finding enough money to help people who are dislocated from one
industry to get training to prepare them for another industry,
can't be solved with the existing mechanisms we itlready have in
place.
The simplest way to finance education is through a loan
It is also the cheapest way because all the government
program.
has to do is guarantee a loan. The way to get more capital into
a fund from Which to guarantee the loans would seem to me to be
very simply to allow someone who contributes to an IRA, that is

an individual ratirement account, to draw down "X" amount of
It you did
dollars witho
penalty to pay for his education.
that--or even to make an extra contribution to his IRA which he
could draw down--it you did that you wouldn't have to set up this
whole new apparatus of an ITA which requires certitication, administrative oversight tram the federal government; that requires
intervention in' the programs at the state and local level 'and all
kinds of additional rec tape.
I, also suggest that those who would be most advantaged by
the ITA idea are those who are already working and already earning very high salaries because most people who are not working
don't have the money to add to a savings account in the first
place.

Finally, remember that a business now is able to deduct from
its income tax. liability, its corporate liability, all of the
money it expends for training.
To ask business to contribute
more through an ITA account is just to add icing to the cake
Which really seems to me to be somewhat of a unnecessary gimmick.
Okay, let me wind up with the following thoughts, since I am
This is the
an economic developer and not a vocational educator.
time finally where we have to build those links between what
slevelopmeht is doing in a community.and. what_the..V.ocational
educators are doing. We can't attord to be running on parallel
tracks anymore that never meet.

The Job Training Partnership Act does present an opportunity
to do that and I hope that in your communities, and in the
schools that you are working in, you are seizing that initiative
and building those links between vocational education and economic development because that's the way the United States will
stay competitive.
Thank you.

MS. HANSON: 'Thank you, Gail.

Francis Tuttle?

I want to say that I think Bill MacKinnon did an
MR. TUTTLE:
outstanding job of really tracing what has happened in trends and
I think as he ,described it for General
changes in the economy.
Motors that with slight revisions and perhaps some substitutions,
you could use his pattern of tracing things to almost any industry and in almost any location.
I am going to jump around and make some comments on what he
One
had to. say and what others have added to his comments.
thing, Bill, we're very glad to welcome Genera]. Motors to Oklahoma City and I'm proud to announce that we trained 4,000 of your
people that went to work in that General Motors plant as it
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opened.
I understand there's a lot'of things that happened that
might not make you so prcu:1 of Oklahoma, but at least the train i.ng part, I think, was relatively good.

Now, having said that, I also noticed that you made a statement about General Motors, shock at the oil embargo and yesterday
somebody said, every situation ought to be a win-win situation.
It wasn't totally so between General Motors and Oklahoma because
when the oil embargo went on, Oklahoma thrived in the hot oil
economy. When the embargo worked out, our economy took a nose
dive; so it isn't always a:win-win situation.Bill, you mentioned' that-you felt like fifth, sixth and
seventh grade's were good places to start bringing programs to
students about careers and to help prepare them in the proper
selection of courses and programs.

Well, I'd like to build on that just a little bit.
I think
all this fits into not only what this panel has been saying, but
yesterday's panels as well.
The Nation At RiSk and otherinational studies have brought the focus on education and I!would
say it's a good thing because I think we have to have some
.dialogue about it.
But I am very fearful that all of these studies which are
primarily putting the emphasis on secondary education is starting
on the-wons end
Having-been. an-educator- for -Many .years, it-is---my observation that when students get to the ninth grade, they
must-possess a good, sound, basic education at that point. Their
progress 'beyond then 'is slow and difficult.
The research shows
that educators aren't very good at reclaiming those students
beyond that point.
.

Just a little bit of simple, thought-7provoking analysis of
the situation would seem to indicate that we should be putting
our emphasis on the elementary. years; perhaps even pre-elementary.
I think when we look at the total educational effort,
things have changed a great deal. Things that these gentlemen
and ladies have been talking about on the panels certainly have
made this look at education so much More important.

What I'm saying is that the people have changed, society has
Changed, and there's a great many reasons .why it's difficult to
teach all students to read properly, write properly, and calculate properly.
I think that we have to improve elementary education, and that.is where we should be spending our efforts.
It is also my observation that most of the high schools in
this country have the appropriate courses in their curriculum,
which relate to turning out a high school student with the kind
of technical knowledge and skills that may prepare them to go on
to college.
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I also think in the school where students are motivated, and
get support tram their parents, they are getting a good
education.
That isn't at
We have tremendous numbers of single parents.
all bad except that most of them are in .situatLons where they
work and this Lessens the quality of time for that child and
Everyone that knows anything about the learning
his/her parent.
process knows that the greatest influence for learning comes from
Reading to those young children and being with them and
home.
encouraging them is where we really start the path of learning.

'Without getting further into it, I think that the most significant thing that this country can do in terms of vocational
education and training policy is to be sure that we are spending
all that we can atford to' spend in developing good basic educational programs in the elementary school years. When we take
care of that, the secondary school will likely take care of
itself.

Now, to move on, Bill mentioned another thing regarding proI-happen to
ductivity, and others have also referred to that.
believe that productivity is the key in terms of economic develIt we don't develop systems and targets
opment of this country.
in our efforts to help companies to be productive, they aren't
Illecrompetition._ both nationally and internationally, is such that t'at's their survival. As government
agencies, we'd better get with industry and team up and try to
develop the most productive,.technical, manufacturing, and
information society that we can.
.

Now, many people talk about productivity and the only thing
Research has shown that'
they think about is worker productivity.
the primary impact on productivity is the worker, but it's more
of how management treats that worker to get the productivity, out
of him.

'My own experience over 20 years of working with industry,
and we have trained the major original worker force for over 300
industries coming to our state, is that industry doesn't have the
You'd be shocked at how little
last word regarding training.
most industries know about training their own workers. You'd be.
more shocked about the management systems they have in place and
how they treat their workers.

What I'm saying is that I think education and industry must
I think government can provide,
team up and relate to this.
especially small and medium-sized industries, a lot of support in
.helping them to improve their management systems.
In our state, we are.giving some attention to that and it
For example, one industry has
has been very successful.
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documented savings of over $5.2 million in four plants that they
operate in our state. That is a result of a productivity program
over a period of two years.
I think that as we look at training policy--and my assumption is that this whole conference should impinge on some ideas
to develop policy, especially in vocational education and
training--that the state and the federal government must get in
sync in terms of their thinking and they must understand each
Presently, they don't communicate with each other very
other.
much.
.

The states really can.1.t handle federal programs that do not
give them some flexibility because every state, if it's worth its
salt, has developed a strategy for education and training. You
can't develop policy at the Federal level which doesn't take this
into account.

Most Federal policy wants to compress all the States and
make them jump the samc hoops and they just can't be tompressed
Some States have outsanding
into that type of a situation.
It you come in and .take 20 percent of the
programs for women.
vocational grant and require that State to spend it on\progtams
It's absolutely ridiculous but
for women, they can't spend it.
\
that's in one of the laws that is pending right now.
All the various
groups come to Congress and sell their programs and I think
that's fine. But, I think Congress has to have enough perception
to provide National direction for vocational education and training Which takes into account the differences in States and localink that as we develop Federal training policy,; it
I
ities.
needs to be done on what needs to be done, not on how to do' it or
I think that as we get into the development 'or
how high to jump.
the recommendations for the development of training policies, we
should take this into consideration.
You.... have_all .kinds of other set-Asides.

.

As I see training, in some areas it is higher level, it's
In the regular prograMS, I
longer than the technical areas.
think we are going to maybe see less time in some of'the training
programs. We are going to have to more carefully analyze how
much time we put into training and what we are really, training
for..

Getting back to the. question of how do we really develop the.
technical programs, I was glad to hear Bill speak about the kinds
of programs that your company is helping to promote. There are
3U States now that have developed a consortium to develop the
physics concepts which are necessary to operate in most of the
major technologies such as electronics, hydraulics, instrumentation, and mechanical. We had generally prepared technicians
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within these areas but industry now tells us an electronic technician may also need to understand hydraulics. The equipment
isn't, just.single-faceted.

We are now attempting to develop a curriculum,that will
relate to thiS whole area. We have identified 13 major physics
concepts that these technicians are going to have to understand
and be able'to deal with.
I hope'that vocational education is beginning to relate to
the needs of the changing society. There's a great deal more
that needs to be done.
Weneed some help in getting on with the
many new things that we do..
.

I would warn you of another situation.. I have observed that
When things get tough, and the economy gets bad, and industry has
to get lean and mean, they lay-off their human resource development people in wholesale numbers. Actually, that's probably when
they should be hiring, but that's not what happens. So for us to
say that induStry is going to do all the training is kidding
Ourselves.

I also think to indicate that industry can do it all without
the support of education,.
kidding Ourselves, Some would like
to believe that can happen. I think we will have to do it with
tEamwork,__That_brings _up_the_cluestion_ot_advisory .committess, I'
have some choice comments about advisory committees. They are
the most necessary things in education. But, again, you cannot
straight jacket an adVisory committee. .We should have advisory
committees to help us do the task at hand, and not worry so much
about where the' came from, or where they live, or who they
represent.
I think that our craft advisory committees are the most
important because, if you get industry people that are willing to
speak up, and you get vocational educators that train their
people to work with advisory committees, things will happen.
I'll close at this point.
MS. HANSON:
Thank you very much.
At this time, we are going to
have abopt a ten-minute break. There is coffee down the hall, I
believe, on the main floor. Ten minutes, please.
(Short Recess)
MR. RAMSEY:
...On the basis of the way it runs right now, you
pay, teachers low wages, so you're not going to attract the best
people.
The incentives for the educational system to go into
this system to improve it just are not there at the moment.

So this lets me quickly get to the issue of technology
because that really has got to be the focus of trying to improve
iii
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elementary, secondary, whatever educational level you are talking
about.
The only way we are going to economically, as a country,
be able to. afford improvements in education, is by having the
best.minds'devising the best education on the best computerprograms available.
By bringing the level of teaching, through computers and
telecommunications, up to the highest possible level of the best
teachers in the country and make it available to all students
around the country, you then have an economical way to get at the
basic education problem,
Again, I have to agree with Mr. Tuttle; if you do not do
that, what is the good of having vocational training programs
-with students who cannot read or write, to teach them, how to push
this red button .and then the green button? You will always be
YOu'll be able to train
able to get a cheaper robot 'to do that.
just about anybody to 'do that and it doesn't take any time:

.

I just want to second the point that the educational system,
the bagic system itself, has to be.dramatically improved and
there is probably no alternative to spending your money on
beefing up' the technological content to bring the whole standard
ot the system up.
I did want to make one' other point in defense ot individual
Gail suggests that ITAs are perhaps hokey -training. accounts.
and I guess, I am always worried that things like this are hokey,
and that one more item on the agend,2 may -be unnecessary. Gail
made the point that maybe this could be done through the existing
individual retirement accounts. Well, on the one hand, you will
still have all the same certification requireMents. There's
going to have to be some system-set up to be sure any money drawn.
down out of IRA's is going to systems and programs for retraining
that are considered valid; that you aren't getting everyone going
oft and taking a French_course in the ,south of France on their
IRA's.

Also, the IRAs, again, are mainly operated or held by people
with jobs, with decent-paying jobs right now; that's why they've
Those people who are'unemployed are certainly not
got the money.
putting money into IRAs and therefore they would still, whether
it is an IRA or ITA, they would still not benefit from the chanca
This does not get at the problem of general
to cope with this.
structurally unemployed people out there today who are not paying
money into IRA and would not be able to pay money into ITAs.
There again, the government programs are still, absolutely
I think over the long term that if we are going to
essential.
see the continual retraining of our work force, people who have
jobs, but want to keep up with change in the economy, change in

technologies, you have to have some sort of device' which allows
companies and individuals to have tax -incentives to in tact
retrain themselves.
MS. SCHWARTZ:
MS. HANSON:

Can I respond to that?
You certainly can.

MS. SCHWARTZ: Let's take our last comment first.
It is true
that IRAs, just like ITAs, Would benefit only those who have the
excess cash lying around and I think that's a relatively small
proportion of the blue-collar work fcirce and obviously none of
the unemployed or those threatened with unemployment.

For.that reason I think that we do need to have a permanent
fund to finance retraining, and I think the way we should do that
is through.an established mechanism that already has the oversight capability and the-collection capability.
It would seem to
me that there are two.possibilities.there. One is the Social Security system and we could have a surcharge on the Social Security tax, of a very minimal amount, to create through payments by
both employees and employers,, that could be set aside only for
training.
The other option is the one that I disfavor since I run a
small business and can't afford to pay the payroll tax I pay now,
is through the unemployment insurance tax. -My preference- -would--be through the Social Security mechanism.
I think we still will
have the problem of people paying into it only after they start
to work and we wouldn't have a fund there to provide pretraining7,
but I think we would account for almost all of the people who are
thrown out of work or have-to upgrade their skills on the job.
I don't want. to belabor this too long, but just on the question of_control, I don't have a heck of a big concern about
whether somebody takes their three thodsand bucks and. go to the
South of France.
I think you have leakage in all of these systems.
I think most people who have money to put into an IRA put
in for their retirement and therefore they wouldn't. endanger
their retirement fund for frivolous reasons.
I think the cost of
exerting the control probably outweighs the benefits of trying to
control the leakage; but in any event, you can argue that for a
.

long, long, time.

My basic point about how you finance training is use the
simplest mechanism and make it a mechanism that is available to
everybody regardless of their income level and make sure that you
are not giving an extra break to business who we are already
relieved of paying 90 percent of their corporate income tax,
which is going to ba more profitable because of technology.

MS HANSON:

Bill MacKinnon?
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MR. MACKINNON: Jean, when I came here I had the distinct impression that What I ought to be doing is spending a couple of days
sitting here listenirg and taking notes rather than giving a
talk; I thought I ought to be on the receiving end of the title
of that book that was written by a member of the Sioux Indian
Nation in the 19b0s, What,,was it, We Talki-You Listen.'

I found the comments of the four panelists.fascinating and,
despite the fact that theyare far more knowledgeable about the
field than I am, I saw several:familiar issues in Dennis's comI couldn't agree more with his comments about the growth
ments.
in computer programmers. Our company and our information systems
people see, not a mushrooming of computer programmers, but a
dispersal'ot those skills into each desk top and a growth in the.
use of users of that equipment but not of programmers as such.

The math skills and writing skills of people entering the
work force, we see problems in our company as well as in your
laboratories and the need for flexibility and the realization
that training and retraining is not an event, especially at the
beginning .of. a person's career,. but throughout it.

I think a.point that Gail was making in talking about the
need for vocational educators to stress flexibility and to confront change throughout their career is absolutely crucial.
'Doug's comment about, the good times won't necessarily last,
The-pro-fit'irbVtIll-at--Genera-1-7------I think is also right on point.
Motors, a net income of $3.7 billion in 1983, is certainly a far
better scene than the loss of almost a billion dollars in 1980;
but our profit margin for 1983 was only 5 percent of every dollar
Only 5 cents of every sales dollar flowed down into
of sales.
the net income picture and. that is not satisfactory.

The apparent prosperity of last year, and perhaps this year,
hides, masks, some very serious problems including the percepI think sometimes they tend to see
tions of our own employees.
gold flowing in the street when in tact below the surface is
still that $1,500 to $2,500 a car cost differential with the
Japanese that has to be approached.
With respect to Francis's very perceptive comments, the
issue that productivity is not just a problem of the worker, but
is very much enveloped in how managers deal with those folks is
righton and at the heart of the quality-of-work-life concept
that I've tried to indicate is alive and well at General Motors,
not because of a Japanese thrust, but something that we took on
with UAW, actually negotiated it into our agreement with them in
193, is at the heart, of I think, our recovery and our progress.
You won't find General Motors advertising that. like some of
our domestic competitors. We do not think interpersonal
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relations and sensitivities thrive well on full-page ads; but it
is alive and well and we have at least a ten-year head start on
some of the other U.S producers, but I don't think you're apt to
find us advertising it.
MS. HANSON:

Okay, thank you.

Yes, Francis?

MR. TUTTLE:
Just an idea in regard to the thing 'you two were
discussing about some type of a training account. Why not use
unemployment insuiance and require training if they are going to
draw unemployment. Would there be anything wrong with that? You
know, if we are going to pay. 'them for unemployment, it also looks

like we'd have'lm justifation
ice
for requiring at that time. the
quality time to get them ready for either other employment or
some other kind of job.

That's one possibility in my opinion. It seems so ridiculous to me that we'even have States that will not allOw a person
on unemployment to be in training. How ridiCulous can we be.
MS. HANSON: Okay, thank you, Francis.
I believe we need to take
a few questions from the audience, too. _Would you identify
yourselt?

MR. AUERBACH:
I'm Jim Auerbach and I am with the AFL-CIO's
Department of Education.
I was thinking that I might say something_whilthe_aPeakers oriTinally_presented their remarkst
especially Bill MacKinnon's stimulating remarks about GM, but I
wasn't sure until the 'remarks about_gold in the streets and the
attitudes of employees, which I think requires a response.

It was interesting listening to all the structural changes
that are going on in GM and combining that with Douglas Ramsey's
remark about the very narrow window =of opportunity and Gail
Schwartz's remarks about the contingency plans for GM to lay off
86,00.0 workers in the next few years, and the by now also famous
or perhaps infamous memo about that which says something about
sensitivities too. Perhaps we need more full-page ads about
interpersonal relationships; I don't know.

What came to mind in listening to all of that is that we
have sacritices made by workers in the automobile industry during
the recent recession, which is still going on in the minds of
many workers, despite all of the news about the recovery and we
have a narrow window of opportunity which, despite the fact that
we have huge profits now being earned by the automobile industry,
I guess that the implied message is that workers have to understand that's just a narrow window of opportunity and therefore
don't try to make up for those sacrifices being made because by
'85 or '86 there'll be a new recession when they'll continue to
sacrifice, -I guess.
That concerns me. Attitudes like that.
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It seems to me that we profit much more by cooperation and
the very good joint programs of training and retraining that have
been agreed to mutually and in a cooperative atmosphere between
UAW and Ford and UAW and more recently GM.
There are some wonderful ideas there and I hope that there
is a great concern on the part of. GM--I'm sure there .is--about
those 86,000 workers and What is going to become of them--not
just statistics, but human beings--workers with careers and
families and What is to be done about them as well.
I'd appr, ciate it if Bill MacKinnon could maybe expand on
some of the t aining and retraining for those kinds of workers
and the plans GM has.
MS. HANSON:

Thank you.

I agree very much with your comments about the
value of cooperation among our employees and among the unions
I Feel a little bit badly but it
that represent some of them.
just may be, to use a phrase of my talk, it may be my competitive
I think
urges when you say, "more recently General Motors."
cooperative thrusts in the auto industry between unions and
management started at General Motors in the late 1960s due to
the-MR-. MACKINNON:

MR. AUERBACK:

I'm speaking, specifically about the-1-

--I see, butcooperation between us and the UAW
MR. MACKINNON:
has been alive and well for quite a time, largely due to the
brilliance and sensitivity of people like Irving Bluestone who
was the Vice-President of the UAW in charge of the GM Department
and his successors and.I'd like to think some of our own, people
also.

Gail, you and
We are very concerned about our employees.
thiS gentleman may know more about contingency plans than.. I do.
I guess I just, I'm just not informed or involved .in that. My
concern is principally the salaried and managerial work forces
'but we are very concerned about our employees and our principal
thrust -- notwithstanding probably income security plans for the
unemployed, unmatched anywhere in North America--our principal
concern is jobs.

So for that reason, Francis, in your State, we're very concerned that before we start hiring strangers into General Motors,
that we offer available assignments at the Assembly Division's
Oklahoma City assembly'plant to those GM employees in other parts
of the country as well as perhaps Oklahoma who are out of work.

Our principal thrust is jobs and even though we have
extremely attractive and extremely liberal compensation arrangements that have been negotiated with respect to our union represented people, and extended by policy to our nonrepresented
salary people, our major thrust, out of compassion and a feeling
that that's what we ought to be doing for people, is employment
so we have extended job offers to people that sometimes has
implicit in it the need to move to a different State or a different community.
It's been a source of some distress to me that we would
otter a job opportunity to somebody with a total pay package of
compensation and benefits in excess of $20 an hour and then be
vilified for it by local newspapers.
We are concerned about
people and you are well to raise that point and it is very much
at the heart of the waywe think we're doing business and what
our relationship is with our people and the unions that represent
same of them.

The training-retraining effort--perhaps the:California experience is the largest, most public example--that was a situation, sir, where having closed two assembly plants because of
market reasons at Fremont, California, south of San Francisco Bay
and at South Gate near Los Angeles, we set about with the UAW,
with the State of California and with the Federal government to
launch a $10 million training-retraining effort, the thrust of it
being demand occupations to train people, not in things_ that they__
necessarily would have be inclinded to follow by personal inter-'.
est, but things that would end up with real-live types of assignments.

In that respect, Gail, I agree very much with you.
There's
a data information gap in terms of not only who's out there_ with
what skills--we think we know that in our work force--but what's
out there in terms of demand occupations. There is a need for
better data on that.

We have concluded that venture in California and thousands
of people were trained and matched with employers during"the
course of that.
It didn't always do as well as we would have
hoped, but 1 think it did better than perhaps we had before and
we're picking up that same thrust in Michigan, in Pontiac and
Flint, again with 'the cooperation of the UAW.
MS..HANSON:. Thank you.

comment and--one?

I think we have time for one more brief

Okay.

MR. COLE:
Jerry Cole tram the National Institute for Work and
Learning here in Washington.
I wonder if the panelists, and
perhaps Mr. Tuttle particularly, could comment on the connection
between career development occupational exploration and skill
training,
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We know that when we're dealing with displaced workers, and
adults generally, that there is almost nothing worse than training somebody for a job that doesn't exist; that the discouragement that arises from that experience of investing your time and
energy. and training and then not having a job that is going to be
It's
at least a substantial part of your career is devastating.
economically wasteful and so on.
I think, probably applies to young
people going through school to train them for things that are not
going to be really of great use to their, lives.
It is perhaps
not as personally devastating; they're youngert they have more
flexibility; but it is still a waste of resources and it is
discouraging.
This sane rzltionale,

Where does the connection between occupational exploration,
information exploration, and an individual's choice fit with the
traditional vocational skill training. 4hat's happening--if it's
even in Oklahoma or other States -- what's happening now to make
that a more efficient, more humanly sensitive,kind of system, and
are we in a position Where we can begin to judge when it is
appropriate to have skill training. .Should there only be, skill
training when we know of an exact set of placement opportunities?

I'm addressing it to Mr. Tuttle, but if someone else would
like tOdeal with it?
Well, I think you certainly have brought up a very
MR. TUTTLE:
significant problem that relates in our State and most States I
would say. We perhaps have less than desirable career information systems that really tie the ability and interest of a worker
to the availability of a job. 'We have attempted to and have
developed a career education system which is updated annually and
provides information to the .schools.
In
The problem is that the schools don't use it very well.
order to relate in a better way-,-WO-haVe even-develtoped career
vans which have two .trained people on hand to give the educational picture. The career van moves from school to school with
We cover eight counties. in the
information to help students.
southeast part of our State with this type of a mobile career
training program.

I think that in that instance it works very well. We've
also tested it in an urban situation in Oklahoma County where we
have also developed the same aspect and that has been operating
for the last couple of years.. The problem with it is that it is
expensiie and whether we can get the funds to extend it to other
sections of the State is problematical.

The counseling, guidance, career information system, and
I've
working through educators is a very difficult problem.
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been tremendously disappointed that the school administrators in
this country either don't care or don't want to bother with it or
for some reason, really don't promote that aspect of education.
Now J.-,u relate to them in terms of displaced workers,
adults, and I think that the vocational schools have to develdp a
system where they can relate to the adults and I think generally
in our State we've done a better job of that than we have ..Aith
the public schools where we can't control the situation.

Certainly we need a lot of interest in that area.
MS. HANSON:
Okay, thank you.
I'd like to thank our panel members; our time is up.
Dr. Tuttle, Dr. Schwartz,. Mr. Ramsey,' Mr.
Bowden and Mr. MacKinnon, I'd like to thank you very much and
thank you audience.

At this time I am turning this session to our NACVE council
chairman, Ed Miller.
MR. MILLER:
Thank you, Dr. Hanson. Because I cannot be with you
this afternoon at the closing of this session, I would like to
take this minute before I introduce. our next speaker to publicly
thank again all of those responsible for. puttim C is program
together these past two days.

The NACVE members, Dr. Fellendorf, Dr. Broussard, Dr. Dwyer
and Dr. Hanson, a very special thanks. To the NACVE Staff,
Executive Director Griffith, Ralph Bregman, George Waldroth; to
those at the National Center, Dr. Taylor, Dr. Lewis; and to of
course the NCEP staff and to all the presenters, and to you, the
audience, a very special thanks from NACVE and all of us for
making this program a success.'
I'm sure we will be eager to
receive the report of the conference and to give it a6 much
viJibility as we can.
I became first acquainted with our next speaker as you probably did' if you are .my age and or older--,and I'm sure no one is
any older than I am--but we first became acquainted with our
speaker through television, and I can remember many nights of
watching NBC news and seeing Bob Goralski standing in front of
the White House through snow and sleet, giving the report of the
activities there on the NBC news from the White House, State
Department, The Pentagon, and the Energy Department.

I became personally acquainted with our speaker when I first
asked him to address a national conference of the Future Business
Leaders of America and I can truthfully say that I don't think in
our 40-year history of Future Business Leaders we've ever had a
better keynote speaker than Robert Goralski to stimulate the
people thinking about topics of the day and thinking about the
future.
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It has been said about Bob Goralski that he is more current
Drawing
// and more informative than the morning's news stories.
upon his 15 years' as correspondent with the networks and his
travel to just about every country in the world, 40 countries to
be exact, he brings to us a background and experience that we are
.very pleased to have as a part' of this meeting.
On his topic of public policy and communications, I might
say that I know of fewer times that my wife and I have enjoyed
social time anymore than listening to Bob tell about his experHe is author of the World War II
ience during World War II.
Almanac that has been said to be an invaluable book to students
of military history and fascinating to the general public. 'If
you don't have it in your library you should, because if you ever
play trivia games you certainly get to use it as your source, as
we .do.

I am especially grateful to Bob for accepting the invitation
to address you this morning because he as, as I am, find ourselves traveling so very much. He just returned from Houston
last night and is ready to leave again, as I am, this afternoon.
Would you join me in welcoming Bob Goralski.
Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.' I noted in the
MR. GORALSKI:
I'm very
program that I was described as orator or scholar.
I suppose if I had to name
flattered by those descriptive terms.
a particular thing that really would apply to m( more directly, I
call myself a media junkie; one who absolutely loves
guess
the smell of a book, open it for the first time, or newspaper or
magazine and television as well.

I'm somewhat apologetic about television, having made my
living in television for so many years, but I do feel guilty
It does seem to he a waste of time.
about watching the screen.
What. I do, I.must.tell you, particularly on Monday night football, when I listen to Howard Cosell, I take notes, and it seems
l'have.a.big-stack-of
to justifywatChing-MOnday-night
Howard Cosell; it justifies the three hours on those Monday
nights.

I am going through withdrawal symptoms even now, it has been
so many months since we had our last Monday night football game,
but I recall very vividly not only Monday night football but the
world series with Howard. During the world series you were
caught between Baltimore and Philadelphia. He came out with a
marvelous line in which he said that if the Phillies are going to
win, as any dictionary will tell you, the Orioles will have to
stop Mike Schmidt.
I went to Webster's Third and it did not tell me anything
Then he came
about\Mike Schmidt, or. Baltimore or Philadelphia.

out and there was a line about Bowie Kuhn, who was stepping down
as commissioner of baseball, but Howard informed us that Mr. Kuhn
I didn't quite understand that
lost by a huge minority vote.
one, but the marvelous--it was the end of the football season- when he said to those who love nostalgia' one must now look to the
Don't try to figure that one out.
future.
'It is tun to listen to Cosell, but I mention this and I use
this really to illustrate one of the problems; that we are
worried about educational problems today and the fact that we
have a growing number of functional :illiterates. Our SAT scores
are going down and the problems that you're concerned with here,
how many more children are exposed to Howard Cosell:than good.
eachers.. Certainly it has a tremendous impact on how we all
think.

I mention television particularly toot although I have. to
apologize for watching it, it'has some excellent programs. Last.
night, I could hardly wait to get back for Riley Ace of Spies.
It's not all bad.
But the tact is that television in the process that I am
talking about, public policy, does tend to have a negative effect
in determining what we do as citizens and how democracies are
run.
There's no politician certainly who is not a follower of
public opinion.
.

Politicains are not leaders. J. F. Kennedy wrote a book
about Profiles in Courage in which he spotlighted a dozen U.S.
Senators who bucked public 'opinion and then Senator Kennedy could
only find a dozen in the. history of the U.S. Senate. So, politicians follow public opinion, and how is public opinion created?

Over a period of timer we as individuals, voters, constituents were not that concerned in many areas of public policy.
Tor-instance.t-it-mas-only-in-19,69T-in-197.04 that-for-the-firsttime people in the'United States worried about strategic defense.
The antiballistic missile system was debated as a matter of
That was the first time in the history of the
national policy.
country that we did that.
Foreign policy items are now really considered by the
It is a far cry from
electorate more than ever in the past.
Walter Lipmann's book, Public Opinion, in which he argued very'
convincingly, and for the people in the 1930s approvingly, that
foreign policy was too important to be left to the electorate;
that you elected an executive head, the President of the United
States; he appointed a Secretary of State; and the elite that he
appointed took are of foreign policy matters; that forei
policy was too important to be left to referenda.

Now 'we have Cambridge, Massachusetts declaring itself a
nuclear free zone. We are engaged in not only high technology
issues, &period of communications revolution, but we are concerned about more complex topics--the economy which is never a
matter' of public debates; physical policy; monetary policy;
energy, environmental problems. These are matters more and more
heard of in this participatory democracy.

We are individuals, constituents are involVed in more areas,
but what do we know? I think it is one of the analomies thet in
this communications revolution, with far more opportunities for
absorbing knowledge, we are absorbing less knowledge and are we
making the proper decisions? Dr. Tuttle mentioned a minute ago
that example °if unemployed being denied access to retraining
programs--bad'policy? Yes, I susmict so. The continuation of
New York subway tare at 5 cents--bad policy? Very, very likely,
in retrospect."
A lot of things have happened. The emphasis for instance in
being concerned about the number' of victims of highway deaths, up
to 55,000 a year for a long period of time. We focused on what
we thought was the primary reason for a long period of time,
mainly defective manufacturing, either'in the vehicle or the
Whereas in tact until 'quite recently, we refocused attentires.
tion, And blamed the person behind the wheel, the.inebriated
the.drUnK_OXj-YPr was responsible for 85 to 90 percent
of the deaths that we suffer each year. But 'there- -the misempha -'
Well, how did we get to
sis, sometimes total lack of emphasis.
this point in the era of.a communications revolution?

Part of it is television, going back to Howard Cosell, and
the tact, the* more and more Americans do watch the screen. According to the latest information, the figure keeps going up, 70
percent of the American public today says it gets its news-primarily from the three evening television news programs.
It, was appalling .when I left
That's an appalling thought:
television news a few years ago, when the number was smaller, but
each year more and more people are getting their news from teleTelevision is by far the most credible of all the media.
vision.
More people believe a television newscast than they do newspapers, books,. magazines, and they regard television newl as very
objedtive.

This is
The fact is that television news is not objective.
It
is
the
technical
connot a criticism of television news.
straints; the inability to cover a story means that it didn't
For instance, there is a problem with ethylene-dibromide
happen.
today, EDB. There is no war in Afghanistan. There is no war in
There is no war in Northern Chad, because television
Campechea.
is not reporting it. ' These wars simply do not exist.
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Fred Friendly, the former President of CBS news, was certainly absolutely right when he said that television doesn''c. tell
you how to think, but it tells you what to think about. Until
television decides.what is a problem, it: is ignored. Until such
time as a problem is identified, it does not become a public
policy issue.
Generally, because of the time restraints, television's longest spot generally is not more than three minutes, a
very. brief period of time, 180 seconds. That's a long spot;
In 90
twice as long as the 90-second spot which is the average.
seconds or 180 seconds, you can't cover issues of. national imporIt is good guy/bad guy. without
tance.
It'is drawn in extremes.
options, without consideration. This is how we Americans are absorbing our news and deciding what is a problem for the country
and providing very limited options for solution of those
problems.
We are not a reading public. We are less and less a reading
public. Each year, six metropolitan daily newspapers close down
in this country, six major dailies each year. Average newspaper
circulation, on an annual basis today, is the same as it was in
Our population has grown since 1960 by about 25 percent
1960.
and therefOre newspaper circulation has actually declined;
readership has declined by 25 percent.
We see that people are not reading. newspapers. They are
looking-to-the-newspapere .&gainv-as.headline .services4..and_the
most prosperous newspapers today, because one is the newest enA very sophisdeavor in the field of communications, USA Today.
ticated survey was done by Gannette Newspapers to determine what
kind of newspaper the American.people wanted. USA Today is the
result, and I'm not being critical of it; it is a handsomely
It is bold;
It makes sense.
done, typograhically:pertect paper.
it is full of color; but no story is more than 300 words long,
except for the cover story, one story per issue, which generally
It is
It is very brassy in topography.
goes to about 600 words.
eye-catching; graphs, charts, pictures, all in color, to ,attract
readers.

There was a chart in last week's paper, maybe you saw it,.
It looked good. Were
page one, Cucumber Production by State.
you anxious to know what cu'umber production was? Look at the..
back of it, the baCk of section one, the weather section, an
I have yet
enormous map; it's,not very ,good meteorologically.
to be in a city where it was snowing or raining that it was predicted by USA Today. But rather it is an imitation of
television--the weather page. It looks like Willard Scott on the
The whole generation of kids are growing to
"Today" program.
grow up thinking that Maine is purple and Florida is yellow.
They'll be disappointed to find out otherwise when they. get
there..
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As a matter of fact though, it is this imitation of television which is rather interesting, because USA Today, aster
polling and, doing this sophisticated research, found out that
people really want a television screen transposed to print, so
eryindividuals could read it on airplanes, get the scores, do
thing in rapid-tire order; and what they sought to do then was to
They succeeded admiralay, even to
transfer television to .print.
the point where Gannette Newspapers, when they order the dispensers you see on the streets, they told the designer to have
that vending machine loOk like a television set; and indeed it
is, a marvelous replica of a television set.
The other successful newspaper operations in the United
States today are those papers which have been acquired by Rupert
Murdock, the Australian who has a. tremendous sense e-for a P..-,m
,t
He has turned a BoSton'paper, an.
line that is profitable.
,as
Ho,,
recently a Chicago paper, into perhaps profit earners.
I.
the
he done this? Well, it's journalistic sensationalism.
kind.of thing that--Mike Royco said that no self-respectin. fish
would be wrapped in a Rupert Murdock newspaper.
It is happening. We are going along with wingo games; we as
readers, are going along with again the sensationalistic type
headline, where you're not going to to find out what is happening
in Washington, or in foreign policy matters, or not much on the
campaign even as a matter Of fact. You'll find very little in
terms.of-political-repOrting-if-you look at the headlines....of the
Sun Times. StorieS are not very great - -they are all
abbreviated--basiCally because the formula for success seems to
Over simplify; do it in headline: form. They're caribe there.
catures of stories and they are not journalistic stories at all.

Magazines--another great source of information--where in the
past when we had fewer areas to consider as public debate matters, we read More maga7ines. Now, there are more MagAzines
There are .probably about 14,500
today, let me hasten tc add.
periodicals printed in the United State today. There were only
10,000 in 1960; but the proliferation of magazines has been
basically the school of self-gratification.
These are personal hobby, how to keep trim, how to lose
weight, personal investment type magazines, a lot of computer
magazines, and they're good, I'm not berating them at all; but
they are highly specialized. A-lot of people have said they are
basically designed to appeal to the "me" generation; a lot of
skiing magazines, 'hobbies, activities, leisure-type magazines,
are gone, not that they were neCessatily the best, but gone are
Colliers, The Saturday Evening Post, alas,. the Saturday Review of
Literature is no longer what the Saturday Review of Literature
was.
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Those that do. survive, the magazines that really provided,
and still do to a great extent, a broad view of problems, and
identify the problems long before they become- popular on television.

The Atlantic, Harper's,
Look at things in more detail.
Variety, The New Republic, Nation, they are all in trouble. They
are having a difficult time surviving. Newsweek and Time, if you
will, are having a difficult time surviving. Time probably could
not afford to put out the publication.
It does without the' fact
that it is getting most of its.money from HBO. Newsweek probably
could not exist but for the fact that it is part of the Washington Post organization, which probably could not exist but for the
tact that it holds tremendous television holdings. The profits
are not in the print media. The profits are in the electronic
media.

Books, we are certainly reading fewer and fewer books.
Ed
mentioned a book that I wrote a couple of year ago, and that
year, I think it is rather revealing, Putnames came out with that
last book of mine in 1981.
It was one of 250 books published by
Putnams that year.
Last year, Putnames came out with 70 new
titles, as opposed to 250 new titles in 1981. yrhat means that in
'1981 they were coming out with a new title virtually every work
day.
Last year,, they came. out with a new title of little more
than one a week.
What the publishers are, learning as a part of this communications revolution is that when people do pick up a book, it is
more likely to be the sex thriller, detective-spy thriller; it's
going to be the.boOk that is going to be a best seller. Robert
Ludlum's new book, "The Anquitane Conspiracy," I.think it's
called, was advertised in the New York Times yesterday with a
first' printing of 550,000 copies.
Believe me, I speak not in jealousy--yes, I-do speak in
jealousy.
I can't imagine the collected works that I would ever

do, you know in how many languages, approaching, that firstaddition of a Ludlum book.
I am very humbled by the entire pub ishing business.
I was not on the best seller list with any of my
books, but I was one time--it was truly humbly--I was right below
the best of Bulgarian, science fiction. That is a fact.
We don't r
gooks that are really intellectually stimulating.
We fine that the sales of books that are. pushed by the
publishers are those that promise to become best sellers.
You
can became a best seller author today it your publication merely
hits 85,000 in print in hardback edition--only 85,000.
The saddest part, of all, The American Booksellers Association last year did a study and found out that 50 percent of
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the hardcover books published in this country purChased at
bookstores are not read.
We used to laugh about coffee table
books; we find out that 50 percent of our books are coffee table
books.. No coffee table i,s that large.
But then we don't buy
that many.

We are moving away from a reading, knowledgeable public. ,We
Want, apparently as Americans, we want television in its, oversimplified form. We want imagery in .politics.
What has happened really because of this communications\
revolution is that we've seen the end of ,he traditional political parties. The political parties have been replaced by
individual campaigns, run by individual contestants, projecting
images.
About .90 percent of the campaign costs of any candidate's campaign today ould generally go to television. Gone are
the door-to-door prec*nct workers who canvass areas; gone are the
days by in'large When 3/4
you had precinct operations, ward operations, with the political party as the prime mover.
It is now
the advertising director the sleek Madison Avenue type who gets
up a television campaign going:to project the image.
Issues more
and more-have become not the central themes of ,campaigns, but it
is What the projection is of a particular candidate that people
decide on to vote.
A lot of
Now, a lot of people are not 'happy with this.
people-don't-vote.at
.of_citizens-with_negatism throughout thd country--we do not participate in the elecOur
toral process, as indeed most of the nations of the West do.
turnout is extremely low, as you know. There 'is growing concern, particularly among the young,
feel that the system
not join in the electoral prosimply does not work and they do not
cess at all..

What we do, as we have elevated the area of participatory
demo racy,, getting to more complex issues, moving into areas that
were not of concern to the average voter, the citizen of just a
short time ago. And yet even with this tremendous bombardment of
'opportunity we have, for means of commpnications with What was
impossible' only 10 or 15 years ago, and now we are talking about
cable, with 120 channels available to us instead of the four or
five which most cities have.
If

with thr
at which
will imp
going to

ou've seen the quality of prime time television of late,
e networks trying to keep audiences happy at the level
they now dO, clo you think the quality Of-prOgramming
ove with 117 more channels? Where is the creativity
come from?

suspect what you will get more of in terms of cable television, is 'a lot more sports, a lot more pornography, maybe in
I

the case of Cosell there's both together at one time. But the
notion that more communications channels opening up to us is
going to make ns better, I stongly doubt.
I am very ,concerned, here in Washington, of committee hearings where, if the television cameras are there you are going to
find 14 senators lined up, and as soon as the lights go off and
the television cameras are torn down, generally around 1:30 or
'2:30 to make sure they catch the evening news, senators ate no
longer there and the junior member of that committee will remain
as chairman.
.

It is more the politicing of it all.
This is the essence of
politics.
I am not degrading the system; but the fact is that
the politician who is going to follow public opinion and not lead

is constantly going to be aware of how public opinion is formed.
I think this is one area of social science research that is
missing, is how public opinion is formed.

From every basis that we have now, it is the oversimplified
type of communications we are getting via television news, the
oversimplified kind of newspaper-type of reporting we are getting, particulary with U.S A Today, with the Rupert Murdock news- \
papers, and where the extended-type coverage is no longer available, we are falling into the trap of basing our decisions and
determining what the problems are, on rather, sometimes'flimsy,
--sometimes nonexistent-evidencei-no-room-for.debatel-no 'time to
consider the options, no real opportunity for providing input
into what we want to know before we can decide.
We are not asking questions. We are now told very roughly
through television and through the oversimplified forms, the
projection of images, this is. a problem and clearly the way it is
stated, in oversimplified form', these are the solutions.

It is extremely difficult to imagine that it is going to
change in the future. I suspect that, and again I am presumptious to ven discuss the problems of education with you, but
until somewhere along the line we convey 'to those. in our school
systems, our students, that what you see on television is not the
truth; it is not objective; it is not necessarily where we should
be headed or is it a problem; but there are other opportunities
for finding out what is important, to determine what the optiops
are, where we should be going.
To get children to read again, I

suppose, is thpbasicproblem._
You've seen the statistics on the number of hours that a
child spends in front of a television set, compared to the number
of hours he is in a classroom; they are rather appalling.
It is
the children who are moving more and more, not as beneficiaries
of the communications revolution, but really become further
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disadvantaged by being hooked further on what is available in
more simplified form.
I really should end because--I have a tremendous advantage- I recently bought a new
I am not of the high tech age myself,.
It is a digital watch and I
'watch to replace the. standard type.
I think it is pretty Close to
can't read it without my glasses.
12:00 o'clock, so I think it is a pretty good time for me to wrap
If we have any time for questions I would be happy to
it up.
answer them.
Great.

t

Thank you so much.

I enjoyed being with you.

MR. MILLER: Thank you very much, Mr. Goralski. 'I'm sure it
wasn't for our lack of concern that the questions didn't arise
because I can think of dozens myself and I think that the timing
of this meeting is such that you're sort of impacted by the
By the same token, I think this
timing of trying to conclude.
afternoon we are going to have an opportunity to discuss, both
issues that you have raised which I think most of us are sensitive to, and how this can impact upon the roles of the various
organizations and committees that have sponsored this conference
and which are charged by the mandates from Congress or the public
to address these issues as they relate to education and work.

We are going to break now for lunch. We.will resume again
I would like to publicly thank the four
at 1:00 o'clock.
If they are in the audience,
Students-that-have joined us today.
I'd like to have them stand .when I call out their names, because
we have had student help from several organizations throughout
From the Future Business Leaders of America,
this conference.
Angela Walker; from the Office of Education Association, Mike
O'Brien; from the Vocational IndustOal Clubs of America, Wayne
Hartman; and from the Health Occupaitions Students of America,
Edwin McBeth.
I think that we all recognize that many of the things that
we look to the future and expect and hope for the future are in
We e-melcome them and enjoy
the hands of young people like this.
them, and hope they will participate and continue to do so.
So, we will adjourn now, and the essense of what we have
heard and how we are going to try to put that together will take
place at 1:00 and I really encourage and-hope that all of you
Perhaps we could even, if you don't mind, arrange
will be here.
to sit a little bit closer to the platform because we hope to
have a lot of interaction and framing of ideas and possibly
positions that various groups and organizations can think about
presenting.
So, thanks again.

We appreciate your participation.
(Recess for Lunch)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
MARCH' 16, 1984

MR. MILLER: We are going to get started again.
This is, of
course, the closing session of the two-day event and the purpose
now is to review the policy implications for vocational education
and training that we jointly see in what has transpired over the
.last day-and-a-half.
No formal resolutions going to be taken, we
don't have that kind of body constituted here. I can assure your
however, that there are a lot of people in this room that have
opportunities to reflect and extend what's discussed and, if not
concluded, at least what represents a sense of this meeting with
folks Who do have responsibilities for ma
j decisions and
policy for this field in our country.

So, on that basis, I'd like to introduce the panel chairman
for this afternoon and she in turn will introduce as necessary
the rest of us on-board. Mrs. Joanne Dwyer, who is a member of
the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education; has been
counseling senior high students for over 12 years; and she has
owned and been on the board of directors of three major businesses; so she represents both business and education.
In her
spare time, Joanne has served on the.local Salvation Army board
and has taken university-sponsored vocational education study
tours, one of them in particular to the Soviet Union, and perhaps
in the course of our discussion, she will share with us some of
the things that she learned on that expedition. So, Joanne?
MS. DWYER: Thank you very much.
Good afternoon ladies and
gentlemen.
It is really a pleasure to have you here with us as
we go into our final session on what I am sure 1,ou found is a
very informative and stimulating two-day conference.

I'd like to introduce you to the panel members, or reintroduce you I guess to most of them.
I'm sure,you've had the
opportunity to hear their expertise betore:in these two days, but
-iutt-to-q6tyou'Itttle-bit-AbquaIhted-Agaill,--Ide-have'Dr. Jean
Hanson, from Convergent Systems, Incorporated, in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

.

Next to her, and you heard this gentleman this morning, Dr.
Francis Tuttle; Francis is State Director, State Department of
Vocational Education, Stillwater, Oklahoma.

Now we have a newcomer to introduce to you, certainly not a,
newcomer to vocational 'education, but he has not been on the'
program before in these two days, and we are delighted to have
with us this gentleman, Wallace Vog.
Mr. Vog taught agrlcutture
and he later worked at the New Yo:k State Education Department in
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the Bureau of Agriculture Education. Wally recently. completed
two years as President of the National Association of Executive
Directors of State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education;
that's quite a handle.
Now he is the Exe-cutive Director of the
New York State Advisory Council on Vocational Education from
Albany, New York. Welcome' aboard.

Next to him we have another friend of mine, Another member
of NACVE, Dr. Vernon Broussard, Associate Professor, University
of Southe'n California, Los Angeles, California.
And of course you have heard from the gentleman who deserves
much of the credit for having this conference put together and
all the work that he has put into it, we have George Fellendorf,
President of Fellendorf _Associates.
I would like to remind you that we will have a question and
answer period at the end. We want you to, become involved. We
really do. This is your chance to speak out and our chance to
listen, and we need your questions or your comments.
Panel members, I would like to remind you that you have
approximately five minutes ,to present your reactions, your comme.its, your general observations regarding the topic for right
now, analysis of policy for vocational education and training.
TO make this as fair as possible, I am going to call upon these
So, we are very happy to
individuals in alphabetical order.
start with Dr. Vernon Broussard.

In terms of five minutes of
DR. BROUSSARD:
Thank you very much.
summary of all that I've heard in the last day-and-a-half, the
implications of demographics, the economy,' et cetera, and the
policy implications for vocational education, the focus at this
particular time, ,in light of the high percentage of growth in the
high technology fields, those occupations according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (one can certainly question those when one
looks at the assumptions on which they are based and the kinds of
statistical analysis that is used, Which is the traditional
regression straight-line analysis).that if they were indeed even
partly correct, we can expect a high percentage of growth fh
those areas.

In terms of the total number of jobs, those would be less.
I think that if you want more specifics, I would suggest, that
you take a look at the assumptions that were used by the Labor
Department in its publication Occupational Projections-for
Training Data, 1980 Edition, The Bureau of Labor_Statist4ce.
I think that in terms of policy implications for vocational
education, we want to talk about that to include the concept that
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change is part of life.
It is riot static.
That was pointed ','.it
by one of the panelists yesterday; in my opinion we need to empower Americans, and particularly our children, to master change
in .Lite...
I think that it is insufficient to mount massive training programs each time the occupational picture shifts.
I think
that this ess
ially sets up individuals for repeated "shock
learning,"
nd it is very,- very expensive.

1

I think that most of us--support the needs for the basic
general education requirements of 'good communication skills,
reading, writing, listening skills, good analytical skills that
are developed in mathematics and some of the related, sciences,
the arts, the'humanities and the caring and love, the-unconditional love--we need to emphasize these more because I think that
that is something that is tremendously important. The hidden
skills that are, that lies in the will of each of us.
I think
that those are the skills that need more emphasis in the curriculum.
In summary, I would say that the policy implications are
essentially twofold. First, while we need to continue our
efforts with regard to maintaining our preeminence in the area of
technology, it is important to focus on those "basic" skills, and
it would be redundant to mention those again.
Second, it is of
equal importance to focus on those hidden skills--the skills of
self-confidence, the skills of persisting, the skills of thinking
for oneself, the skills of lOving and caring for others-in.a'global-WorM 'and a-truelY.glObaI'
economy.

'Thank you very much.

MS. DWYER: Thank you. very much, Dr. Broussard.
And maybe you
will have a little more'time at the end to tell us just a little
bit more about it. And now, Dr. George Fellendorf.
DR. FELLENDORF:
I.am going to do something that I've never done
before, sitting on a panel.
I am going to pass my five minutes
and hope that 'that five minutes can be used by the people in this
audience, ,some of whom I know by reputation, others 'I don't know
except by name, but I'd like to hear from them. So, if I may,
Madam Chairman, I'd like to suggest. that the five minutes that I
had be devoted to listening to some of the input from the
audience.,

Thank you very much, George, and I am sure that they
will honor you by doing just that, won't you audience-yes,
Now
I'd like to introduce you to Ms. Jr ,n Hanson.
MS. DWYER_:

DR. HANSON: Thank you, Joanne.
George, you kind of caught me
off-guard on that one, I'll tell you.
I think as we are looking
at policy, one of the things that we as a National Advisory
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Council, and that I in my more recent endeavors have dealt with,
has been'LegisLatiOn, Federal legislation and State legislation,
I think that's an obvious
as it affects vocational education.
thing that we need to deal with as far as policy.
Beyond that, I think that we as leaders in vocational education, or as individuals that can impact vocational education,
need to look at how can we help to implement changes and atti.tudes in parents, in boards, in communities, and so on, so that
vocational education is not regarded as second-class education
for other peo,le that just kind of can't make it.
I think that
in my experit: le that that is an attitude that is pervasive in
many people and in many situations.

I guess the other. policy area is in the area of having vocaI don't
tional training that is realistic and that is current.
think we can be in a position of saying that since something was
good yesterday that we should continue in that way forever.
There have been some "old line" vocational educators that have
been accused of that.
Let me tell you one little story and. this is ,about schools-I called home last night and they said, "Well, we've
T gueus.
kind of got a problem," and I said, "Really;" they said,. "Yes.
Billy is here again." Now Billy plays hockey with my son; Billy
is like 13plus dnd my son is 14. So Billy should be in 8th
grade, but Billy is in 6th grade, because Billy has been put
You know why Billy is at my house
behind two grades in'school.
all the time?. He comes over there right after school every day,
and he stays until he gets kicked out at 9:00 or 10:00 at night,
because we have a computer and Billy is on the Apple computer. for
Now, that tells me
as many hours as we will let him be there.
that we are doing something wrong' in the way that we are teaching
kids like Billy because different people learn in different ways.
I think that there is a good indication to me that the Billys.of
this world can certainly-learn from something like the computer
that is of great interest to thein.

That was one,of my first supporting points, different people
do learn in different ways and we need to make our system fit
I have just a few other things that 1
those kinds of things.
think we might want to use in our considerations.
We've talked a .Lot about service occupatipns and about high
technology and we do need to remember that we need to train
people in some basic skills areas, and the basic skills do include the ability to make change; the ability to perform well in
the jobs that may be minimum wage jobs; the ability to read, to
write and so on; and that all students will not .3et those in our
Someone made a good point - -I think Dr.
normal school setting.
Tuttle made a good point- -this morning about the elementary
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scnooi and

think that has a great deal to do with what we ,.!(an
do in vocational training at the high school level and beyond.
We need.to instill
the goodness of work in
dents feel that they're
that we've taught and I
work on.

.

a feeling of pride and of quality and of
students.
My second point is that stukind of second class in some of the thing
think that's an area we really need to

We need to make school a more successful environment for
students. We need to look at the way. we are teaching the students in vocational education. 'You know when I rode out here on
the Airplane, I didn't want a mechanic that got "D's" to be the
one that checked my airplane.. I wanted a mechanic that had
learned all of the competencies; that person needed to be a
mechanic, and to be an "A"-level mechanic. I think that we need
to look at that.
That's part of the school system that I think,
has been very harmful to some children.
I guess, lastly, we need to emphasize the area of adult
retraining and of adult upgrading and moving up the ladder.
MS. DWYER: Thank you, Dr. Hanson.
Francis Tuttle.

We will now hear from Dr.

DR. TUTTLE:
I heard a rumor this morning that this session was
going to be closed so I got some of my licks. in this morning on
things having to do with policy.
But 1,1-lave more.

One thing I think has been indicated throughout this conference by the things that have been talked about: When we talk
about policy, we have to be practical enough to look At what the
States and local communities can do, and what they are not able.
to do.
Then the national policy should impinge on helping them
to do the things that the Federal government sets as its priorities.

I think that one of the things that impinge on National
policy would be a policy relating to helping States and local'
agencies with their support services.
This is an area that the
States have the most difficulty in. Getting money and appropriations for this purpose is Sc very important in terms of developing quality programs, for such things .as curriculum planning,
supporting a labor-market information, and supply/demand situation; also the matter of guidance and career planning.
I think
that if this country i. going to develop policy implications,
these types of things certainly need to he considered.
I think that everyone recognizes the implication for some
type of policy regardinm. helping States and local communities to
develop training progralishi that relate to the support of the new
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technologies.
Obviously we are going to be in a period of change
for a number of years.
I think that policy implicaticns can
change, but at the present time it certainly seems like this is
an area in which some type of policy should be developed at the
national level.

I think also that we need to develop some kind of a policy
statement Which relates to h-lping local training agencies get
state-of-the-art equipment ft..
training.
Now there are a lot of implications in policies for this.
Some of it would relate to better means of giving tax breaks to
industry that provide that equipment to the training agencies..- I
think. that it's not possible to expect industry to provide all of
I think that at least matching funds
the training and equipment.
for training equipment to help them get state-of-the-art training
equipment would be appropriate.

Obviously, from all that's been said throughout this conterence, something needs to relate to the training of displaced
workers, in a more viable manner than it is at the present time.
I think that if you analyze the problem of displaced workers,'
there is little reason to train a person for a job that doesn't.
We have to recognize that if .a worker will' not move from
exist.
the location where they have been displaced from a job, that it
there are not jobs in that locality it is going to do littleQgood
to train them to stay in the place where there are no jobs.
The question then comes up, it they are going to move, who
trains them? Does the sending community train them, or the
receiving community train them? It is not very practical that
the Detroit area. is going to spend their funds in retraining
'people that are going to be exported to:Oklahoma, Texas, or some
So I think that needs to be addressed and how
other location.
funds are'allocated for training of displaced workers.
It you've read the study, "Education for TomorroW's Jobs," I
suggest you reread it. It you haven't read it, I suggest you do.
I happen
It is a recent study by the National Research Council.
I think it is to
to be one of the panel members on that study.
vocational education what a number of studies have been to public
.

education..

.

I would suggest that you read it. To give you some idea of
the things that this panel related to. I might tell you that the
majority of the panel did not come from vocational education, the
Industry and research institumajority came from other areas.
tions, and major economic development firms were a part of that
panel.

One of the things identified in this study is the greatest
barrier in terms of education relating to industry immediate need
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for training programs is schools are saddled with capitation
grants, which means they get paid this year based on what their
daily average attendance was the previous year, which means that
a school is limited in what it can do immediately to address, the
problem.

I am saying that there isn't any way that education can
really relate to inutry it it has to wait. a year and go through
the legislative process to get more funds in order to address the
need of an industry, or group of workers.
To summarize, I think a policy which relates to providing
funds that have flexible application at the state and local level
is an absolute.
I think also that we need a policy statement
which relates to research.
It is my. suggestion, coming from the
field, that we need a great deal more research relating to the
needs of the field, that they have identified, that is more
action research than pure research oriented.

I think that these are the types of thingi that we need to
relate to.
I want to congratulate the National Center for using
as much of their funding as they possibly can to doing research
that has been identified by the field. That seems to be in conflict with what some people who are in pure research think.
If
we want research to really relate to the needs and it it can be
used to improve vocational education training programs, it's got
to be this type of research.
Thank you.

MS. DWYER:

Thank you,.

r. Tuttle.

We'll now hear from Wally

Voy.

MR. VOG:
When we talk about the
tion and employment training, as
we've heard almost all the kinds
ahead and do what we know we are
think it is absolutely essential
conducted.

future, about vocational educawe have in the last two days
of things that we need to go
supposed to do anyway; but I
that meetings like these are

I'm not particularly akin to the people like Ralph Bregman
who do so well in analyzing What, we. really should be thinking
about.
I have a tendency to be at the other end trying to get
.the stuff out so that we cap, can use it. We need the Ralph
Bregmans and the Morgan Lewises of the world as much as they need
the kind of technicians that we as executive directors happen to
be.

It takes the whole group of different kinds of people interested in making sure that the citizens of this country have it
better than we had it.

One ot the things that I really worry .about is that some ot
the people that we deal with every day torget who is out there.
The people out there haven't changed 'a whole lot in range ot.intellect, ot. emotions and I am so glad Vernon brought the.part up
arDut the loving skills, because that's very important, to lite.

I've been in the high schOol and grade school classrooms
recently -,- that's part ot my protession- -and I haven't round a

ditterent
them. We
dicated.
organized

kind of kid than When I was in school, maybe more ot
should have a national policy as Dr. Tuttle. has inMaybe this meeting will be the genesis of another
attempt to bring that about.

I do want to thank the National Center and the National
Council and those other groups that took the time, the ettort,
and the energy, and George Fellendort in particular, to put this
conterence together, because it is important that we do talk
about the tuture, and maybe something will come of it.
We do have some very good things going ofl. all over this
l happen to be very pleased with the types ot thingS
country.
that are going on in New York at the present time in vocational
Their
education, leading the rest ot education it you will.
curriculum development project, we called it Futuring, but it is
a future look at the way education, vocational education, should
be delivered, with the heavy input trom business, industry and
the lay `,public.

There is no doubt about,it that we have got to start earlier
in our formal education process to get people aware of what is
available in the world in the way ot careers, and jobs and so on.
.1n tact, I remember real well an indident that happened that-.-I
It was
guess I remember it.so well because I did not like it.
almost the antithesis ot What Jean said about we've got to' keep
the work ethic going in this country because that's what makes
our society.
I heard a national leader a few years ago, in tact the
national leader ot career education, say that there are a lot of
kids that will never have to work.

I think we have excellent teachers in this country, especiI worry .a great deal, though, about
ally vocational teachers.
our administrators.
I think that the best way to develop basic skills that will
.last in the current generation Ind tuture generations--is not to
lessen what welve learned about vocational education and what
those wonderful teachers out there are doing, but to make sure
that every child and adult in this country has some vocational
tratntng.
Thank you.
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MS. DWYER:

Thank you, Mr. Vog.

Ladies and gentlemen, we now have 3U minutes of your participation. We really are asking tor, your participation; .we want
you to join us in this. You may ask questions to any special
panel member, or the panel as a whole, or among yourselves it you

have some questionyou'd like to ask each other.
We would ask that it you do have a question, would you
please 'identity yourself and the organization you are with and
use the floor mikes that are here. We'd like to start. Go
ahead, please.
MR. HARRISON:
Hello, my name is Bob Harrison.
I am really here
by accident.
I was just intormed ot the conterence a couple of
days ago.
Let me just tell you a little bit about why I'm here
and I just want to make a comment to all of you who are protessionals in the vocational education tield. Right now I am an
independent consultant to the mayor's ottice, focusing on correctional problems, criminal justice problems.
I am sure you are
all aware that vocational training is a very important part ot
corrections programming.

We know that 95 percent of the people that we have in our
correction systems.do cane back to the community.
They have come
through the school system to some degree, and they haven't been
able, by and large, to succeed in that system or through that
system.
It is important, I think, for those ot you 'who are protessionals in this field, to elevate the image ot vocational
education.
It is one of the things that corrections must use to
try and reintegrate people into the community and to tree
society, to live positive and productive litestyles.
I want you to understand that, at least in my opinion, corrections ca:Anot elevate the image of vocational education.
I
think that it y. a, the educators, ..and you, the private industry
people, can elevate vocational education, it can help us all deal
with the problem .that we have ot rehabilitating people AO that
they can live a productive and positive and contributing litesytle.
I just want to make that point to you.
MS. DWYER:
Thank you very much, Mr. Harrison.
the panel like to respond to anything that Mr.

Would anyone on
Harrison said?

MR. VOG:
0
y to say that we hear that on the councils everywhere we meet and I think we have to be reminded ot it.
It seems
.to be one of the cruxes ot the problems that we have and--it

comes up ih that report that Francis reterred to,Education for
Tomorrow's Jobs. One ot the conclusions was that it's still
second man and it is still viewed as something less than what we
call traditional true education and we -have a great job ahead of
us nationally.
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I think that in terms of our response first of
MR. BROUSSARD:
all with regard to enhancing the image of vocational education,
can empathize and understand precisely what you are saying.
Whether it is in a correctional institution, or whether it is
positive in a secondary school in the suburbs, or in the inner
city, or some highly concentrated area of low income persons in
Appalachia--vocational education essentially is viewed in that
fashion and it is even viewed in that fashion by vocational
educators.

I

They will say one thing, tor'the most part, on a. platform
such as this, but it you ask them what course of study are their
children taking, and are their children going on to tour-year
colleges and _universities, the majority of them, that's where
their children are going
Their actions speak louder than words
in that regard.
I would say to you also, one of the things that we have. to
do--and you can maybe have some intlunce in that regard--that is
You see,
we have to define what we mean by vocational education.
when you talk about vocational education at say the 7th, 8th or
wood shop, metal shop--it's considered a
9th grade lc-,
dumping grou,,-, pervasive whether one goes to the inner city or
one goes to suburbia or wherever, and so that's where that negative image comes trom.

When you talk about the crafts areas, whether it has to do
with hydraulics, electronics, lasers, et cetera, then the people
who go into those areas don't carry that stigmatism to that,
Those are procesextent; at least that's been my observation.
sional technicians and they are paid accordingly.
It you look
The unions are indeed closed to many Americans.
at the kinds 'of individuals that are permitted to go into those
programs--and I have done an extensive study for the Rocketeller
Foundation in this regard so that I am not speaking just from
'same personal observations on the matter--the individuals .who.go
into that, who are .committed to go into those fields even today,
are highly selective individuals. They are certain individuals
in terms of their behaviors, in terms or their test scores, their
intelligenbe,' whether or not this is a good kid or belongs to a
certain ethnic group, racial group, et cetera, you are not
allowed.to go into those particular programs or that you may find
one or two.
So that is why oftentimes the poor cc immunity, the minority
community, oftentimes will view vocational education, and to some
extent the large "mythical" middle class community,. will view
vocational education in a negative manner because of the tact
that it has to some extent been attached to the labor that the
toretathers did in the steel mills, excepting they wanted a
better lite for their children.

I hope I'm not confusing you with that response but I.t It
compelled to respond to that because it is a question we ar
constantly being asked. But 'once again, I would say is,, to look
at the occupations specifically in terms of vocational educ tion
and. what the pay is per hour for that particular occupatio
dental technician or whatever it may be.
MS. DWYER:

Thank you very much, Vernon.

MS. WOOD:
I'm Marcia Wood and I'm from Colorado.
Most ot my
vocational experience has been there, but I've had a bac ground
in communications as well, and I.'ve been thinking about this.
second class. image a long while and there are two or th ee specitic things that I think we might toss out that might b= used.
One ot them, because we are in touch with businesses,
et's include contact with their advertising people becauSe t ey spend
most ot their educational money on:advertisingabout heir products.
There are a few companies who feature workers at all
levels.
It comes to mind some of the Coors ads and :ome ot the/
Union Pacitic ads I've seen that really highlight wo kers ot
kinds and that is part of the American image .that w: don't see/.

Then in just some of our systems, I had a fri nd who was / the
ttrst. paraprofessional school social work aide in he-Denver
public schools, and one ot hi.s tirst assignments 'as helping/ with
elementary school field trips.
Because .he was Ch cano, tie bit
that none ot the tield trips ever really related to the int rests
ot the kinds he knew in the n eighbo-hoods, so he asked to e a
part of planning the tield trips and he changed it so that they
didn't just'get managment prospective, the qui
glossy t ur, but
that these kids had chances to talk with the frkers in e ery
kind of jobt 40 that they could have aome.teel ng. of pri el of
every kind ot job.
,

/

.

There are some simple things like that hat I thin it we
just think a little harder and somehow brea ing the th ughts
apart a little bit. like Sue Lerner talked y sterday, t at we can
think ot specific ways to ask the companie we work w' th to
teature workers.
I think we do in vocatio al educat n, in our
teacher training and everything else. We tend to to us most on
the jobs that pay the most and we don't d vote much ot our atter:tion to appreciating the skills in what e call bot omlevel
jobs.
I think it we as an educational a ency don'
believe that
all work is worthwhile, how are we goin to expec that our
country will absorb and continue that
titude.
hat's just a
general thought that I think we really need to br i.ng up and
discuss more.

One other specific thing that w have tri d--and 1 was
talking about it with someone here i some tra lung for adult
programs --ewe have some little blue elastic ba ges made that
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identified all these women as being in SCU.Human Services OccuYou can't believe the amount ot pride and
pations. Training.
spin-ott in ccItacts'that were made by the people wearing this
Some of the women wanted to'wear them all the time, but
badges.
some of them had great problems because their kids wanted to wear
them to school too because their mother was in this special
.program and had this badge.

.

There are other kinds of simple things--I even believe that
when we have students' in training in co-op programs and others,
we should use some of our own tacilities to help see that every.
student coming in gets a personal card printed that tells what
kind of .a training program. they are in; because a lot ot people
in our society do identity the people who are somebody with who.
has a card to hand out that tells what they are doing and,
whether it,includes their area.ot,interest or'What company they
are. working' with in co-oping, I think there are simple things we
It wouldn't be that impossible, but it
can do to help give that.
might be something the National Advisory Council could help share
ideas.

One other thing that I'think does give status is the idea of
I think that's an additional idea to funding
scholarships.
because we all realize' we can't do it all through Social Security
or ITA or unemployment comper.lation.or whatever and there are a
lot ot people who, it they can give to a scholarship to help
someone who-is in the working poor category, who would give a
scholarsh* tOr tuition and could. Just the. very tact that you
I think
quality for a scholarship is also a thing of pride.
sometimes just knowing the people I know who don'twant anybody
to know they are on any kind of public assistance, but who responded to a program that had a training institutn's name, 'we
got lots more response and lots more participation.

I know that's maybe shooting your wad all in one direction,
but those are speciticideas that 1 think we need to take the
time to think through.
MS. DWYER:

Thank you very much,, Mrs. Wood.

I see a.young lady in the back, please go ahead.'
I'm with Phillip
MS. ANUNZIO: 'My name is Annette Anunzio.
This goes along with the idea ot giving
Moris, Incorporated.
recognition to those students who are vocational educationally
What Phillip Morris has, and we've had now for ten
oriented.
years, is a vocational technical scholarship award program for
It is given the same amount of treat- \
our employees' children.
ment as a college scholarship program is and, as we celebrate t e
tenth anniversary of the program, we know as one company, we
can't reach everyone, so we are going out now and encouraging
other corporations to sponsor similar programs.

\
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We did a survey of our students who had gone on with these
awards and a lot ot responses included the tact for once we were
They liked the tact that this was
recognized as being important.
termed a scholarship and that finally they were being awarded for
We're
their merits As were those students going on to college.
proud that the program has grown in the ten years and we hope
that other corporations will take our lead and start the progras
up in their companies as well.
We most certainly do tool'we
Thank. you very much.
MS. DWYER:
appreciate your sharing that with us.
MR. DOLAN:
I'm Gene Dolan.
I was up here yesterday, trom the
University of
and also from the Data Processing Management
I have two points I'd like to make. The idea ot
Association.
identitying gitted and talented children, the thing has been
alluded to but not directly. 'Basically,,one ot the things that
we tend to do with these identified people is we thrust them into
essentially more schooling on _the intellectual side and I know
tram experience, very personal experience as a matter ot tact,
that some of these students aren't interested in more history,
more art, more music: they are interested in` doing things with
their hands, 'specifically vocational .education-type things.
.

I think the advisory committees particularly have to get
together. with the gitted and talented people in education to work
out some way of identitying students who are "gitted and talented," so that we don't flrn them oft as Students by thrusting
are not interested in going.
them into areas where th

The :second mint which 1 think.advisory committees ought to
do and also industry people, is we have to start getting, citt the
trend, which I am noticing over the past.several years, ot entry
level positions - -I should put that in quotation marks--being
This
positions which require the applicant to have experience.
is particularly true in highly skilled areas.
Very-many ot the people coming out of vocational schools,
junior.colleges, and community colleges with no experience are
incapable ot getting jobs, though the jobs are there -the market
is crying for people--because industry won't hire them because
they don't have experience and they can't get experience because
industry won't hire them.

This is particularly true in my field, in the computer
You'see the ads all the time--three years experience as a
field.
You can't get it until you are hired to be a
COBOL programmer.
I think we have to get this message across as well.
programmer.
MS. DWYER:
gentlemen?

Thank you very much, sir.
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MR. MORGAN:
I'm Bob Morgan.
I work with the National Center for
I have a tew canments that don't necesEducation Statistics.
sarily reflect departmental position, but are of concern to me
since I haven't heard any discussion ot them.

I think one major area that needs to be addressed is a geopolitical .basis for planning.
I hear some of the speakers talk
about local planning and Local involvement, yet others, State.
level and State involvement, and even some at the Federal level,
with Federal involvement.
It you look at sup7.1.y and demand tram a local perspective,
you get a ditterent picture than what you would get in a national
It may not'even be cost-etticient to put up certain
perspective.
.types ot high tech programs, from a Local perspective or even
tram a State perspective, when there is needed employment at the
I think
national level. These are the cutting-edge occupations.
that the council should address how we look at the more limited
areas ot high tech preparatiOn, the support people.

For example, the' Association of Engineers have been very
concerned about how they're going to get the support technicians
The second area
'to help in a wide variety of areas ot training.
State
that causes some concern is the coverage of State plans.
plans naturally cover a.variety of ditterent areas ot within a
Some States have every educational program in their State
State.
planning process, yet others have whole segments ok their educa,tional delivery system not covered in the formal planning
process.

Another area at concern is the criterion for success for
The majority of vocational education, at
vocational education.
least,in terms of the people served, is occuring in reas that
I have
are designed to impart specific job skills and abilities.
There has been some talk about a
not hearl any talk of that.
split betwen secondary and elementary in terms of a delivery
system, but I haven't heard very much discussion about the
postsecondary level, which is a growing area, or the adult area.
The other area that I heard, and it kind of concerned me a
bit, but it is maybe a picture of the things to come as the
gentleman trom.GM was speakihg about, the active ettort to select
Now, in our current .act, we have two ditterthe best qualified.
ent types of criterion for success; one is the number ot people
placed in related employment; and yet the other is services to
target populations. There needs to be looked at the balance
between these two, sometimes paradoxical goals.
Yet another area is the concern for quality guidance. Dt
We do have a
Schwartz, noted the need for quality supply data.
great need in that area and we need to bring together the sources
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that we have.
Our agency has difficulty bringing together the
varieties of educational supplies; nevermind that outside the
educational sector and the area of industry training.

And of advancing another area of concern is the decreasing
number' of jobs available in the higher trained areas and the
,increasing low-skill jobs available.
I think that really
deserves sNcial attention because it is 'coming more and more'
wide-spread from our perspeCtive.
Finally, I think some attention ought to be paid to the
technology that the gentleman from GM was talking about.
Clearly
the day is coming where the change, the technological change, is
going to be so quick that we cannot disseminate it or diffuse it.
This notion of an interactive computer linkage across 'the United
States where you can spend your curriculum development money more
ottectively and update more quickly, I think ought to be looked
at.

Thank you.

MS. DWYER: Thank you very much, Bob.- I think you raised several
'very valid questions. and concerns.
Does anyone on the panel wish
to respond to any one of the questions that Dab brought up, or
the concerns?

Okay, fine.

Next question, please.

Sir?

My name is Ed Canning. I am a director of apprenticeship.in the Western Connecticut Carpenters, in Connecticut.
I wanted to bring up A. couple of 'points.
It is kind of a rarefied atmosphere we've had 'here and looking .at vocational education from the demand side and from the outside, and 1 find it
rather difficult to cope with. I am looking for applicat.ons.
I
am involved also with Vo-Tech schools in Connecticut and the'
craft committees and what-not, so I-have a strong interest in it.
MR.' CANNING:

One of the things I've noticed is that the students that we
receive that came into the union, and we have an open-door contrary to Mr. Broussard's findings in other places--the youngsters
who do came in are allowed in and allowed to register with us,
and we find'that the majority of persons who come in to be carpenters are not from the technical schools. Very tew proportionately to the number who come in, very tew are from the technical
schools.
Most or the youngsters who are coming in through our doors
are people, who have completed high school and who have tried out
something. They may have tried, going to a service station to
work, working' in a store, any number of small, allied occupations, and then come in because they have bound that there is no
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place for theth to go--there is no craft', there is no tuture,
there is no career.

Me work with them, take and work with them, which makes, me
wonder about the Vo Tech system. We have an excellent Vo Tech,
system on the books in Connecticut, but it is very separate.
There is a selection process to go to any,
It's like an enclave.
one of the Vo Tech schools; but it is really not diffused into
the community.

More and more youngsters at the same time, who are going
through out public high schools, are unable--are not intending to
go to'college. They need to develop some skills that are going
to give them a career.
I understand tram one of the' gentlemen at the conference
tnat at the local area they have a series of career centers,
where people can come to work part-time in their regular high
school and.part-time at the career center. This to me would make
a little bit of sense--changing the system to meet the needs and.
desires ot the people.

The other thing I would suggest is that in our thinking, in
our planning tor policy, that you take a little more of a look at
I have a vested interest in apprenticeship,
apprenticeship.
having 211 apprentices ot my own all over the state of Connecticut.

The system is an excellent system from this point of view.
You have a young man working all day long and he is working beside a journeyman carpenter. He is working wider a toreman who
is yelling at him, making sure he is there on time. He is
working with a journeyman carpentenlitto is helping him to do the
At night-time, he comes to school twice a week and he has
trade.
a man tram the trade who comes into the tech school and we.have a
separate facility where they do projects. And this man is a
superintendent, a toreman, or .a journeyman carpenter, who teaches
him at night-time; and he is working, he is current with what the
needs of the trade are. He is showing him what has to be done
and they know the next day he is going back Ito a job just like'
them.

It is extremely eftective. The problem I see with the
school system in developing vocational abilities and strengths is
we rind that the youngsters do not have a sense ot immediacy.
They do not have a sense of the needs'ot the job skills that are
on the job. They are :in the school syndrome of getting the pink
There is no accountability and
slip which excuses being late.
there is not reeling that this is for real.

Perhaps there should be thought of tying together the Vo
I'know. cooperative education jobs work has
Tech with the job.
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been rather successful, but on a larger scale, perhaps if Vo Tech
schools also could be tied in closer to the other high schools.
Thank you.

MS. DWYER:

I'm sorry I talked so long.

Thank you very much, sir.

There is a gentleman up above.

Would you please go ahead?

MR. PENROD:
I'm Walter Penrod.
I'm the Executive Director of
the State Advisory Council in Indiana.

think we have a dire need in this country for a policy
which says that education is for all and it includes all.
I
sense a verystrong trend, particulary from the national level,
to separate education into a series of track systems--some of
those who have certain kinds of things and certain other kinds of
things.
I

It seems to me that we have a prime purpose in education and
that is preparing the individual to bea productive and contributing citizen in our society, as at least one of the major purposes of education. And I sense that we sometimes have a track
that we might call vocational education and a tradk we call
general education and a track that we call academic education.
But where they seem to get their authority and get their direction seems to vary.
It seems to me we have a real strong need for a policy that
addresses education for all and a policy that has a direction
toward a goal, which means a more productive society using our
most valuable resource, the human resource.
MS. DWYER:

Thank you very much, sir.

MR. BALDWIN:
I am Steve Baldwin on the staff of the National
Commission for Employment Pollcy.
These remarks however are my
own as a professional economist and not to be interpreted as.
those of someone who has paid for the microphone.

The Commission has, over the last several years, devoted a
considerable amount of its resources to studying vocational education. We put out a report in 1981 with some recommendations.
Among those were that federal funds should be directed primarily
toward furthering innovative programs and attempts to improve
vocational education programs, rather than the federal funding
going'to maintain the average vocational program.
We did this in
part on the basis of some economic studies done for us by both
outsle..consultants and some of my colleagues which indicated
that 'on average, form the point (f view of improving earnings,
.secondary vocational education in particular did not represent an
earnings gain over general track high school education.
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I think that over the last several years that I have been
tollowing this issue, vocational education as a system has moved
a long way toward recognizing a number of its shortcomings and
attempting to move toward correcting those shortcomings.
One problem that the vocational educators really can't
handle by themselves is this issue ot labor market intormation
One of the reasons why they can't, is because
and forecasting.
employers, by and large, don't forecast their own labor needs
very well.
One. possible suggestion to perhaps get some better information on this is to utilize the advisory committee structure,
which is supposed to provide intormation tram the businesses
whose representatives are on the committees, to the school districts, the LEA, might be able to turn the binoculars around
sometimes and provide some intormation on trends trom the point
of view ot labor market development, to the employers themselves.
to be of `some ot the
They may just not be as aware as they
labor market factors that they are going to have to Lace over the.
next 1U to 15 years.

With respect to the issues of montoring and looking at programs for retraining of both disadVantaged workers and displaced
workers, the Commission has what we calla practitioners' task
composed ot about-18 or 20 individuals wAio are program
-Operators-around the-country.---- Ed-Canning is-one-ot-our-practiI'm sorry I
tioners' task force members, as a matter of fact.
blew his cover. But that kind ot structure has enabled us to
pick out problems as the Job Training Partnership Act has been
developed and implemented. It is now approaching the start ot
its first lull program Year.
I am not sure that there 1.8 a comparable kind ot structure
in place with respect to vocational education. The advisory
councilS, it seems "to me,' are getting intOrmation trom the
Is there much feedback trom the
community to the educators.
educators, the educational community, to the employers and the
policymakers? We do it in this kind of a conterence, but thin:: is
I wouldn't want to suggest we do a conterence
a sporadic attain.
I like Ralph too
like this every three months, for instance.
much to do that.
The issues ot displaced workers and unemployment insurance- I do want to mention that because it is an area that I have had a
lot to do with in ,the last couple of yearshaving-to do with
whether we should require retraining be taken by individuals on
You have got to remember, the unemployunemployment insurance.
ment insurance system is a social insurancy system designed to
maintain purchasing power for individuals who are in most cases
unemployed tor relatively short periods of time, either between
jobs or awaiting recall..
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It IS only when you get into situations ot Individuals who
have long-tent unemployment and ditticuity in finding new jobs
that we then have to think .about, how are we going to make them
more employable. The suggestion that I and a colleague had
advanced in a paper that we_ wrote last year, at the request ot
the Senate Budget Committee, is, we develop Linkages between the
unemployment insurance system, the vocational education system,
and the JTPA structure, so that we can get people in for assess merit, it it seems likely that they are going to have problems.
Get them in for assessment early-on, and as an incentive perhaps
provide extended unemployment insurance conditional on their
participating and remaining in a retraining program.
That's not going to appeal to anywhere near a majority ot
the unemployed, but it is going to be a way ot getting at the
minority ot the unemployed who are likely to 'be seriously,
structurally attected.

Finally, there is a second--or maybe a third, or tourth by
now--range ot issues that this conterence really has not addressed except perhaps tangentially and that's the general area ot
women's issues.
I can think ot two that 1 would urge that there
be some integration between vocational educators and academic
educators working in the same school systems to address.
One ot them is, we have been talking a lot about the need
for individuals to have mathematics skills. inculcated in them at
early ages. A substantial body ot research, I believe, has
indicated that girls tend to have what is called math anxiety to
a greater extent than. do boys, and that. sometimes it is necessary
to provide extra treatment or at least avoid .stereotyping girls
as, being nonquantitative and nonmathematical, in order to draw
out tneir latent abilities.
Both vocational., educators and academic educators, it seems

to me, should be cooperating in areas where we are talking about
providing the kinds ot toots that people are going to have to use
to make a living, including the math skills, on a nonsexist
Oasis.

The one experience that 1 might pass on, one ot my colleagues has been Looking at educational-employment linkages,
employer aid to schools in various parts at the country, went up
to what is In ettect a model high school, 'vocational high school,
in New York City, which focuses on electronic occupatlons--I
tc

get the name of 'it-- -4,000 kids, all boys.

The 'second area in which 1. think both vocational educators
and academic educators can cooperate with the ultimate object cat;
improving girls' Lite chances in the labor mauket has to do with
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I don't
the problem ot teenage pregnancies and sex education.
know how to do that. That is certainly not my area of expertise,
but it certainly seems to he an area in which some fairly
straightfor-vard tacing the facts needs to be done, and we should
he thinking in terms of how a vocational educ,ation model might
have particular advantages to girls who may be particularly prone
to teenage pregnancies.

Okay, I'll stop there.
MS. DWYER: Thank you very much, sir. As a guidance counselor, ,T
can personally say there are many things you have said "that I
understand very, very well, in a vocational school.

I think we have time for one more.

-Sir?

I am Paul Larkin, former futurist. I am saying that
MR. LARKIN:
in the spirit of--Art Buchwald's column, I think maybe many of
you know it, Capitol Punishment- -and at least a few of the things
I have been hearing at a level of interchange,of ideas is that we
In tact, they are a pretty scary
don't need futurists at all.
We really ought to get on with the practibunch. to be around.
cal, immediate stuff and avoid possible reference to scenarios
concerning the future.

---T-think in the same vein I have heard some antiintellectualism exprgssed here and I would like to Join the whole
group and be a former intellectual and we can all attact them for
any ideas.
I was impressed by some of the ideas submitted about the
intrinsic worth, the self-worth ot some ot our human clients,
I was glad when I perceived_ some
vis-a-vis the employer.
applause for getting it on the table'here that our vocational
stuaents are valuable.

YeSterday, we had it on the table that halt the people in
South America are under 19 years of age and in the next 20 years,
it we generated tour million jobs a year for them, we'd'just
about stay even; and the United States, with five times the
economy in the past 'ten years has only generated .two million jobs,
a year.
I also think of people in our prisons, that's been menI am not
tioned, and how they have been deprived of a role.
And
people
on
1 am talking about roles.
talking abOut jobs.
welfare in Baltimore, the same way. We have handed them material
things and taken away tram their spirit, their ability to participate in the economy and in our society. I submit that as an
I think we have been doing better
issue which callsfor policy.
lately and I would deter to George Fellendort about our handicapped people, and we have been showing some greater respect tor.
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them as persons, for their work, as opposed to their value to,
their extrinsic value to an employer.
Soy, my idea is that--again remember, this is 'Capitol

Punishmentis that something along the model ot our tootball
stars, who can ccmmand multi-million dollar salaries, that for
each of their vocational students, we arrange for there to be a
Lawyer respresenting them.
Here we could Let go ot all ot our
vocational poliCy since 191/ and take a more individual approach.
This would give abundant activity-tor lawyers to do, get them to
do something else beside' representing my ex- wife.

The ,basic concept here is a caring about the individual.,
though, and 'a trying to empower that individual.
I tear that
I've heard more.than 1 like to about preparing people to be
workers in tactories, that .kind ot thing; an insensitivity to
women; an insensitivity to the Indian peasant, even in South
America.
How can ,we provide roles?
1 don't .think it will be factory
roles and I haven't heard enough discussion ot. positively what
would it be.
1 teel that's the challenge ,ot this conference, 18
to identity roles. We.used to do it in our industrial society.
I heard a young lady being introduced tram the Future. Homemakers
of America. With the stay-at-home, mother, and tousewite, in the
Andustriat-societyi-we-provide a woman a rotei--Bow-are-doIng It
in this society? What is our challenge for the end of the 20th
century, t,e beginning ot the 21st, to empower, to provide roles?
I would Like to hear coherence ot ideas that will'address that
issue,. about roleSMS. DWYER:

.

Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. FelLendort will close
panel and' on behalt ot myselt,
audience.
You have asked most
concerns, we are very aware ot
Your comments,' we appreciate.

.this sessiOn.' On behalf ot the
I think you have been a great
provocative questions. Your
and appreciate your voicing them.

And i would also Like to thank the panel, starting with Mr.
Fellendort; Dr. Broussard; Wally Vog; Dr. Tuttle; and Dr. Hanson.
Thank you ver much.

will turn it back to Dr. Fellendort.
MR. FELLENDORF:

Thank you very much, Joanne.

looking at the program at 2:15 we were to have closing
rmarks by Mr. Miller and Ken Smith.
I am not sure that
see.
either one ot the here.
is there anyone who is going to speak
for then?
I
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I didn't really 'give up my Live minutes to give a
tinal address, but I guess I do have the opportunity and the
privilege ot thanking you all for coming, to assure you that what
has been said, both trim the plattorm and tram the audience has
been duti.tully taperecorded for transcription and review and
I
thoughttul'inclusion,in the proceedings .ot these sessions.
hope you are all registered too so we know who you are and are on
the mailing list to hear about the proceedings, when they become
available.
If not,

I think that it's_been a very stimulating day-and-a-halt and
I have learned, myselt, a great deal by listening to the comments
I think that
that were made, tram here and tram the audience..
the National Advisory Council and the other organizations which
have shared in sponsoring these sessions have tultilled a major
portion ot the anticipated goals.
I appreciate that Paul mentioned that we didn't touch on
I could say that
certain 'Jlings that are ot particular concern.
with respect to the handicapped and disabled--that's my particular concern - -I would say that. while that. hasn't been mentioned
as specifically as I might have liked, I have been listening to
.what's been said and interpreting much ot what I've heard in
So
light ot the particular population that I am concerned about.
I hope every one of us has done the same- thing.
I'd like to thank again Ralph Liregman and Morgan' Lewis and
those on their statts who have helped make this all possible.

We appreciate your coming and, wish you a sate journey home.
Thank you.
(Adjournment, of Proceedings)
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